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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Friedrich von Hayek, a 20th century economist, once remarked that economic order is
determined by “the dispersed bits of incomplete and frequently contradictory knowledge
which all the separate individuals possess” (Hayek, 1945:519). This dissertation
examines how these dispersed bits of knowledge are integrated (Lawrence & Lorsch,
1967:11) at the organizational boundaries in the context of interorganizational networks.
1.1 Description of the Phenomenon and Scope of Work
Innovation is a central driver for the growth of economies (Arrow, 1962; Solow, 1957) as
well as key a driver for the competitive advantage of firms (Dosi, 1988; Lengnick-Hall,
1992; Prahalad & Hamel, 1990; Prahalad, 2004), especially when environmental
uncertainty is great (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967:23). Furthermore, innovation can be
understood as an idea, object or practice that individuals, groups, organizations or other
entities perceive as new (Rogers, 1983). Additionally, innovation can be conceptualized
as a process of idea conception and implementation (Daft, 1978). In this dissertation
research, I adopt the process view on innovation and conceptualize innovation as “a
process in which the organization creates and defines problems and then actively
develops new knowledge to solve them” (Nonaka, 1994:14). Developing knowledge in
organizations is central to the competitive advantage of firms and, ultimately, to the
growth of the economy. What is more, I also adopt the view that competition is shifting
from the level of single firms to the level of interorganizational networks (Dyer & Singh,
1998), and extend the notion of innovation processes toward interorganizational networks
by examining how knowledge is developed through transformation at the boundaries
between organizations in such networks. In doing so, I draw from research that argues
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that crucial knowledge processes for innovation occur in collaborative interaction across
different boundaries (Dougherty, 2004; Maguire & Hardy, 2005), and that these
collaborative boundary processes take place within situated organizational practices
(Giddens, 1979; Suchman, 1987), such as business process re-engineering projects
(Smeds, 1997) and strategy workshops (Whittington, Molloy, Mayer, & Smith, 2006).
Furthermore, drawing from recent practice-based research on knowledge transformation
(Carlile, 2004) this research is based on the premise that understanding innovation in
interorganizational networks characterized by reciprocal interdependencies (Thompson,
1967) requires one to understand how knowledge is transformed and developed at
organizational boundaries. In addition, I argue that collaborative new strategy process
development (Maguire & Hardy, 2005) provides a fruitful setting for studying knowledge
transformation at boundaries.
1.2 Motivation, Research Problem and Objectives
Interorganizational networks are replacing more traditional vertically integrated
hierarchical organizations (Dyer & Singh, 1998). The networked form of organizing
economic activity is becoming prevalent in a large number of industries, and Dyer and
Singh (1998:675) suggest that competition between individual firms “is becoming less
universal, as pairs and networks of allied firms have begun to compete against each
other.” Just as innovation drives competitive advantage at the level of single firms,
gaining and sustaining network-level competitive advantage requires innovation at the
level of interorganizational networks. The majority of the literature on innovation in
networks sees knowledge exchange at organizational boundaries as a central process for
innovation. While the importance of managing knowledge at boundaries is widely
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accepted, there are different views in the literature concerning what exactly are the key
knowledge processes at boundaries to be managed.
First, a large body of research argues that knowledge transmits (Arrow, 1969),
spills (Almeida & Kogut, 1999), flows (Almeida & Kogut, 1999; Appleyard, 1996), and
transfers (Argote & Ingram, 2000; Bhagat, Kedia, Harveston, & Triandis, 2002; von
Hippel, 1994; von Hippel, 1998; Zander & Kogut, 1995) across boundaries. Especially
the concept of knowledge transfer is widely used in the context of problem solving,
innovation and competitive advantage: von Hippel (1998:630) states that in solving a
problem, information needs to be transferred “from its point of origin to a specified
problem-solving site,” Powell and colleagues (1996:119-120) describe that “firms must
learn how to transfer knowledge across alliances,” and Szulanski (1996:27) argues that
“the ability to transfer best practices internally is critical to firm’s ability to build
competitive advantage.” Despite its prevalence, however, the conception of knowledge
transfer may be inadequate to explain some crucial knowledge processes at boundaries in
interorganizational networks.
Namely, researchers in knowledge management have recently begun to argue that
as opposed to the prevalent conception of knowledge as a thing that can be possessed,
knowledge in organizations is better understood as an ongoing process of interaction that
is embedded in human action (Brown & Duguid, 2001; Cook & Brown, 1999;
Orlikowski, 2002). Consequently, “knowledge is shared through a process of
transformation, not transfer” (Bechky, 2003b:314). Nonetheless, literature on
interorganizational networks and innovation has mostly ignored these arguments of
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embedded and situated knowledge and continued to conceptualize key knowledge
processes as transfer.
Thus, a research problem emerges: although students of interorganizational
networks and innovation admit that managing knowledge processes at organizational
boundaries is crucial for innovation, and at the same time knowledge management
researchers posit that the key knowledge process at boundaries is transformation, there is
little research on how knowledge is transformed at organizational boundaries. To
address the research problem, I draw from the literature on collaborative strategic
practices and examine how knowledge is transformed at organizational boundaries in
collaborative interorganizational strategy process development workshops.
1.3 Ontological and Epistemological Assumptions
All organizational research makes assumptions concerning both the nature of the
phenomenon under study (ontological assumptions) and the ways in which the researcher
can produce knowledge about the phenomenon (epistemological assumptions) (Burrell &
Morgan, 1979). Concerning ontology of the core concept of knowledge, recent
developments in organization science posit that knowledge and knowing cannot be
separated from what people do in their daily work, or from interaction with other people,
technology and objects. This perspective on knowledge is usually called the practicebased view (Orlikowski, 2002; Thompson & Walsham, 2004), the relational view
(Osterlund & Carlile, 2005), or even the social constructionist view (Ringberg & Reihlen,
2008). In this dissertation I adopt a variant of this practice ontology and, concerning the
focal concept of this study, assume that knowledge is constituted and exchanged through
activities and practices (Ringberg & Reihlen, 2008). Concerning epistemology, in this
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dissertation I assume that while knowledge is constituted and embedded in practices,
interpersonal knowledge exchange can be observed by an external observer. Similarly, I
assume that the external observer can acquire scientific knowledge about the knowledge
exchange process without personal experience or interest in the knowledge exchange.
Finally, I also assume that the researcher can identify empirical relationships, regularities
and underlying themes concerning the knowledge exchange processes. Thus, in Burrell
and Morgan’s (1979:3) terms, this research subscribes to the core tenets of
epistemological positivism.1 In line with epistemological positivism in social scientific
research (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991), in this dissertation the role of the researcher is to
discover some underlying social reality, and not to understand or expose meaning
systems of or hidden conflicts among the participating individuals. Finally, contrary to
the research practice of scholars following deductive research strategies, I do not separate
analysis from theorizing, but rather wish to present data analysis and ensuing theoretical
arguments as intertwined and close to data – a reasoning strategy Ketokivi and Mantere
(2010) call contextualization.
1.4 Intended contributions
First, this dissertation research builds on existing literature on knowledge transformation
and extends that literature toward interorganizational networks by examining how
knowledge is transformed at organizational boundaries. Theoretical arguments in the
knowledge transformation literature have concerned mainly knowledge exchange
1

I acknowledge that the combination of practice ontology and positivist epistemology can be interpreted, in
Burrell and Morgan’s (1979) terms at least, as internally incompatible. However, as many scholars (e.g.
Huff 2009, Deetz 1996) have noted, Burrell and Morgan’s framework is problematic in itself and its tight
interpretation may unnecessarily constrain empirical research. Further addressing the philosophical issue of
how ontological and epistemological positions could and/or should be combined in individual empirical
studies is outside the scope of this dissertation.
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processes across boundaries within organizations, such as boundaries between
specializations, and therefore the scope of the knowledge transformation theory has
largely been limited in single firms. Second, extant literature on interorganizational
networks argues that transferring knowledge across organizational boundaries is a key
driver for innovation. This dissertation highlights the limitations of the transfer paradigm
and extends the notion of knowledge processes at organizational boundaries toward a
practice-based understanding of innovation (Dougherty, 2004; Orlikowski, 2002), and
suggests that knowledge transformation is a key boundary process for innovationcreation.
1.5 Research Design in Brief
I have so far discussed briefly the research phenomenon and its importance, as well as the
research problem, philosophical assumptions and intended contributions. While I will
discuss these issues in the following chapters in more detail, and issues pertaining to
research design in Chapter 3 especially, I review the key research design choices briefly
here. First, while innovation and knowledge are studied within multiple disciplines, the
disciplinary base of this research is organization theory, and more specifically innovation
and knowledge management. To introduce and motivate the specific research problem of
how knowledge is transformed at organizational boundaries, I first review literatures on
interorganizational networks, situated knowledge and knowledge transformation. I then
use collaborative strategy process development workshops as a research context for
collecting empirical data on knowledge transformation at organizational boundaries. To
analyze the data, I use a multiple case study method, combined with inductive, grounded
theorizing. In line with these methodological choices, I adopt practice ontology and
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positivist epistemology. The form of the theoretical outcome is a propositional middlerange theory that is intended to explain how knowledge is transformed at organizational
boundaries and thus inform future research on innovation in networks. Also, this
dissertation research intends to contribute to the practice of managing innovations in
interorganizational networks. I draw from Huff (2009:86) and summarize the research
design of this dissertation in Figure 1.
1.6 Structure of this dissertation
Next, in Chapter 2, I review and problematize key literatures on interorganizational
networks, knowledge transformation and collaborative strategizing. At the end of the
chapter, I revisit the research problem and present two focused research questions. Then,
in Chapter 3, entitled ‘Research design and methods,’ I outline how I intend to address
the research questions. In Chapter 3, I also introduce the research context of collaborative
strategy process development workshops, and discuss data collection and analysis
methods. In addition, I briefly discuss the nature of the theoretical contribution in the
third chapter. Then, in the following two chapters 4 and 5, I present the results of two
distinct yet interrelated data analysis phases. In the sixth and final chapter, I elaborate the
emerging theoretical model and discuss how it contributes to both extant literature and to
managerial practice. In Chapter 6 I also address the limitations of the study and proffer
some directions for future research.
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FIGURE 1. Research Design (Adapted from Huff 2009, 86)
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Innovation
Innovation drives economic growth of economies (Arrow, 1962; Solow, 1957) Likewise,
creating innovations is a central driver for competitive advantage of firms (Dosi, 1988;
Lengnick-Hall, 1992; Leonard & Sensiper, 1998; Prahalad & Hamel, 1990; Prahalad,
2004). Innovation can be understood as an idea, object or practice that individuals,
groups, organizations or other entities perceive as new (Rogers, 1983). Additionally,
innovation can be conceptualized as a process of idea conception and implementation
(Daft, 1978). In this dissertation research, I adopt the knowledge process view on
innovation which conceptualizes innovation as “a process in which the organization
creates and defines problems and then actively develops new knowledge to solve them”
(Nonaka, 1994:14). In addition, this dissertation is based on the premise that competition
is shifting from the level of single firms to the level of interorganizational networks (Dyer
& Singh, 1998), and my aim is to extend the notion of innovation processes toward
interorganizational networks by examining how knowledge is exchanged at the
boundaries between organizations in such networks. In doing so, I draw from the
literatures that argue that crucial knowledge processes for innovation occur in
collaborative interaction across different boundaries (Dougherty, 2004; Maguire &
Hardy, 2005), and that these collaborative boundary processes take place within situated
organizational practices (Giddens, 1979; Suchman, 1987), such as business process reengineering projects (Smeds, 1997) and strategy workshops (Whittington, Molloy,
Mayer, & Smith, 2006).
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2.2 Innovation in Interorganizational Networks
Networks have been a popular topic of study for organization scholars in the past couple
of decades. Major journals in the field, such as The Academy of Management Journal
(Tsui, 1997), Organization Science (e.g. Koza & Lewin, 1998; Larsson, Bengtsson,
Henriksson, & Sparks, 1998; Sydow & Windeler, 1998) and Strategic Management
Journal (Gulati, Nohria, & Zaheer, 2000a) have published special issues on the topic.
While a thorough review of networks in organization studies is outside the scope of this
dissertation (for recent reviews, see for example: Brass, Galaskiewitz, Greve, & Tsai,
2004; Podolny & Page, 1998; Provan, Fish, & Sydow, 2007; Uzzi, Amaral, & ReedTsochas, 2007), it is worth mentioning here that, in general, two major streams of
network research in organizational scholarship exist.2 First, social network analysis, with
focus on interpersonal social networks (Granovetter, 1973), such as board interlocks
(Burt, 1980; Davis, Yoo, & Baker, 2003; Mizruchi, 1996; Palmer, 1983) and top
managers’ social networks (Burt, 1997) has emerged in the past couple of decades. The
second – and more central from this dissertation’s perspective – research stream is
interested in networks as entities composed of multiple organizations and/or
organizational units, such as strategic networks and alliances (Gulati, Nohria, & Zaheer,
2000b; Inkpen & Tsang, 2007), project networks (Eccles, 1981; Taylor & Levitt, 2007),
and large firms with multiple units (Ghoshal & Bartlett, 1990; Ghoshal, Korine, &
Szulanski, 1994). The research focus of this approach is on what Podolny and Page
(1998) call the networked form of organization. They further define it as:

2

I acknowledge that the two perspectives are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, Gulati
(1998) has argued that social network analytical methods are useful in understanding strategic alliances.
However, my intention in this dissertation is not to advance any further argument concerning the
relationship between these two perspectives.
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“--- any collection of actors (N ≥ 2) that pursue repeated, enduring exchange
relations with one another and, at the same time, lack a legitimate organizational
authority to arbitrate and resolve disputes that may arise during the exchange”
(Podolny & Page, 1998:59)

This definition is similar to Provan and colleagues’ (2007:482) definition of the whole
network, which the authors understand as a “group of three or more organizations
connected in ways that facilitate achievement of a common goal.” Extending this
definition, some authors have suggested that large multi-unit organizations may also be
understood as networks: “an organization can be conceptualized as a network in which
organizational units are nodes interacting with each other, establishing formal and
informal relationships” (Brass et al. 2004:800). While such multi-unit organizations
usually have formal means to resolve disputes between multiple units, this is not always
the case. For example, when the problem at hand is not clearly defined, formal structures
may not suffice in solving disputes and problems (Cross & Sproull, 2004; Simon, 1973).
Based on these definitions, I define interorganizational networks as follows:

Interorganizational networks are enduring constellations of organizations and
organizational units that have common goals without formal authority capable of
resolving potential disputes among the network nodes.

Interorganizational networks are replacing more traditional vertically integrated
hierarchical organizations as focal economic actors (Dyer & Singh, 1998). As Taylor
(2005) points out, the networked form of organizing economic activity is now prevalent
11

in a number of industries, including advertising (Baker, Faulkner, & Fisher, 1998),
aviation (Argyres, 1999), biotechnology (Powell, Koput, & Smith-Doerr, 1996), the car
industry (Gulati & Gargiulo, 1999), chemicals (Ahuja, 2000), construction (Eccles,
1981), electronics (Afuah, 2001), the motion picture industry (Bechky, 2006; Faulkner &
Anderson, 1987; Lampel & Shamsie, 2003), and pharmaceuticals (Powell, 1998; Zeller,
2002). One reason for the proliferation of interorganizational networks is that networks
create value for participating firms. Recent empirical research supports this argument:
researchers have found that organizational networks such as joint ventures (Anand &
Khanna, 2000; McConnell & Nantell, 1985) and strategic alliances (Chan, Kensinger,
Keown, & Martin, 1997) can indeed create value. A key aspect of this value-creation is
increased innovativeness. For example, Powell (1998) suggests that participating in
interfirm networks has a positive impact on both technological and administrative
innovations. In a similar vein, Ahuja (2000) found that direct and indirect ties in
chemicals industry networks have a positive impact on innovation output. Some authors
have advanced the discussion on networks and innovation to the point where the locus of
innovation is in the network itself, as opposed to any individual firm within the network:
Powell and colleagues (1996:119) argue that a network can serve as a locus of innovation
and value creation “because it provides timely access to knowledge and resources that are
otherwise unavailable.” This argument is supported by the claim that “innovations often
begin outside the focal company” (Freeman & Engel, 2007). Moreover, Dyer (Dyer,
1996:272) argues that “firms may realize a competitive advantage when they develop a
tightly integrated production network characterized by a high degree of interfirm
specialization.” Furthermore, Van de Ven (1986:601) points out that innovation
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“is a network-building effort that centers on the creation, adoption, and sustained
implementation of a set of ideas among people --- this network-building activity
must occur both within the organization and in the larger community of which it
is a part.”

Somewhat paradoxically, while networks may have a positive impact for innovation in
participating firms, the increased firm-level innovativeness may become less important.
Dyer and Singh (1998:675) suggest that competition between individual firms “is
becoming less universal, as pairs and networks of allied firms have begun to compete
against each other.” Just as innovation drives competitive advantage at the level of single
firms, gaining and sustaining network-level competitive advantage requires innovation at
the level of interorganizational networks. Not surprisingly, scholarly discussions on what
drives innovation at the interorganizational level are beginning to emerge. For example,
based on their discussion on Toyota’s interorganizational production system, Dyer and
Singh (1998) speculate that sharing knowledge across organizational boundaries
increases the network’s innovativeness. A theoretical argument explaining the networks’
positive impact on innovation could be that because interorganizational networks are
characterized by diversity, there’s more knowledge available to be shared across the
network (Dyer & Singh, 1998; Dyer & Nobeoka, 2000). This focus on cross-boundary
knowledge processes as central explanation of network-level innovativeness is in line
with more general literature on innovation-creation (Dougherty & Hardy, 1996; Leonard
& Sensiper, 1998). Nonetheless, while the importance of managing knowledge at
boundaries for innovation is widely accepted, there are different views concerning what
exactly are the key knowledge processes at boundaries to be managed.
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Before addressing this question, I summarize the discussion on interorganizational
networks in Figure 2. First, Figure 2 shows how competition is switching from
competition between firms to competition between interorganizational networks. Second,
Figure 2 illustrates how networks are comprised of organizations and intraorganizational
units. For example, Network 1 is composed of three organizations A, B, and C, as well as
organizational units a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, and c3. Finally, Figure 2 illustrates that,
in line with the definition of interorganizational network presented above, there are two
kinds of organizational boundaries: 1) boundaries between organizations and 2)
boundaries between intraorganizational units. In Figure 2, the boundaries between
organizations are depicted with solid bars, and boundaries between organizational units
with dashed bars (there can also be organizational boundaries between organizational
units a1, b1, c1, and so forth, but for sake of simplicity they are not depicted in Figure 2).
In line with the definition of interorganizational network, in this dissertation I treat
boundaries between organizations and organizational units as organizational boundaries.
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FIGURE 2. Interorganizational Networks
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2.3 Approaches to Knowledge Exchange at Boundaries
Researchers have argued that knowledge transmits (Arrow, 1969), spills (Almeida &
Kogut, 1999), flows (Almeida & Kogut, 1999; Appleyard, 1996), and transfers (Argote &
Ingram, 2000; Bhagat, Kedia, Harveston, & Triandis, 2002; Reagans & McEvily, 2003;
von Hippel, 1994; von Hippel, 1998; Zander & Kogut, 1995) across boundaries.
Especially the concept of knowledge transfer is widely used in studies on problem
solving, innovation and competitive advantage: von Hippel (1998:630) states that in
solving a problem, information needs to be transferred “from its point of origin to a
specified problem-solving site,” Powell and colleagues (1996:119-120) describe that
“firms must learn how to transfer knowledge across alliances,” and Szulanski (1996:27)
argues that “the ability to transfer best practices internally is critical to firm’s ability to
build competitive advantage.”
Despite its prevalence, however, the conception of knowledge transfer may be
inadequate

to

explain

some

crucial

knowledge

processes

at

boundaries

in

interorganizational networks. Drawing from broader social scientific interest in the
concept of practice – ranging from anthropology (Ortner, 1984) to linguistics (Sacks,
Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974) and information systems research (Bowker & Star, 1999;
Levina & Vaast, 2006) – researchers in knowledge management have begun to argue that
knowledge in organizations is best understood not as an entity to be transferred but rather
as a process embedded in human action and practice. In this spirit, Orlikowski
(2002:249) sees organizational knowledge “emerging from the ongoing and situated
actions of organizational members as they engage the world. It is an explanation
grounded in what it is people do every day to get their work done.” Similarly, Brown and
Duguid (2001:200) propose “looking at knowledge and organization through the prism of
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practice – the way in which work gets done and, we would argue, knowledge is created”
and Cook and Brown (1999:392) posit that some of what we know “lies in our actions.”
As a result of knowledge being embedded in practices and actions, knowledge
management scholars have begun to claim that “knowledge is shared through a process of
transformation, not transfer” (Bechky, 2003b:314). Likewise, Orlikowski (2002) argues
that because knowledge is inherently based on embedded practices, the notion of
transferring best practices is misplaced. These critiques of knowledge transfer are
supported by a growing body of empirical research. For example, in her critique of
knowledge transfer in the context of learning, Lave (1988) shows with empirical data
how individuals can solve mathematical problems in the practice of shopping much better
than they can solve them in formal test situations. Similarly, Lave and Wenger (1991:98),
based on analysis of five empirical studies on apprenticeship, argue that knowledge is
located in the “lived-in world.” Likewise, based on her analysis of human-machine
interaction, Suchman (1987:178) concludes that “as actions are always situated in
particular social and physical circumstances, the situation is crucial to action’s
interpretation.” The situated practice perspective, however, does not suggest that
cognitive processes are irrelevant. However, it suggests that cognition is influenced by
social situations and practices. Hutchins’ (1991) work on rapid problem solving shows
that even computational cognitive processes are local and mediated by social situations.
Despite the empirical and theoretical critiques of the transfer approach, and
despite the explicit advancements that the practice theoretical view has provided on
learning and knowledge, literature on interorganizational networks and innovation has
mostly ignored these arguments and continued to conceptualize key knowledge processes
as simple transfer. For example, although the idea that knowledge is embedded in social
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practices is present in Powell and colleague’s (1996) work, these authors did not
incorporate the idea in their theoretical discussion, but rather discussed knowledge as a
transferrable entity. While more recent network literature addresses more complex
knowledge processes, such as knowledge emergence (Ibarra, Kilduff, & Tsai, 2005),
knowledge creation (Hardy, Phillips, & Lawrence, 2003) and knowledge “constructions”
(Hardy, Lawrence, & Grant, 2005:66), the literature does not explicitly discuss how
socially situated and practice-embedded knowledge is transformed at organizational
boundaries. Moreover, although the social and contextual nature of knowledge has
recently been discussed by other network authors as well, this literature also depicts
knowledge exchange in somewhat unproblematic information processing and transfer
terms. For example, Koka and Prescott (2002), studying social capital in networks, depict
knowledge exchange as “information flows---because people in different firms linked to
each other meet and talk.” Similarly, although Ireland and colleagues (2002:436)
conceptualize knowledge as socially constructed and contextual, and describe network
success as “a function of how effectively and efficiently partners develop, transfer,
integrate, and apply knowledge,” they leave the specific question of how knowledge is
integrated at organizational boundaries unanswered. Moreover, although Mason and Leek
(2008) distinguish between hard and soft knowledge in their study of inter-firm
knowledge processes, they treat these cross-boundary processes as transfer. And while
Bouty (2000) studied empirically knowledge exchange at organizational boundaries, she
also framed key knowledge processes as unproblematic transferring of resources. PerezNordvedt and colleagues (2008) suggest that recipient intent and relationship quality have
a positive impact on cross-boundary knowledge transfer. Becerra and colleagues
(2008:707) found that “the transfer of explicit knowledge is closely associated with the
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willingness to take risks,” whereas “the transfer of tacit knowledge is highly related to the
perceptions of the partner’s trustworthiness.” Moreover, while Monteiro and colleagues’
(2008) research on knowledge exchange at boundaries found knowledge processes
problematic, the authors nonetheless conceptualized the problem as one of knowledge
transfer. Likewise, while Hibbert and Huxham (2005:60) build on practice-based
knowledge theorizing in suggesting that interorganizational collaboration is best
understood as “local collaborative process learning,” they too specifically build on the
transfer approach to learning and knowledge. Finally, in their review of
interorganizational network literature, Brass and colleagues (2004) summarize that
networks are beneficial to innovation, yet they attribute the benefits to the networks’
ability to facilitate knowledge transfer.
To conclude, although researchers interested in interorganizational networks and
innovation acknowledge that knowledge processes at organizational boundaries are a key
component of innovation, and that much of organizational knowledge is tacit, socially
constructed and embedded in contexts, this literature contains little discussion on how
individuals exchange such contextual knowledge at organizational boundaries. This lack
of research is problematic, because if we want to advance theorizing concerning
innovation in interorganizational networks, we need better understanding on the microlevel knowledge processes behind innovation creation at boundaries. Next, I turn to
recent practice theory-based knowledge management research, which argues that
knowledge transformation is a key process through which situated and embedded
knowledge is exchanged at boundaries.
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2.4 Knowledge Transformation at Organizational Boundaries
2.4.1 Transforming knowledge at boundaries for innovation
Knowledge in organizations is embedded in situation-specific work practices (Cook &
Brown, 1999; Orlikowski, 2002). Empirical research in knowledge management supports
this argument. For example, in her study on new product development, Dougherty
(1992a) found that specialists’ understandings concerning the role of the development
task at hand differs. While engineers thought the task is to build a “neat” product,
strategy-makers perceived the task at hand as an analytical activity whose goal is to make
money (Dougherty, 1992a:188). These differences cause problems. As Dougherty
(1992a:191) put it, “interpretive differences between departmental thought worlds play a
strong role in problems with collaboration.” The problems can be overcome, however, if
managers succeed in promoting collective action (Dougherty, 1992a) and building joint
practices (Levina & Vaast, 2005; Levina & Vaast, 2006) where the interpretive
differences are mitigated. The central innovation management question then is: How to
foster such collective action and attain joint practice creation?
First, the practice-based literature acknowledges that knowledge transfer is an
adequate knowledge process at syntactic boundaries, or in settings where there is no
novelty, dependence nor differing interests present (Carlile 2004). However, in
collaborative settings where novelty is present and where participants’ knowledge and
interests differ, knowledge needs to be transformed across boundaries so that existing
domain-specific knowledge becomes altered and new, shared knowledge is jointly
created (Bechky, 2003b; Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003; Carlile, 2004; Dougherty, 1992a;
Levina & Vaast, 2005). Carlile makes a specific argument concerning the inadequacy of
the transfer approach in such settings:
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“Simply transferring knowledge, however, proves problematic when novelty
arises because the current lexicon is no longer sufficient to represent the
differences and dependencies now present” (Carlile, 2004:558)

To rephrase, in situations that are new to everybody, people who should collaborate may
not have a shared language to talk about how their tasks are dependent on each other and
where exactly the differences in their knowledge bases lay. In these kinds of situation,
interpretive, or semantic knowledge boundaries form between actors (Carlile, 2002;
Carlile, 2004; Nonaka, 1994). Moreover, in addition to differences in knowledge under
novel conditions, actors’ interests may differ. Knowledge transformation literature has
conceptualized knowledge boundaries under such conditions as pragmatic (Carlile, 2002;
Carlile, 2004). Put differently, pragmatic boundaries are characterized not only by the
presence of interdependence among parties in a novel situation, but also by the fact that
the interests among parties at the boundary differ.
As a solution to the knowledge challenges at the pragmatic boundaries, Carlile
proposes a knowledge transformation process where “common interests are developed to
transform knowledge and interests and provide an adequate means of sharing and
assessing knowledge at a boundary” (Carlile, 2004:560). Therefore, for Carlile (2002;
2004), knowledge transformation is a knowledge exchange process that is specifically
required at pragmatic boundaries, whereas the required knowledge process at semantic
boundaries is better understood as translation. Like the distinction between semantic and
pragmatic knowledge boundaries, the distinction between translation and transformation
has its analytical merits. However, in this dissertation study, I do not make a clearly
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defined a priori conceptual distinction between the knowledge processes of translation
and transformation..Instead, I examine knowledge exchange processes at semantic and
pragmatic boundaries using the rich lexicon provided by the knowledge transformation
concept. This choice is mostly practical: given the research problem, what is useful for
me is Carlile’s (2002; 2004) distinction between two types of organizational boundaries
(semantic and pragmatic) as well as his conceptual framework with its rich array of
concepts suitable for empirical observation. From this perspective, it is less important
what the knowledge exchange processes at different organizational boundaries are called
a priori. Thus, my use of the knowledge transformation concept resembles that of
Bechky’s (2003b), who studied knowledge transformation in a setting where interests
were fairly well aligned (and the knowledge boundaries present were thus mostly
semantic).
2.4.2 Knowledge transformation as an organizational process
Research focus on processes, as opposed to entities, is common in organizational
scholarship. Process researchers, including those interested in knowledge processes,
should be specific what they mean by the concept of process (Van de Ven, 1992).
Literature on process research suggests that a common way to conceptualize
organizational processes is to understand them as sequences of events (Mintzberg &
Westley, 1992; Pettigrew, Woodman, & Cameron, 2001; Van de Ven & Poole, 1995;
Van de Ven & Poole, 2005; Ven & Huber, 1990). More specifically, Mohr (1982:38-44)
specifies the concept of process theory in organizational research as an explanation that
“tells a little story about how something comes about,” with an emphasis on the time
ordering of discrete events. Current knowledge transformation theorizing is in line with
these conceptualizations and understands knowledge transformation in similar process
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terms. For example, based on their analysis of two empirical cases where knowledge was
exchanged, Carlile and Rebentisch provide a narrative describing a sequence of events
concerning how a knowledge transformation process unfolds:

“They began by establishing a means of identifying and representing the
knowledge that each group or specialization held. Once the knowledge of each
group was “on the table” and the relative merits and costs of different solutions
could be compared, trade-offs could be made and agreements reached.” (Carlile &
Rebentisch, 2003:1185-1186)

This definition stresses how knowledge transformation process begins (i.e. by
representing knowledge embedded in specializations’ practices) and the definition also
emphasizes the processual nature of negotiating knowledge (by comparing different
solutions so that “trade-offs could be made and agreements reached”). Similarly, based
on her ethnographic study on semiconductor manufacturing, Bechky (2003b) describes
knowledge transformation in processual terms; as a process where individuals from
different occupational communities try to situate previously represented knowledge into
the context of their own practice:

“Transformation occurred when a member of one community came to understand
how knowledge from another community fit within the context of his own work”
(Bechky, 2003b:321).
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Both Carlile and Rebentisch’s (2003) and Bechky’s (2003b) descriptions of the
knowledge transformation process suggest that knowledge transformation is a process
where each party’s existing knowledge is first represented and then negotiated by
situating it into the context of each participant’s own work practice. Likewise, the
outcome of knowledge transformation is not that existing knowledge simply moves
across the boundary unchanged. Rather, knowledge transformation may result in a
knowledge outcome that did not previously exist at either side of the boundary per se.
Carlile is specific on this as he defines knowledge transformation at boundaries as a
process of “altering current knowledge by representing, learning, negotiating redefining,
and creating new knowledge to resolve the consequences identified, and validating it
within each function and collectively across functions” (Carlile, 2002). This definition
suggests that knowledge transformation is a process that leads to altered or new
knowledge, which in turn becomes validated across the boundary. Bechky’s account
echoes this understanding of knowledge transformation outcomes:

“In transformations, an individual's understanding of the product, process, or
organization was expanded, not merely by the introduction of new knowledge, but
by placing that knowledge within her own locus of practice in such a way that it
enhanced the individual's understanding of her work world, enabling her to see
that world in a new light” (Bechky, 2003b:321)

Again, both Carlile’s (2002) and Bechky’s (2003b) arguments concerning knowledge
transformation outcomes imply that, as a result of the knowledge transformation process,
knowledge is not merely transferred “from its point of origin to a specified problem24

solving site” (von Hippel, 1998:630), but rather it is expanded, enhanced (Bechky,
2003b), altered and validated across boundaries, or entirely new knowledge is created
(Carlile, 2002). Finally, in line with the processual understanding of knowledge
transformation, Carlile and Rebentisch (2003) depict knowledge transformation as a cycle
consisting of the storage of existing knowledge, retrieving existing knowledge to be
transformed, and actual knowledge transformation. This depiction of knowledge
transformation is in line with the literature discussed earlier, and it provides a useful way
to depict knowledge transformation theory as part of a broader organizational learning
literature. To summarize the central tenets of the emerging knowledge transformation
framework, knowledge is based in situated practice, and it is represented, assessed and
negotiated at boundaries. As a result of negotiation, knowledge becomes transformed so
that either existing knowledge is altered, or new knowledge is created. Finally,
transformed knowledge is validated from across the boundary. In this dissertation, I will
treat these focal concepts – representing, assessing, negotiating, altering, knowledge
creation and validation – as key knowledge transformation elements that make up
the process of knowledge transformation. I illustrate this process of knowledge
transformation in Figure 3. First, Figure 3 shows how existing organizational knowledge
is embedded in situated practices. Second, Figure 3 illustrates how this practice-based
knowledge is represented, assessed and negotiated, and eventually, as a result, becomes
transformed through altering and new knowledge creation. Finally, the transformed
knowledge is validated, and thus becomes part of the existing knowledge base.
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FIGURE 3. Theory-based Model of Knowledge Transformation at Boundaries
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2.4.3 Research gap in existing knowledge transformation literature
Empirical practice-based knowledge management research discussed here has been
helpful in describing how situated knowledge is transformed and exchanged at
boundaries, but it has mainly focused on within-organization boundaries, such as
boundaries between occupational communities (Bechky, 2003a; Bechky, 2003b),
functions (Carlile, 2002), departments (Dougherty, 1992a), projects (Hargadon &
Bechky, 2006; Hargadon & Sutton, 1997) and specializations (Carlile, 2004). As a result,
these within-organization studies, along with other key works in practice-based boundary
management (Barley, 1986; Levina & Vaast, 2006; Orlikowski, 2002; Pawlowski &
Robey, 2004; Vaast & Levina, 2006) pay little attention to knowledge transformation
processes at the organizational boundary. In addition, although organization theoretical
accounts on communities of practice have discussed the issue of crossing organizational
boundaries (Boland & Tenkasi, 1995; Brown & Duguid, 2001; Brown & Duguid, 1991),
this literature has been mainly conceptual and thus lacking empirically grounded
description and theorizing on knowledge transformation processes at the organizational
boundary. While some empirical boundary management and innovation research with a
focus on organizational boundaries is beginning to emerge (Levina, 2005; Levina &
Vaast, 2008; Taylor, 2006; Taylor & Levitt, 2007), this literature does not specifically
address how knowledge is transformed at those boundaries. Finally, although practice
perspective has recently been employed in the context of interorganizational networks
(Levina & Orlikowski, 2009), we lack practice-based research on interorganizational
networks that focuses on the knowledge transformation processes at organizational
boundaries. I present a summary of the research gap in practice theory based research on
knowledge exchange at organizational boundaries in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Research Gap in Practice-based Research on Knowledge Exchange at
Organizational Boundaries
Research interest in knowledge transformation
No

Yes

---

Carlile 2002
Carlile 2004
Carlile &Rebentisch 2003

No
Research interest in

Bechky 2003

knowledge processes at
organizational boundaries

Brown & Duguid 2001
Yes

Brown& Duguid 1991
Boland & Tenkasi 1995

This dissertation

Levina & Vaast 2008

2.5 Collaborative Strategy Process Development as a Locus of Knowledge
Transformation Processes
2.5.1 On the exact location of cross-organizational knowledge transformation
One reason for the abovementioned lack of research may be that it is unclear where
exactly one should observe knowledge transformation across organizational boundaries
take place. While cross-functional within-organizational settings (e.g. new product
development, IT system development) are prevalent in single firms, interorganizational
networks do not render themselves easily for such detailed observation. However, recent
literature on strategic management suggests that interorganizational settings where
strategy processes are developed collaboratively could act as a fruitful venue for
observing knowledge transformation across organizational boundaries. Maguire and
Hardy call such settings “collaborative strategy” and define the concept as follows:
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“Collaborative strategy involves an ongoing cooperative relationship among
organizations. Rather than relying on market and hierarchical mechanisms of
control, it is negotiated in an ongoing communicative process --- It takes a variety
of forms, including consortia, alliances, roundtables, networks and associations,
but is distinguished from cooperation that is purchased, as in the case of a firm’s
relationships with its suppliers, as well as cooperation based on authority, as in the
case of an organization operating under the jurisdiction of a regulatory agency”
(Maguire & Hardy, 2005:12)

This collaborative strategy view of interorganizational networks both embraces the view
of networks as informal cooperative arrangements between organizations and stresses the
nature of collaboration as a communicative process. Thus, the view is in line with both
the earlier discussed literatures on interorganizational networks and knowledge processes
at boundaries. As such, the concept of collaborative strategy is helpful in focusing
attention to situations where the participants of interorganizational networks come
together to discuss issues that are important to each party. However, the concept of
collaborative strategy does not specify the situations where the collaborations should take
place.

2.5.2 Strategy process development workshops
Strategy researchers have long been interested in how strategies are crafted and
implemented in organizations. This stream of strategy research, often dubbed strategy
process research (Chakravarthy & Doz, 1992), has informed us on how strategies are
formed and crafted in organizations (Mintzberg, 1978; Mintzberg, 1987), how strategic
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issues, such as changes in an organization’s environment are addressed (Ansoff, 1980),
and how strategic business exits come about (Burgelman, 1994). The scope of strategy
process research is rather broad, encompassing investigations ranging from managers’
cognitions (Barr, Stimpert, & Huff, 1992; Ginsberg & Venkatraman, 1992) to
internationalization of firms (Melin, 1992) and market-technology linkages (Dougherty,
1992b; Leonard-Barton, 1992). Strategy process research on market-technology linkages
is useful from the viewpoint of this dissertation – combined with research on
collaborative strategy (Maguire & Hardy, 2005), the literature on how firms link markets
and technologies provides some useful notions for identifying the locus of knowledge
transformation in collaborative strategy. For example, Leonard-Barton (1992) describes
process development settings as visible arenas for observing how innovations emerge,
and Dougherty (1992b) stresses the importance of aligning knowledge practices across
boundaries for innovation. Similarly, Smeds and Alvesalo (2003) point out that process
development projects aim to align existing work practices with new process structures by
enabling the negotiation of differing meanings among participants. Based on these
notions, I define the concept of collaborative strategy process development as follows:

Collaborative strategy process development occurs in events where individuals
from different organizations and organizational units, representing different
specializations, come together to discuss current and/or future management
processes of strategic importance, and in the process of doing so negotiate
differences and align their practice-based knowledge bases
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This definition, however, leaves open the specific question of what the “events” for
collaboration should be like. One potential answer is offered by researchers interested in
micro-level strategic practices. They have begun to argue that specific strategy
workshops are a common event in organizations. In essence, strategy workshops are
events where top managers and other members of an organization regularly come
together to discuss strategic issues and challenge current strategies, often with strategy
tools such as SWOT analysis, BCG analysis and Porter’s Five Forces. The workshops are
typically held at places where people do not typically work daily (hence the British
expression ‘away-day’), and the workshops usually last 1-2 days.(Hodgkinson,
Whittington, Johnson, & Schwarz, 2006; Whittington, Molloy, Mayer, & Smith, 2006).
Strategy workshops are common – according to Hodgkinson and colleagues’ (2006)
survey, over 75% of UK companies use them. In addition to discussing current strategies,
achieving innovation is a common goal of strategy workshops: the abovementioned
survey discovered that in approximately 50% of the strategy workshops, creating “new
ideas and solutions” was a stated purpose of the event (Hodgkinson, Whittington,
Johnson, & Schwarz, 2006:484).
Because both their stated purpose and prevalence, strategy workshops could
provide a potential locus for the collaborative strategy process development where
knowledge transformation processes could be observed. Although current literature on
strategic practices does not address the specific question of how knowledge is
transformed in strategy workshops, researchers have begun to discuss the broader issues
of knowledge, innovation and change in strategy workshops. In addition to the stated
purpose of strategy workshops, recent empirical research provides some support for the
argument that strategy workshops have a positive impact on innovation and
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organizational change. For example, Mezias and colleagues (2001) discovered that
strategy workshops are capable of producing organizational change if they can foster
change in collective cognition. Some scholars argue that strategy workshops lead to
shared knowledge when participants engage in constructing physical models of strategies
(Burgi, Jacobs, & Roos, 2005; Heracleous & Jacobs, 2008). In sum, the emerging
strategy workshop literature suggests that as strategy workshops are a common event in
organizations and they are used specifically to promote innovation and change
(Hodgkinson, Whittington, Johnson, & Schwarz, 2006), they could provide a suitable
venue for transforming knowledge across organizational boundaries. Combining this
discussion on strategy workshops with the previously defined concept of collaborative
strategy process development, I term the specific type of strategy workshops where
knowledge transformation could take place “collaborative interorganizational strategy
process development workshops” and define the concept as follows:

Collaborative interorganizational strategy process development workshops are
events where individuals from different organizations and organizational units,
possibly representing different specializations, come together to a specific
location for at least one day to discuss current and/or future management
processes of strategic importance, and in the process of doing so negotiate
differences in their practice-based knowledge bases

2.5.3 Research questions
There is little research on how knowledge is transformed at organizational boundaries.
Similarly, few researchers have addressed empirically how the presence of different types
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of organizational boundaries might result in different knowledge transformation
processes and outcomes. To address this research gap, and to advance the broader
discussion on interorganizational innovation-creation toward understanding better key
knowledge processes at boundaries, this dissertation research asks: How is knowledge
transformed in collaborative interorganizational strategy process development
workshops? I tackle this research problem with the following operational research
questions:

RQ1: How is knowledge generally transformed at organizational boundaries in
collaborative interorganizational strategy process development workshops?

RQ2: How is knowledge transformed at semantic organizational boundaries in
collaborative interorganizational strategy process development workshops?

RQ3: How is knowledge transformed at pragmatic organizational boundaries in
collaborative interorganizational strategy process development workshops?

CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
To address the research questions, I use a qualitative theory-building case study research
strategy. Qualitative research in general is “well-suited for theory-building” (Sutton,
1997:99), and theories based on case studies which intimately link emerging theory with
evidence are “likely to have important strengths like novelty, testability, and empirical
validity” (Eisenhardt, 1989:548).
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3.1 On Type and Nature of the Intended Theory
In this dissertation I intend to build propositional and substantial middle-range process
theory. More specifically, I elaborate current knowledge transformation theory and
extend it to organizational boundaries in the context of collaborative strategy process
development.3 Researchers should be explicit about what they mean by theory, and more
specifically, what is the nature and the form of the theories they develop (Weick,
1995:386). First, the emerging theory in this dissertation is aimed at the middle-range
(Merton, 1957). Theories of middle range in organization and management research are
those that fall between “mere description” on one hand, and theories at “too high a level
of abstraction” on the other hand (Bourgeois, 1979:443). In the context of this research,
mere description would mean simply describing knowledge transformation processes at
organizational boundaries, and not linking the processes to any other theoretical
categories. On the other hand, a knowledge transformation theory that would be at too
high a level of abstraction would probably be constructed with little reference to
empirical observations. While aiming “at the middle”, this dissertation is informed by
Blau’s (1995:6) view of middle-range theorizing, which suggests that one should both
learn from the existing theories and refine them by making their propositions more
precise with empirical data. I intend to follow this advice and both learn from existing
knowledge transformation literature and refine the extant theories with the use of
empirical data.
Second, theories of the middle-range are close to what Whetten and colleagues
(2009:539) describe as propositional theories; theories “constituted as one or more
propositional arguments involving the use of one concept to explain another concept.”
3

For practical reasons, and somewhat contrary to Pratt’s (2009) suggestion, I use the terms “building
theory” and “elaborating theory” interchangeably in this dissertation.
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The novel theory developed in this research takes the form of propositions that explicate
relationships between sharply defined constructs within a set of boundary constraints
(Bacharach, 1989; Eisenhardt, 1989; Whetten, 1989). Third, the concept of boundary
constraints imply also that the theory will be “substantial” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967:32) in
the sense that it will chiefly concern knowledge transformation at organizational
boundaries in the specific context of collaborative interorganizational strategy process
development. Nonetheless, the emerging theory is not intended to be “ready for the
classroom” (Whetten, 1989:491), but is rather an approximation (Weick, 1995). The
approximation, in turn, calls for further research on the issue, potentially with studies
with different populations, if broader empirical generalizations are desired (Tsang &
Kwan, 1999).
Fourth, because the focal phenomenon of interest in this research is knowledge
transformation process, this research adopts a longitudinal process approach to theorizing
(Langley, 1999; Pettigrew, 1997; Van de Ven & Poole, 1995). Following Langley,
(2007:271) process research in the context of this dissertation means understanding
knowledge transformation as a process that takes place “dynamically – in terms of
movement, activity, events, change and temporal evolution” over time in collocated
interorganizational collaborative strategy process development settings. Process research
understood in this manner is consistent with the choice of qualitative theory-building case
study strategy (Pettigrew, 1997).
3.2 Operationalizing Constructs
Empirical research interested in either testing or building theory must establish how
empirical observations correspond with concepts at higher levels of abstraction, or
inversely, how theoretical constructs are operationalized (Ketokivi, 2009). I draw from
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Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1992) and operationalize key concepts in this
research as follows: First, the key conceptual level construct in this research is knowledge
transformation at organizational boundaries. Second, this construct is constituted by its
conceptual components of knowledge, transformation, organization, and boundary.
Third, the operational definitions of the conceptual components are briefly as follows:

•

Knowledge: individual’s idea or belief (Nonaka, 1994)

•

Transformation: process of representing, assessing and negotiating knowledge that results in
altered and/or new knowledge (Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004)

•

Organization: discrete unit of work that interacts with its environment and is characterized by
specialization of and communicational relations between human actors, as well as purposeful
setting of common goals and action toward achieving those goals (Aldrich & Herker, 1977;
Cyert & March, 1963:30-50; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967:6-7; March & Simon, 1958:179-186;
Simon, 1947:18-19)

•

Boundary: separator of multiple units of work (Aldrich & Herker, 1977)

Finally, to specify how the constructs are empirically observed in this research, I add
observational definitions to the constitutive components as follows:

•

Knowledge: individual’s idea or belief; observed as the content of individuals’ speech acts

•

Transformation: process of representing, assessing, negotiating, altering, creating and
validating knowledge: observed as change over time in the content of sequences of speech
acts

•

Organization: unit of work; observed as individuals’ background organization or
organizational unit
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•

Boundary: separator of multiple units of work; observed by the presence of multiple
organizations in a given setting

I illustrate this operationalization in Figure 4, which shows the key concept of knowledge
transformation at the organizational boundaries at the top level, its four conceptual
components at the second level, and the operational definitions and their observational
definitions at third and fourth levels.
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FIGURE 4. Operationalization of the Concept of Knowledge Transformation at Organizational Boundaries
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3.3 Building Propositional Middle-Range Process Theory With Multiple Cases
As Eisenhardt (1989) and Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007), point out, theory-building
from multiple cases is a suitable research strategy for building propositional middle-range
process theory. This approach involves using theoretically sampled cases to develop
theoretical constructs and testable propositions based on empirical evidence.
3.3.1 Theoretical sampling as a case selection strategy
I use the sociologist Charles Ragin’s ideas on how to understand the concept of case in
case research. First of all, the case study researcher must explain what he or she means by
case. Ragin (1992a) suggests two alternatives of forming cases. The first alternative is to
simply take a clearly bounded unit, such as organization, family, or nation-state, and treat
it as a case. Ragin (1992a) calls this procedure the conventional way of defining cases.
The second alternative is to purposefully limit and draw the boundaries of the case so that
the desired theoretical objectives of the research become possible. The point of this
second alternative is that the conventional way of understanding cases excludes many
interesting and important phenomena that do not at first sight appear as clearly bounded
cases. Thus, when choosing the second alternative, the researcher must actively engage in
delineating cases from empirical data available. This process of casing involves
“objectifying generic empirical units, setting them up to be viewed through blinders that
hide all but their theoretically relevant, general features” (Ragin, 1992a:219). For the
purposes of this research, the conventional way of defining and obtaining cases is
problematic – unlike organizations or families, knowledge transformation processes do
not easily render themselves to be observed. Therefore, this dissertation adopts the casing
approach (Ragin, 1992a). I argue that the casing approach – constructing cases for
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theoretical purposes from empirical data – is in line with the theoretical sampling strategy
suggested by Eisenhardt (1989). Hence, because I am interested in building theory on
knowledge transformation across organizational boundaries, I first delineate knowledge
transformation cases from the empirical data and then make inferences from those cases.
3.3.2 Shaping propositions
A crucial phase in building theory from cases is the crafting of initial data-based
frameworks for understanding what is happening in the situation, and then iterating this
frame with new pieces of data (Eisenhardt, 1989). Another phase is the sharpening of
constructs, during which the definition of the core construct (knowledge transformation,
in this research) is refined, and empirical evidence “which measures the construct in each
case” is sought (Eisenhardt, 1989:541). The rationale for this activity is that sharply
defined, measurable constructs are needed for building strong theory (Eisenhardt, 1989).
After developing sharp and measurable data-based constructs, the second task is to
establish and verify relationships between these constructs (Eisenhardt, 1989). Then,
previous literature, as well as empirical evidence from cases, are used in developing a
theoretical explanation for why the relationships exist (Eisenhardt, 1989; Whetten, 1989).
The explanation can then take the form of theoretical propositions. In this research, I use
the approach outlined above as follows: I first sharpen knowledge transformation
constructs using qualitative process data, then establish relationships between these
constructs in the form of propositions, and finally assess the findings in light of previous
literature.
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3.3.3 Data requirements for theory-building
The case study approach outlined above requires multiple cases of knowledge
transformation processes at organizational boundaries. An ideal data set would include
knowledge transformation process cases from both pragmatic and semantic
organizational boundaries. As knowledge transformation is a process rather than an
entity, the optimal data would also be longitudinal. However, it is less clear what a
‘knowledge transformation process case’ would exactly be. As previous literature on
knowledge transformation has observed formal and less formal interactions between
persons representing different specializations or occupational communities within
organizations (Bechky, 2003b; Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004), this suggests that a plausible
unit of observation is interpersonal dialogue, or “joint activity between at least two
speech partners” (Tsoukas, 2009:943) where individuals exchange messages in sequential
speech acts. Drawing from Searle (2000:253), I define the concept of speech act simply
as any “utterance by the speaker;” such as a statement, question, command, greeting, and
so forth. While the unit of observation is a speech act, the unit of analysis is a knowledge
transformation process case, composed of a discrete sequence of speech acts. To qualify
as a knowledge transformation process case, a given sequence of speech acts should
exhibit some elements of knowledge transformation, such as knowledge representation,
assessment, negotiation, altering, validating or new knowledge creation (Bechky, 2003b;
Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004). From this dissertation’s perspective, theoretically interesting
knowledge transformation cases would also need to occur at the organizational boundary,
and, given my intention of building a “substantial” theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967:32),
the discussion cases would also need to be observed at a specific situation of
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collaborative interorganizational strategy process development workshops with
innovation-creation as their direct, or at least indirect, goal.
3.4 Research Context
To fulfill the data requirements, access was negotiated to two Finnish interorganizational
social service networks to act as the focal research context.4 These two municipal social
service networks form the empirical context of my research, and they can be described as
networks “consisting of multiple organizations linked through multilateral ties” (Provan,
Fish, & Sydow, 2007:482). I argue that social service networks provide a useful setting
for network research because in such networks, “client well-being depends on the
integrated and coordinated actions of many different agencies separately providing
shelter, transportation, food, and health, mental health, legal, vocational, recreational,
family, and income support services” (Provan & Milward, 1995:2). More generally,
researchers have argued that because public sector organizations have undergone drastic
changes in recent decades, they offer a suitable locus for studying innovation
(Damanpour, Walker, & Avellaneda, 2009). While both networks included public and
private sector organizations, they were organized around municipal social services
departments. To protect the confidentiality of individuals, organizations and networks
involved, the two focal municipalities are called Suburban and Exurban.
Suburban is part of a larger metropolitan area. The population of the city itself is
about 200,000. Many national and international high-technology companies are located
within the city limits, and Suburban is one of the wealthiest cities in Finland. The city is
governed by a city council (composed of 67 elected members) and a fifteen-member city

4

This dissertation research is part of a larger research program on social service networks that took place in
Finland in 2005-2008. Broadly conceived, the research program, entitled KIMPPA, was interested in how
interorganizational networks are managed in municipal social services.
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board, whose role is to execute the council’s decisions. The city council and the city
board are both legislative bodies. Suburban’s non-legislative administration includes a
mayor and three departments (city planning, education, and social services). Suburban
also has a central administration office (later referred to as “central administration”),
whose role is to provide management services to both legislators and the departments.
Although the city council is formally responsible for strategic management in the city, it
is the task of the central administration to plan city-level strategies. Consequently, central
administrations’ managers’ knowledge is situated in the practices of collecting and
processing information and making decisions concerning city-wide strategies and their
implementation. I present a simplified organization chart illustrating Suburban’s
organization in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5. Suburban’s Organization
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While Suburban’s central administration is responsible for strategy in the city
level, successful strategy implementation requires that it cooperates with the departments.
As the departments’ managers’ expertise is largely in managing large functional
organizations, knowledge differences between central administration and a department
managers are real. Nonetheless, managers in the departments need the central
administration’s services to do their job successfully. As a result, while the knowledge
bases in the central administration and the social services department differ, managers in
the two organizations are dependent on each other. At the same time, the relationship of
these two organizations lacks an external authority to resolve disputes related to
collaboration in strategy-making; neither the legislative body nor the mayor can
effectively force the central administration’s managers to collaborate with the
departments’ managers, and vice versa. In essence, this lack of authority means that the
social services department and the central administration are organizational nodes within
an interorganizational network, and an organizational boundary forms between them.
In addition, the departments’ top managers’ interests are often at odds with the
interests of the central administration’s managers. A crucial difference is that while the
central administration’s managers are responsible and rewarded for strategic management
at the city-level, managers in the departments are responsible and rewarded for the
strategic management of their departments. These two objectives are not always well
aligned, and power struggles ensue. For example, a manager responsible for strategy in
the social services department complained that he does not get enough information from
the central administration. He remarked that “Strategic objectives are planned by a
strategy group [in the central administration], but it’s unclear to me how exactly that
happens.” Because of their interdependence and the simultaneous differences in
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knowledge and interests, the organizational boundary between the central administration
and the social services department is pragmatic (Carlile, 2004).
As opposed to Suburban, Exurban is a regional capital with a population of
70,000. Its economy is largely based on state and local governments, but it has some light
manufacturing and small engineering firms as well. The population of Exurban is about
70,000. Like Suburban, Exurban is governed by the legislative bodies of city council and
a city board. The city council has 51 elected members and the city board has 11 members.
Exurban’s non-legislative administration is similar to that of Suburban: it includes a
mayor and three departments (city planning, education, and social services). Exurban also
has a central administration office, whose role is nonetheless not strategic. I present a
simplified organization chart illustrating Exurban’s organization in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6. Exurban’s Organization
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As was the case in Finland in many other municipalities at the time of the research, the
demographic and fiscal environments in Suburban and Exurban were changing. As a
result, politicians and administrative officials in both cities were facing external pressures
to innovate. A presumed way to achieve innovation was to form interorganizational
networks and develop new cross-boundary service processes with other city departments
and private firms. For the social services departments, this meant building networks with
other departments within and across the cities’ own organizations, as well as with private
social and health service firms. Top management in both cities’ social services
departments thought that before successful cross-organizational social service
provisioning could be achieved, the departments should collaboratively develop new
network-level cross-boundary strategy processes. During collaborative strategy process
development, individuals from different organizations would gather together to exchange
knowledge across multiple boundaries. Due to the presence of a relatively large number
of organizations with both aligned and differing interests, some organizational boundaries
in such gatherings would be semantic and some others would be pragmatic (Carlile,
2004). Therefore, observing such multiparty gatherings provides an opportunity for
collecting data to build substantial (Glaser & Strauss, 1967:32) theory on knowledge
transformation at semantic and pragmatic organizational boundaries in the context of
collaborative process development. To enable such direct observation (Daft & Lewin,
1990; Mintzberg, 1979), the research team and I decided, jointly with key managers from
the municipalities, that the research team would design and facilitate network-level
strategy process development workshops. The practical advantages for this arrangement
of researcher-facilitated strategy process development workshops would be that the
participating organizations’ members would obtain holistic knowledge concerning the
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broader service network. The role and responsibility of the research team would then be
to design and facilitate a setting where different viewpoints could be voiced and
documented. In other words, while the researchers’ role was to help the participating
organizations, the help was mainly in the form of making cross-boundary discussions
possible. The research team eventually provided the participating three focal
organizations a written 10-15 page document describing the main issues and development
initiatives that surfaced in the workshops. However, these reports did not focus on
knowledge transformation issues, but were more of summaries of the discussed topics in
the workshops. I contributed to all three documents. I also did contribute to the discussion
facilitation in the workshops, but my facilitation was largely confined to introducing the
objectives of the workshops and other general procedural guidance. In a few situations,
however, I did facilitate actual cross-boundary workshop discussion concerning strategy
process development issues. Although I feel that my involvement in the facilitation did
not differ from that of others, to make the analysis more objective I have not included the
instances of my own facilitation in the final data analysis.
3.5 Data Collection with Strategy Process Development Workshops
Recent empirical research on knowledge transformation has used participant observation,
open-ended key informant interviews and archival documents to study the issue.
However, interview data can be biased in significant ways. Often, individuals’
retrospective accounts of organizational events are not very accurate (Golden, 1992). To
reduce this retrospective perception bias, previous research on practice-based knowledge
exchange at boundaries has strengthened interview data by using follow-up telephone
interviews (Carlile, 2004), longitudinal surveys (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003), archival
documents (Boland, Lyytinen, & Yoo, 2007; Orlikowski, 2002) and by observing directly
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organizational life such as informal cross-community interactions (Bechky, 2003b) and
formal team meetings (Carlile, 2002). Although direct observation has been dubbed as a
suitable method for collecting data on organizational phenomena (Daft & Lewin, 1990;
Mintzberg, Raisinghani, & Théorêt, 1976; Mintzberg, 1979), observing interpersonal
knowledge exchange directly and systematically is often difficult (Burt, 1997). The
difficulty to observe knowledge exchange is especially prevalent in cross-boundary work
– as Osterlund and Carlile (2005:105) note, “empirical work on cross-communal relations
is in short supply, partly due to the difficulties of setting up and coordinating studies
involving more than one setting.” This difficulty of collecting detailed cross-boundary
knowledge exchange data is evident in empirical work in the area; while researchers have
observed knowledge transformation instances at the level of interpersonal interaction
(Bechky, 2003; Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003; Carlile, 2002), few have reported how the
actual micro-level dialogue of the exchange of speech act (Tsoukas, 2009) unfolds. To
overcome the data collection difficulties and to enable direct observation of crossboundary knowledge transformation processes at the level of speech act exchanging
dialogue (Tsoukas, 2009), the research team arranged three network-level strategy
process development workshops at the university’s premises. In this dissertation, I define
the concept of observation as a data collection method and its relation to the broader
concept of research method as follows: observation refers to the recording actual
knowledge exchange in a given setting with various tools and technologies, such as audio
and video recordings and researcher field notes written down on notepads and/or typed on
computer. The data in this dissertation is collected through such observation. At the same
time, I understand the concept of ‘research method’ as a broader concept that includes
both data collection and analysis procedures and techniques as well as the logic of
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making inferences from data. The workshops took place at an engineering school’s
business room that was specifically designed to facilitate such cross-boundary knowledge
exchange in the context of cross-organizational business process development (Smeds &
Alvesalo, 2003; Smeds, 1997). As their location was outside of the focal organizations,
the workshops resembled typical strategy workshops where managers are taken “away
from their ordinary responsibilities for a day or two to consider their organization’s longterm strategic direction” (Hodgkinson et al., 2006:480). The research team chose to use a
number of researchers as discussion facilitators in the workshops – a practice used
successfully in past organizational research (Gersick, 1989). I argue that the choice to
design and facilitate network-level strategy workshops at a business process simulation
space enables me to collect first-rate data on cross-boundary knowledge transformation.
To an extent, the approach subscribes to principles of action research, where researchers
get involved in organizational practices for research and development purposes. Although
the broader research project was also intended to help the organizations to develop their
cross-organizational processes, this dissertation research is not interested in developing
the knowledge transformation capabilities of the organizations or individuals studied.
Nonetheless, I conducted this dissertation research under the premise that participating in
organizational life can be useful for research purposes (Pasmore & Friedlander, 1982;
Susman & Evered, 1978), and that conducting research in collaboration with practitioners
can enhance the quality and relevance of research (Hodgkinson & Rousseau, 2009).
The workshops followed the formula of collaborative business process
development session (Feller, Hirvensalo, & Smeds, 2005; Smeds, 2003) in which persons
affiliated with and influenced by a given interorganizational process are invited to discuss
and develop the process. Thus, key managers, legislators, and social service workers from
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both networks were invited in the workshops to exchange knowledge. We also invited
managers from four other Finnish cities to take part in two of the three workshops. We
call these four cities Metropolitan, Old Town, Ocean Town, and Commuter Town. The
organizational and governance structures of these four cities are similar to those of
Suburban and Exurban, albeit the number of departments, as well as their names, may
differ slightly.
The purpose of inviting members from other cities was twofold; first, by
extending the scope of the workshops, the research team found it easier to get key
members from the two focal networks involved in the project. This was because the
managers from the focal networks were eager to be exposed to new ideas and exchange
knowledge with their peers from other cities. Second, and more importantly, the inclusion
of other cities’ managers provided the researchers, myself included, more opportunities to
observe cross-boundary knowledge exchange at different types of organizational
boundaries.
Because of their composition, the workshops were in essence “microcosms”
(Alderfer & Smith, 1982:40), or hologram structures (Smeds, 1994; Smeds, 1997), of the
study’s interorganizational networks in which central representative groups were present.
Consequently, the differences in the participants’ knowledge bases, and in some cases in
their interests, were real. Each workshop lasted about one working day, a typical duration
for strategy workshops observed by researchers (Hodgkinson et al., 2006). The
workshops were audio and video taped. The audio tapes were transcribed into text, and
these transcribed text documents functioned as the main data source for this dissertation
research. To ensure that the audio recordings did not miss any potentially important
interactions I examined the entire corpus of video data twice. The careful examination of
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video tapes also helped me to verify the identity of the speakers in the audio tape – a key
requirement for assigning speakers into their true organizations.
To chair the discussion in the workshops, members of the research acted as
discussion facilitators. Following Anson and colleagues’ definition, this research
understands the facilitator as “someone from outside the group who is trained in skills for
assisting the group interaction while remaining neutral as to the content of discussions”
(Anson, Bostrom, & Wynne, 1995:189). The goal of the facilitation was not to advice the
organizations on how to design their interorganizational strategy processes, but to
“stimulate” the workshop sessions so that the cross-boundary knowledge processes would
surface and become observable (Walsh & Ungson, 1991:84). Next, I present details of
each three workshops by describing what specific strategy process development issues
were discussed, who were involved in each workshop and how the workshops were
facilitated.
3.5.1 Workshop 1
The first workshop, held in late spring 2006, concentrated on discussing Suburban’s
existing formal city-level strategy process and future process development. The workshop
started at 8:45 am and ended at 4 pm, and hence it lasted seven hours and fifteen minutes.
The first hour of the workshop was spent discussing the ground rules and objectives of
the workshop and introducing the participants and their backgrounds. Then, a facilitated
discussion lasting 137 minutes and including all participants ensued. In this dissertation I
call this type of discussion where all workshop participants are present and able to
participate in the discussion “full-presence discussion.” In this first, 137 minute full
participation discussion I observed a total of 297 individual speech acts, including those
of the facilitators. In line with the theme of the entire workshop, this observed discussion
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focused on how to develop a new strategic service management process within the
existing process. More specifically, the discussion addressed a number of process-related
strategic issues (Ansoff, 1980), such as how strategic visions are created, who is
responsible for the strategy process, how environment analyses are conducted, and how
the strategy content emerges. The 137 minute discussion ended around noon, after which
a one hour lunch break ensued. After the lunch break, the participants were divided into
four small groups containing 5-6 people each. Each group then spent about one hour
further developing the ideas discussed earlier in the morning. The group work discussions
were audio recorded. However, because the group discussions were facilitated differently
and the work activity in the group works differs in terms of the degree of knowledge
diversity present in the discussions, I do not analyze the small group work data in this
dissertation. Then, in after the one hour group work, all workshop participants gathered
back together to talk about the strategy process development issues. This final fullparticipation discussion lasted 17 minutes and included 33 speech acts. The two fullparticipation discussions yielded the cross-boundary discussion data obtained from the
first workshop. Hence, the total amount of research data yielded by the first workshop
consists of two separate full-participation cross-boundary discussions and totals 154
minutes (137minutes + 17minutes) and 332 speech acts (299 speech acts + 33 speech
acts). This 154 minutes of discussion amounted to 61 pages of transcribed text (font size
12, double spaced).
The workshop’s practical goal was to give the participants a good understanding
of Suburban’s current city-level strategy process and enable them to discover key issues
for further process development. In total, 25 participants from different organizations
attended the workshop. A majority of the participants, 14 in total, were affiliated with the
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focal organization of Suburban either as city employees (10 participants) or as city
council members (4 participants). The 10 employees represented different organizational
units (i.e. central administration, social services department) as well as different
specializations (i.e. strategic manager, non-strategic manager, care worker). In addition to
the participants from Suburban, the remaining 12 workshop participants came from the
cities of Exurban (3 participants), Metropolitan (1 participant), Old Town (1 participant)
and Ocean Town (1 participant). Also, the workshop included participants from nonmunicipal organizations affiliated with or interested in conducting business with
Suburban, such as private social service firms (6 participants), and they represented
different specializations. Broken down to organization and specialization, the participants
in the first workshop were as follows5:
Suburban
1. Rachel, Central administration, strategic manager (strategist)
2. Eva, Central administration, strategist
3. Mark, Central administration, strategist
4. Ruth, Social services department, non-strategic manager
5. Maria, Social services department, non-strategic staff
6. Hailey, Social services department, non-strategic manager
7. John, Social services department, strategist
8. Jack, Social services department, strategist
9. Andy, Social services department, strategist
10. Minnie, Social services department, social worker
11. Joe, elected politician, city council member
12. Aaron, elected politician, city council member
13. Matt, elected politician, city council member
14. Karin, elected politician, city council member
Exurban
15. Lena, Social services department, strategist
16. Heidi, Social services department, strategist
17. Lisa, Social services department, non-strategic manager
Metropolitan
5

I use pseudonyms throughout the text to protect the anonymity of the participating organizations and
individuals
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18. Hannah, Central administration, strategist
Old Town
19. Mary-Jane, Department of commerce, non-strategic manager
Ocean Town
20. Tina, Social services department, non-strategic administrator
Other organizations
21. Rita, small business consultant
22. Carmela, social service entrepreneur, strategist
23. Charlotte, social service entrepreneur, strategist
24. Eric, trade association, strategist
25. Jackson, private social service firm, strategist
Three facilitators, including myself, facilitated the first workshop.
3.5.2 Workshop 2
The second workshop, again with a focus on Suburban’s strategy process development,
was held in February 2007. The content discussed in the second workshop – new strategy
process development – was based on Suburban’s first process development workshop
(workshop 1). The second workshop included only participants from Suburban’s
organizational units. The workshop lasted about seven hours; it started at 8am and ended
at 3pm. There was a 45-minute lunch break in the middle of the workshop (11am through
11:45am). During the workshop, the participants talked about how to best develop the
city-wide strategy process, and more specifically, how information is collected and used,
what is the relationship between financial planning process and the formal strategy
process, and who should be involved in the strategy process. Like the first workshop, the
second workshop included both facilitated discussion where all workshop participants
participated (full-participation discussion), as well as group work sessions in groups of 45 people. The data analyzed in this dissertation includes only the facilitated discussion
where every workshop participant participated. The total duration of these observed full56

participation discussions was 149 minutes. When transcribed, the 149 minute fullparticipation discussion amounted to 60 pages of text (font size 12, double spaced).
During the 149 minutes of discussion, I observed a total number of 285 speech acts
(including the facilitators’ speech acts). The process development session was based on
the participants’ existing understanding that the city-wide strategy process should cut
across departmental boundaries and extend even to private service firms. In this respect,
the workshop participants realized that individuals within departments were dependent on
each other, yet their knowledge bases differed. In total, 17 people, all from Suburban,
participated in the second process development workshop. The list of participants is as
follows:
Suburban
1. Helen, Central administration, strategist
2. Paula, Central administration, strategist
3. Eva, Central administration, strategist
4. Mark, Central administration, strategist
5. Rich, Central administration, strategist
6. Andy, Social services, strategist
7. John, Social services, strategist
8. Jack, Social services, strategist
9. Jane, Social services, non-strategic manager
10. Ruth, Social services, non-strategic manager
11. Minnie, Social services, care worker
12. Hilda, Central administration, administrator
13. Miriam, Central administration, researcher
14. Oliver, Central administration, lawyer
15. Christine, Central administration, administrator
16. Ira, Central administration, administrator
17. Rachel, Central administration office, strategist
The discussion in the process development workshop was facilitated by two main
discussion facilitators and one assisting facilitator (myself). The main facilitators were
responsible for introducing the topics to be discussed and ensuring that the discussion
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would move on in time. My role as the assistant facilitator was confined to facilitating a
15 minute discussion on potential risks in the process at the end of the workshop.
3.5.3 Workshop 3
The third workshop was held in November 2006. The workshop began at 9am and ended
at 3:45 pm, and thus it lasted 6 hours 45 minutes. Like in the previous two workshops, the
discussions in the third workshop were composed of full-participation discussions where
all participants discussed given themes and group works where groups of 4-6 people
discussed issues. The full-participation discussions lasted in total 123 minutes and
included 414 speech acts. When transcribed into text, the 123 minutes of discussion
amounted to 63 pages (font size 12, double spaced). The discussion in the third workshop
concerned the development of a new cross-departmental social service strategy process in
the city of Exurban. More specifically, the workshop discussion addressed topics such as
how to design a 3-4 month project for initiating the process development, how to create a
strategic vision for social services, and how to design and implement a strategy that
crosses the boundaries of the city’s departments. Consequently, as Exurban acted as the
focal organization in this workshop, the majority (12 participants) of the discussion
participants came from that city. Other participants included one strategist from the
Exurban’s neighbor city of Commuter Town, two strategists from Metropolitan, one
strategist from Suburban, and three participants from outside, non-municipal
organizations. In total, 19 people, as listed below, participated in the third strategy
process development workshop.

Exurban
1. Ayla, Social services, strategist
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2. Lily, Social services, strategist
3. Lena, Social services, strategist
4. Heidi, Social services, strategist
5. Agnes, Social services, non-strategic manager
6. Hanne, Social services, non-strategic manager
7. Jake, Department of city planning, strategist
8. Veronica, Central administration, administrator
9. Daisy, Department of city planning, strategist
10. Ulrike, elected politician, city council member
11. Melanie, Central administration, service worker
12. Lee, Central administration, service worker
Suburban
13. Rachel, Central administration office, strategist
Metropolitan
14. Martha, Central administration, strategist
15. Riley, Central administration, strategist
Commuter town
16. Tanya, Social services, strategist
Other organizations
17. Anne, trade association, non-strategic manager
18. Trisha, private social services company, non-strategic manager
19. Jamie, local college administration, non-strategic manager
Two main discussion facilitators and two assistant facilitators were used to facilitate the
workshop discussion. I acted as one of the assistant facilitator, and my role was confined
to introducing the workshop’s objectives in the beginning of the workshop and
facilitating a concluding discussion. The two main discussion facilitators were
responsible for introducing the topics to be discussed and ensuring that the discussions
would proceed in a timely fashion.
To summarize, the three workshops produced a total of 22 hours of audio and
video recordings. However, of these 22 hours of recordings, the duration of fullparticipation discussion was 426 minutes, or 7 hours 6 minutes. These 7 hours 6 minutes
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translate to 184 pages of cross-boundary discussion data (ad verbatim transcribed
discussion, 12 point font, double line spacing), containing 1031 speech acts in total.
Overall, the discussion in all three workshops concerned the development of existing or
new strategy processes. In this respect, the workshops described here differ from the
more traditional strategy workshops described in the literature (Hodgkinson & Wright,
2002; Hodgkinson, Whittington, Johnson, & Schwarz, 2006; Jarzabkowski & Seidl,
2008) Also, because the knowledge discussed in the workshops related to participants’
daily organizational practices, the participants had a personal interest in the workshop
discussions, their knowledge was at stake (Carlile, 2002:445). Thus, I define the
knowledge discussed in the workshops as practice-based management process
knowledge. In Table 2, I summarize data collection with strategy process development
workshops. First, Table 2 shows how many participants were involved in each workshop.
Second, Table 2 illustrates how much data each workshop produced, measured both in
pages of ad verbatim transcribed text documents as well as the total number of speech
acts observed. Table 2 also summarizes the participants’ home organizations in each
workshop and finally shows what types of organizational knowledge boundaries were
present in each workshop.
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TABLE 2. Summary of Data Collection with Collaborative Strategy Process Development Workshops

Workshop

Number of
participants

Duration
of the
analyzed
discussion

Pages of
analyzed
text

Number of
speech acts
observed

Suburban 1

25

154
minutes

61

332

Suburban 2

17

149
minutes

60

285

Exurban

20

123
minutes

63

414

Total

---

7 h 6 min
(426
minutes)

184

1031

61

Participants’ background organizations

Suburban: Central administration; Social services
department, city council members
Exurban: Social services department
Metropolitan: Central administration
Old Town: Central administration
Ocean Town: Social services department
Other organizations: Trade association, Social services
firm, small business consultant
Suburban: Central administration, Social services
department
Suburban: Central administration
Exurban: Central administration; Social services dept.;
Dept. of city planning; city council
Metropolitan: Central administration
Commuter town: Social services department
Other organizations: Trade association; Social services
firm; local college
---

Types of
organizational
boundaries to be
crossed

Semantic
Pragmatic

Pragmatic

Semantic
Pragmatic

---

3.6 Primer on Data Analysis Methods
I report the data analysis in two distinct parts. The rationale for the separation is that I am
ultimately interested in comparing the knowledge transformation processes at semantic
and pragmatic boundaries, but the construct of knowledge transformation is currently too
underspecified for undertaking such a task. To build a theory of knowledge
transformation at organizational boundaries, I need sharply defined constructs, and as
such constructs are not readily available in the literature, the first part of the analysis
focuses on defining the constructs based on empirical data. In addition, to further
facilitate the upcoming task of comparative analysis, I use the first part of analysis to
achieve two things: 1) to obtain clearly defined cases of knowledge transformation
process at organizational boundaries, and 2) to develop a tentative general propositional
theory of knowledge transformation at organizational boundaries. By tentative general
propositional theory I mean a set of propositions concerning knowledge transformation at
organizational boundaries – a set that is not yet fully confirmed and does not yet focus on
the specific semantic and pragmatic boundaries. To achieve such ends, I examine the
entire corpus of the process development workshop data by using two broad analytical
strategies – constant comparative method and analytical induction – described in detail by
Glaser and Strauss (1967).
The second and more detailed part of analysis builds on the first part, and it is
aimed at achieving two additional things: 1) verifying and possibly modifying the
tentative propositions, and 2) examining whether knowledge transformation processes
and outcomes differ at semantic vs. pragmatic boundaries. In the verification and
modification of the tentative proposition, I draw from Eisenhardt’s (1989; 1991) ideas on
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building theory with multiple case analysis, including replication logic. Eisenhardt
(1989:542) describes the replication logic as follows:

“In replication logic, cases which confirm emergent relationships enhance
confidence in the validity of the relationships. Cases which disconfirm the
relationships often can provide an opportunity to refine and extend the theory.”

Concerning the objective of comparing knowledge transformation processes at semantic
vs. pragmatic boundaries, I also follow a specific approach to comparing different
phenomena with the use of multiple cases. Eisenhardt describes the method as follows:

“One tactic is to select categories or dimensions, and then to look for withingroup similarities coupled with intergroup differences. Dimensions can be
suggested by the research problem or by existing literature, or the researcher can
simply choose some dimensions.” (Eisenhardt, 1989:540).

I will use this tactic of first selecting a category and then examining how two groups of
cases differ in terms of that category. The category I select is the outcome of knowledge
transformation process, such as altered knowledge or new knowledge. The two groups of
cases to be compared are:
o Group 1: Six cases of knowledge transformation process at the semantic boundary
o Group 2: Six cases of knowledge transformation process at the pragmatic
boundary
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Hence, the overall objectives of the data analysis are as follows:

Analysis part 1
1. To obtain clearly defined constructs concerning knowledge transformation
2. To obtain clearly defined cases of knowledge transformation process at
organizational boundaries
3. To develop a tentative general propositional theory of knowledge
transformation at the organizational boundary

Analysis part 2
4. To further verify and modify the tentative propositions to fit all cases
5. To examine whether knowledge transformation processes and outcomes differ
at semantic vs. organizational boundaries
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS, PART 1: GENERAL PROCESS OF
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFORMATION AT THE ORGANIZATIONAL
BOUNDARY
4.1 Description of the Method for Generating a General Process Theory
The purpose of this research is to build theory on knowledge transformation at
organizational boundaries. I have argued earlier in this manuscript that, in light of this
purpose, the categories provided by the current literature on knowledge transformation
are underspecified. More specifically, although knowledge transformation is commonly
understood as process, the details of that process, such as stages of the process or its
possible sub-processes and their properties, remain poorly understood. For example, we
know that knowledge transformation involves representing, assessing, and negotiating
knowledge (Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004), but it is less clear what these process categories
entail, what are their relationships, and through what stages the process unfolds.
Engaging in theory-building without first addressing the issue of inadequately specified
concepts would be problematic, because a basic requirement for scientific research is that
the concepts used are sufficiently defined and clarified (Merton, 1948). Therefore, in the
first part of data analysis, my objective was to remedy the situation of conceptual
imprecision by defining and clarifying the concept of knowledge transformation process.
In engaging in such an endeavor, I adopted the principles of the constant comparative
method, which, as suggested by Glaser and Strauss (1967:104) “is concerned with
generating and plausibly suggesting --- many categories, properties and hypotheses” that
are particularly suitable for addressing processes. As Glaser and Strauss note, the
constant comparative method “facilitates the generation of theories of process, sequence,
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and change.” For these reasons, I believe the constant comparative method facilitates the
generation of empirically grounded knowledge transformation process categories and
properties of those categories.
4.1.1 Coding of speech acts
The key principle of the constant comparative method is that the researcher first codes the
units of observation and then generates higher-level categories based on the codes (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967). As my research concerns the process of knowledge transformation, the
categories are processes, or more specifically, sub-processes of the broader knowledge
transformation process. First, I treated speech acts – utterances by individual speakers
(Searle, 2000) – as the key units of observation to be coded. Here it is probably useful to
restate that while the unit of observation is the speech act, the unit of analysis in this
dissertation is the knowledge transformation process. Nonetheless, methodological
literature suggests that coding the units of observation can be straightforward; the
researcher can simply note “categories on the margins” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967:106).
This is exactly what I did – I printed out all 231 pages of transcribed data, and then, with
a pencil, coded all 1031 speech acts in the data by affixing them one or more labels. To
focus the coding efforts, I began labeling the speech acts with the literature based
categories of representing, assessing, negotiating, altering knowledge, creating new
knowledge and validating knowledge. More precisely, I began by literally writing as
many of the abovementioned categories next to each speech act in the transcript as I
thought would fit the speech act. For example, if a speech act in the data would contain
the following utterance,
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“I'd like to say that the claim that Suburban contracts only with large companies
is unfounded: there is variety, small companies, medium-sized companies and
large companies,”

I would interpret it to be a representation of the speaker’s knowledge and give the speech
acts the code “represent.” As I went along with the coding, however, I discovered that
many speech acts in the data did not fit well the pre-existing categories, or that the
existing categories did not provide a detailed enough a picture of knowledge
transformation. For example, I soon realized that speakers in almost all speech acts either
represented knowledge or assessed previously represented knowledge. While this
observation corresponds with the existing knowledge transformation theory (Carlile,
2002), I began to notice that there were different ways to represent and assess knowledge
in the data. So I started creating new codes that would better capture the essence of the
speech acts, and thus codes such as “suggest,” “agree,” and “disagree” emerged. As some
codes kept appearing more than some others, new initial sub-categories, composed of
speech act level codes, emerged (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Overall, this labeling and
adding of new codes enabled me to identify the different and specific ways in which the
speakers represented and assessed knowledge at the organizational boundary. In this
sense, the coding stage of the data analysis resulted in a set of specified and sharpened
speech act constructs that tightly fit the data (Eisenhardt, 1989; Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
This process of defining concepts through continuous, elaborate dialogue with empirical
data is at the core of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), and it has been suggested
by other researchers as well (Becker, 1998; Blumer, 1954; Lazarsfeld & Rosenberg,
1955). I acknowledge that there are multiple ways of understanding and using the
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grounded theory method (Glaser, 1992), and I do not claim that my approach is the only
one accepted or used in social scientific and management research. However, I posit that
my choice to use pre-existing categories as a starting point of the analysis is in line with
the actual practice of many grounded theory researchers (Charmaz, 2006:48). In Table 3,
I present all codes that I used, as well as their origin (literature or data), and a data-based
definition for each code.
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TABLE 3. Original Speech Act Codes, Their Origins, and Data-based Definitions

Code
Represent
Represent
example
Assess
Recall

Origin of
code
Literature
Data
Literature
Data

Ask
Ask more
Clarify

Data
Data
Data

Clarify levels

Data

Clarify
process
Clarify add

Data

Disagree
Agree
Synthesize

Data
Data
Data

Jump in

Data

Joke
Confuse

Data
Data

Request
Direct
Problematize

Data
Data
Data

Suggest

Data

Data

Data-based definition of the code
An individual represents her/his knowledge
An individual represents her/his concrete knowledge,
based on real life incidents and occurrences
An individual assesses represented knowledge
Based on her/his memory, an individual represents
knowledge from the past
An individual asks a question
An individual asks additional question
An individual clarifies the content of represented
knowledge
An individual clarifies the content of represented
knowledge concerning its level of analysis
An individual clarifies represented knowledge by making
a distinction between process vs. content knowledge
An individual clarifies knowledge by providing
additional knowledge on the topic/theme
An individual disagrees with represented knowledge
An individual agrees with represented knowledge
An individual synthesizes, or combines knowledge
represented by other individuals
An individual enters a discussion without requesting a
turn
An individual tells a joke
An individual is seemingly confused and unable to
represent knowledge sensibly
An individual requests additional information or a turn
The facilitator directs turns
An individual suggests that certain represented things are
problematic
An individual makes a suggestion
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4.1.2 Identifying knowledge transformation process cases
The coding of speech acts, however, did not inform me much about how the process of
knowledge transformation would unfold. What’s more, during the speech act coding
stage, I did not observe certain knowledge categories as suggested in the knowledge
transformation literature. As mentioned above, I did not code a single instance of such
literature-based knowledge transformation categories as “negotiating,” “altering,” or
“creating.” After a while, however, I realized that the lack of certain knowledge
transformation categories at the speech act coding stage suggests that these categories are
not actually speech act level phenomena, but are rather phenomena at the level of
knowledge transformation process, and thus observable at the level of sequence of speech
acts. Thus, in this research, I understand the knowledge transformation processes as
sequences of speech acts occurring at the organizational boundary. This understanding
has an important methodological implication: to capture the full extent of the knowledge
transformation process, I would have to carefully observe not only individual speech acts
but also sequences of speech acts that would exhibit at least some knowledge
transformation elements, such as representing and assessing.
To revisit the research purpose, this research intends to build theory on knowledge
transformation processes at organizational boundaries with multiple cases. To fulfill this
purpose, I would need explicit cases of knowledge transformation processes at the
organizational boundary. To obtain such clearly defined cases, the researcher has to
actively identify and delineate the cases from the rich qualitative data at hand (Ragin,
1992a; Ragin, 1992b). So after I had labeled all 1031 speech acts with existing and new
codes, I re-examined all 231 pages of transcribed strategy workshop data to delineate
explicit cases of knowledge transformation processes composed of sequences of speech
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acts at the organizational boundary. During the re-examination, I tentatively identified
theoretically relevant knowledge transforming cross-boundary discussions by first
determining a point in time (i.e. a specific speech act) where one such case might begin
and then determining a subsequent point in time (i.e. another, later speech act) where the
case might end. I used a pencil in this identification of processes: I literally circled
potentially theoretically relevant knowledge transformation process cases on the
transcription print-out with a pencil. “Theoretically relevant” here means that for a
discussion to be identified as a knowledge transformation process case, it must have
satisfied the following criteria:

o It must have had an observable beginning and an end
o It must have discussed an organizationally relevant topic, i.e. a topic that dealt
with real organizational issues or problems
o It must have exhibited at least one element of knowledge transformation as
suggested in the existing literature: representing, assessing, negotiating, altering,
validating or creating knowledge (Carlile, 2004).

The rationale for the last criterion – the presence of one or more literature-based
knowledge transformation elements – was that I was interested in knowledge
transforming discussions, not just any cross-boundary discussions concerning
organizationally relevant topics. Using these three criteria, I initially identified 20
knowledge transformation process discussion cases. At this stage of the analysis, I
identified knowledge transformation cases in which either semantic or pragmatic, or both
boundaries were crossed. The average duration of the 20 identified discussions was 7
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minutes 23 seconds. Thus the combined duration of the 20 identified discussions was
approximately 2 hours 28 minutes. As the data containing talk concerning real
organizational issues from the three workshops amount to approximately 7 hours, the
knowledge transforming discussion cases form about one third this actual talk observed
in the workshops. In Figure 7, I present an example identifying knowledge transformation
cases: how I literally drew circles around pieces of cross-boundary discussions to
determine discrete cases of knowledge transformation. By showing the passing of time,
the speaker and the content of each speech act, Figure 7 also illustrates how a specific
knowledge transforming case discussion (Case 1) proceeded at the organizational
boundary between strategists from Suburban (S-Strategists 1-3) and Metropolitan (MStrategist).
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FIGURE 7. Identifying Knowledge Transformation Process Cases at the Organizational
Boundary

Time

Speaker

Speech act

Facilitator;
E-Strategist
E-Administrator
O-Administrator
Facilitator
S-Strategist 1
Facilitator
M-Strategist
Facilitator
M-Administrator
S-Strategist 3
Facilitator
E-Legislator
Facilitator

ask
assess+agree+represent+agree
represent+clarify
represent+assess+agree
*direct*
represent+clarify
*direct*
assess+represent+clarify
*direct*
*pass*
assess+represent+clarify
*direct*
assess+represent
agree+end
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Knowledge
transformation
Case 1

As cross-boundary knowledge processes are generally difficult to observe (Osterlund &
Carlile, 2005), and because knowledge processes usually happen over time (Carlile &
Rebentisch, 2003), I argue that the 20 initially identified knowledge transformation cases
form a solid basis from which to start building inductive process theory. Thus, using
these 20 cases of knowledge transformation, I induced a tentative process theory of
knowledge transformation at organizational boundaries. The tentative process theory
consists of sharpened knowledge transformation constructs and their relationships, and
the theory takes the form of propositions that explain one knowledge transformation
process concept with another concept (Whetten, Felin, & King, 2009). Next, I report the
analysis leading to the tentative propositional process theory of knowledge
transformation, substantiated by representative quotes from the data. To increase
readability, however, I will omit full details of the knowledge transformation cases at this
stage of reporting. Nonetheless, I will report the details in the second part of the analysis.
4.2 General Process of Knowledge Transformation at Organizational Boundaries
My initial analysis of the 20 cases of knowledge transformation process – based on 231
pages of transcribed data containing 1031 speech acts – suggests that there are five
distinct phases, or stages of the knowledge transformation process: initiating,
negotiating knowledge, altering knowledge, creating new knowledge, and finally
validating transformed knowledge. I call these stages the sub-processes of knowledge
transformation.
4.2.1 Initiating knowledge transformation
Representing existing knowledge across boundaries is a key ingredient of the knowledge
transformation process (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003; Carlile, 2004). However, as the
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extant literature does not fully specify how knowledge transformation process is initiated
at the organizational boundary, I analyzed the workshop data to shed light on the issue.
First, I define that for knowledge transformation to occur at the organizational boundary,
such a boundary has to exits; individuals from different organizations must be present and
they must be capable of representing and assessing knowledge. Based on the data
analysis, I found two ways in which existing knowledge can be represented: concrete
examples and abstractions. Concrete examples are knowledge representations in which
individuals explicitly state what happens (or has happened), when and by whom; abstract
knowledge representations are those from which such detail is missing.
To illustrate the finding that knowledge can be represented in different forms I
present next more thorough examples from a knowledge transforming discussion case at
the organizational boundary. The discussion participants are three strategic managers
from Suburban (S-Strategists 1-3) and a strategic manager from Metropolitan (MStrategist). As all three managers come from the same specialization (strategic
management) but from different organizations, organizational boundary is crossed in the
discussion. The discussion concerns the relationship between city strategy and service
provisioning in interorganizational networks. First, a strategic manager from Suburban
(S-Strategist 1) represents his knowledge concerning the matter:

“I'd like to continue; now when we have evaluated the outsourcing opportunities,
I'd like to say that the claim that Suburban contracts only with large companies is
unfounded. There is variety, small companies, medium-sized companies and large
companies, and that is good. But how do we address the information from the
outside service providers' --- it may be a challenge to us.”
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In this speech act, S-Strategist 1 represents her knowledge on how Suburban organizes
services in networks (i.e. by outsourcing). Outsourcing services to firms of different size
is easy, she says, but collecting and analyzing meaningful information from the service
providers is difficult. This represented knowledge is concrete: it concerns explicitly who
(Suburban) has done what (evaluated outsourcing opportunities) and when (recently).
Next, M-Strategist assesses this represented concrete knowledge concerning strategymaking in networks, and represents her own knowledge:

“If I may bring a perspective from the neighboring city to the strategy work, I can
tell that there are similar problems in aligning strategies elsewhere as well. In
Metropolitan we have one major strategy that we create every year. We've had
the balanced scorecard system for five years, and it works surprisingly well with
its implementation plans, we have scorecards for each workplace that tell what
should be done this year at that workplace, according to the city strategy. But
then we have plenty of sub-strategies, and it's a little unclear to us as well that
how they relate to the city-level strategy.”

In addition to representing concrete knowledge (“in Metropolitan we have”), in this
speech act M-Strategist represents abstract knowledge concerning the generality of the
strategy-process related problems (“there are similar problems elsewhere as well”). As
M-Strategist builds her knowledge representation on the previous S-Strategist’s
comment, I conclude that knowledge transformation process was initiated in this
discussion. Indeed, as a result of the initiation, another strategist from Suburban (S76

Strategist 2) is then able to represent his knowledge about strategy and networks, and
elaborate the matter even further:

“Actually, two things. About the Suburban's city-strategy, which is one single
strategy that includes different parts, it contains services and human resources
and business, employment, the built environment, finances, but they are
incorporated into one strategy. Although there are some special areas that have
policies that we call strategy, but they are, like, clarifying policies for special
individual areas, like elder care ---. So we want that there's clearly only one citystrategy that would contain all these different viewpoints and that would therefore
direct the actions of the city. Maybe another, --- is the collaboration with other
municipalities in the metropolitan area. So we, instead of conducting a broader
environment analysis this year, we specifically looked at how the objectives and
goals created in collaboration with other cities are incorporated into our citystrategy. So maybe the greater metropolitan area collaboration would be one
thing that should be visible in the strategy work?”

This final comment by S-Strategist 2 includes both concrete (“we --- looked at how”) and
abstract

(“maybe

the

greater

metropolitan

area

collaboration---”)

knowledge

representations, and the comment is seemingly more elaborate than that of S-Strategist 1
in the first speech act of the discussion. The point illustrated by the exemplary discussion
excerpt above is that the very same phenomenon can be represented quite differently. In
the discussion excerpt, all three participants at the boundary represented their knowledge
regarding collaboration with private service providers, albeit they all did this at different
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levels. Similarly, the discussion excerpts presented above illustrate how represented
knowledge is assessed by agreeing with it. In this discussion excerpt, knowledge was
assessable to some individuals, so there was no need to ask clarifying questions.
Drawing from studies on the influence that expertise (Hinds, 1999) and
specialization (Dougherty, 1992a) may have on knowledge assessment, Carlile and
Rebentisch (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003:1189) conclude that “the way knowledge is
represented --- influences the degree to which those outside a specialized knowledge
domain will be able to understand the knowledge.” The extant literature, however, leaves
open the specific question of how knowledge is represented at the organizational
boundary. My findings indicate two different ways of representing knowledge across
organizational boundaries: concrete and abstract knowledge. This distinction is
potentially important from innovation and creativity perspectives, because as Boland and
colleagues (Boland, Singh, Salipante, Aram, Fay, & Kanawattanachai, 2001:409) note,
“different knowledge representations hold the potential to prime the schemata of
managers and materially influence their creative thinking processes.” Finally, my
findings also suggest that different knowledge representations can occur within brief
interpersonal discussions. The idea that knowledge in firms can be categorized to
concrete examples and higher-level abstractions is established elsewhere in the
knowledge management literature (Boland, Singh, Salipante, Aram, Fay, &
Kanawattanachai, 2001); my analysis specifies how these forms of knowing operate at
the level of single discussions at organizational boundaries.
In addition, for the knowledge transformation process to begin, represented
knowledge has to be assessed from across the organizational boundary by relating the
represented knowledge to the context of the assessor’s own organizational practice. I
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observed this type of assessing knowledge in participants’ comments in which they,
following knowledge representations, stated things like, “Well, in Metropolitan we have a
change forces analysis stage” (a strategist from Metropolitan assessing strategy process),
and “So if we think of Exurban's department of basic services, and the responsibilities
there, they are things that are my responsibility, too” (a strategist from Exurban assessing
knowledge on strategy process responsibilities), and “I'll just say that strategy-making is
challenging, we have a population of 230 000, and the selection of services mandated by
law is enormous,” (a strategist from Suburban assessing knowledge on strategy-making).
Similarly, the data indicate that there are three forms of assessing represented knowledge:
agreeing, disagreeing or asking. I argue that knowledge representation and its subsequent
assessment constitute the initiation stage of knowledge transformation at the
organizational boundary. More formally,

Proposition 1: When existing knowledge is represented in the form of concrete
examples or abstractions, and the represented knowledge is subsequently
assessed from across the organizational boundary by agreeing or disagreeing,
knowledge transformation process at the organizational boundary is initiated
Finally, the data suggest that the subsequent disagreeing–agreeing sequence of
knowledge assessments constitutes knowledge negotiation, – a key element of
transforming knowledge at boundaries (Carlile, 2004; Dougherty, 1992b).
4.2.2 Negotiating knowledge
While my initial speech act level data coding did not reveal knowledge negotiation, the
finding that individuals represent and assess knowledge in subsequent speech acts led me
to the insight that knowledge negotiation occurs over time at the level of single
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discussion. Similarly, knowledge negotiation can be observed by following speech acts
longitudinally within discussions. Because knowledge assessment, as described above,
happens primarily in two ways (1) agreeing with represented knowledge or 2) disagreeing
with represented knowledge, I tentatively formulated that certain combinations of
assessments constitute knowledge negotiation. This formulation suggests that knowledge
negotiation, as a key sub-process of knowledge transformation, is not in practice a
separate stage from knowledge transformation initiation. It also suggests that knowledge
negotiation requires individuals to represent and assess knowledge from across the
organizational boundary in multiple subsequent speech acts so that eventually a crossboundary agreement is reached. The notion of reaching an agreement is crucial and
analytically separates the negotiation stage from the initiation stage. Furthermore,
knowledge negotiation may require knowledge to be clarified to become eventually
agreed upon. In the following example, I illustrate how knowledge negotiation occurs in a
discussion at the organizational boundary.
This exemplary cross-organization discussion deals with the role of the designated
strategy project group after it completes the design for Exurban’s new strategy process.
The discussion includes one facilitator, two strategists from Exurban (E-Strategists 1-2)
and one strategist from Metropolitan (M-Strategist), and thus knowledge is negotiated at
the organizational boundary. At the beginning of the discussion, E-Strategist 1 represents
her knowledge concerning the post-design role of the project group:

“It should become like an evaluative project group after it --- I think it can be the
same project. Unless a new name [is given to it]”
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Then, E-Strategist 2 assesses knowledge representation and disagrees:

“It wouldn’t be a project anymore; it would be part of the process --- Project, in
principle, has an ending.”

However, E-Strategist 1 disagrees with this representation and asks why the
project would need to have a specific ending:

“Why would it have to end?”

After this within-organization knowledge negotiation, the discussion moves
across the organizational boundary when M-Strategist assesses the represented and
negotiated knowledge. She agrees with E-Strategist 1 in that the same group of people
can both design and run the new strategy process:

“Why can't it be the same? If we think about Metropolitan, for example the youth
strategy, there's the group that creates it --- I don't know if Metropolitan is that
different.”

In this speech act, M-Strategist represents knowledge as an example from Metropolitan’s
strategic practice. She clarifies the knowledge being negotiated by pointing out that in
Metropolitan there actually is a strategy that is run by the same group that created it.
Finally, as a result of this cross-organizational boundary knowledge negotiation, E-
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Strategist 1 assesses represented and negotiated knowledge and now agrees with an idea
that she previously disagreed with:

“We’ll, it's the same people that are there…”

These five speech acts constitute an example the knowledge negotiation process at the
organizational boundary. In the first three speech acts of this discussion, the two
strategists from Exurban represented and assessed knowledge within an organization.
Albeit coming from the same organization, they disagreed about the role of the strategy
project team – E-Strategist 1 suggested that the project team designing the new strategy
process should stay as a management team responsible for running the newly designed
process, and E-Strategist 2 disagreed with this idea. This initial disagreement initiated the
cross-organizational boundary knowledge negotiation process; next, the strategist from
Metropolitan represented knowledge with an example from her own organization. Then,
E-Strategist 2 assessed this knowledge representation and eventually altered her
knowledge. As a result of this cross-organizational boundary knowledge negotiation
process, all three strategists shared the idea that the project design team can stay on and
manage the new strategy process. Studies on knowledge transformation at the
specialization boundary have identified knowledge negotiation as a key element of the
knowledge transformation process at the specialization boundaries, where “dependencies
must be redefined and renegotiated,” potentially by taking “the time and energy to
establish a new shared language” (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003:1182). However, this
literature does not explain how the knowledge negotiation process unfolds at the
organizational boundary. My findings from the organizational boundary extend this
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argument by showing that knowledge negotiation occurs as a sequence of cross-boundary
speech acts where represented knowledge is assessed by disagreeing and agreeing upon
it.
To summarize, knowledge negotiation at the organizational boundary is a process
composed of sequential speech acts of representing and assessing knowledge by
individuals from different organizations. The assessments take the form of either
disagreement or agreement. Both types of assessing are necessary for knowledge
negotiation to occur: represented knowledge must be contested by disagreeing, for
without any disagreement knowledge is merely transferred (1998) between individuals
and no negotiation or knowledge transformation is needed. However, for knowledge to
become fully negotiated, the discussion participants have to eventually reach an
agreement – if no agreement is reached by the end of a discussion, represented
knowledge is then simply rejected, not negotiated nor transferred. I formalize the
argument concerning knowledge negotiation as follows:

Proposition 2: When represented knowledge is agreed and disagreed upon
across the organizational boundary, knowledge is negotiated and knowledge
transformation is enabled

Notably, the key difference between the propositions concerning knowledge
transformation initiation (P1) and knowledge negotiation (P2) is that Proposition 1
explains how knowledge transformation processes are initiated, while Proposition 2
suggests that the combination of knowledge agreement and disagreement is a necessary
condition for knowledge transformation process to occur. Thus, neither knowledge
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agreement nor disagreement alone constitutes a sufficient form of knowledge assessment
for knowledge transformation.
4.2.3 Altering existing knowledge
Literature on knowledge transformation posits that cross-boundary interactions may lead
individuals to alter their knowledge (Carlile, 2002). My analysis corroborates this
argument, and based on the collaborative strategy workshop data, I define knowledge
altering at the organizational boundary as a change in the individual-level knowledge that
results from knowledge transformation across the organizational boundary. Furthermore,
my data corroborate Bechky’s (2003b) argument that when represented knowledge is
clarified, individuals can alter their knowledge more easily. To ground the observation of
knowledge altering as a change in individual’s knowledge, mediated by knowledge
clarification, I present an excerpt from a cross-organizational boundary discussion. In the
discussion, three strategists from three organizations (Metropolitan, Exurban and
Suburban) discuss whether a particular strategy tool (strategy framework) is useful. First,
the strategist from Metropolitan (M-Strategist) represents her knowledge concerning the
use of such a framework:

“Well, such a framework just feels foreign in terms of Metropolitan's strategy
process. I'm not…is it a table of contents, is it… what things are included [in it]?
It just feels strange; we haven't had such an item [strategy framework]”

The speech act illustrates how M-Strategist’s idea on the strategy framework is based on
her organization-specific knowledge: the framework feels strange “in terms of
Metropolitan’s strategy process” and it feels strange because they “haven’t had such a
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stage” in Metropolitan. Then, after two brief clarifying speech acts between the facilitator
and the M-Strategist, a strategist from the city of Exurban (E-Strategist) clarifies
knowledge concerning a strategy process stage for using the strategy framework:

“At that stage, weren't we thinking about focusing the project plan --- so we
shouldn't try to have some strategy framework accepted first.”

In this speech act, E-Strategist clarifies knowledge by explicating what activities in the
strategy process belong to what stage, and that a strategy framework may not be useful at
a specific stage of the strategy process. After this clarifying speech act, a brief knowledge
exchange between the discussion facilitator and a strategist from Suburban ensues.
Finally, M-Strategist, who had originally found the idea of using strategy frameworks
foreign, assesses the knowledge that has by this point become clarified across the
organizational boundary. Now she agrees with it:

“Well, why wouldn’t there in that case be some kind of strategic framework, --these frameworks are what we usually anyway get from the higher-ups.”

Comparing this M-Strategist’s speech act with her first comment shows how her
knowledge is altered. In the beginning of the discussion, M-Strategist argued that a
strategy framework is probably not a helpful tool in strategy-making; in her terms, “it
feels foreign.” Then, after knowledge became clarified at the organizational boundary,
M-Strategist agreed that using a strategy framework at a specific stage of the strategy
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process may actually be a good idea: “why couldn’t there in that case --- be a strategic
framework.”
Literature on knowledge transformation describes knowledge altering as a process
where individuals alter their own domain-based knowledge as a result of cross-boundary
interaction (Carlile, 2002). However, the literature does not specify how the processes of
knowledge altering and clarification unfold at the organizational boundary. I identify
knowledge altering at the organizational boundary as change in an individual’s
knowledge that results from represented knowledge being clarified across that boundary.
This finding is in line with the assertion that changes in knowledge are a valid measure
for knowledge transfer (Easterby-Smith, Lyles, & Tsang, 2008) as well as with the extant
literature that posits that altering one’s knowledge requires clarifying knowledge on “the
key differences in work contexts” (Bechky, 2003b:324). My data analysis advances this
argument by suggesting that when organizational boundaries are present, differences
based on organization-specific contexts may also have to be resolved by clarifying the
discussed knowledge.
Interestingly, upon altering her knowledge, M-Strategist points out that her
organization actually uses such frameworks already: “these frameworks are what we
usually get from the higher-ups.” This observation suggests that individuals don’t have to
completely alter their organization-specific knowledge that may be “invested in practice”
(Carlile, 2002:445), but they may retain some of the old, existing knowledge. The
observation that some old knowledge is retained when knowledge is altered can be
explained by Carlile’s (2002; 2004) notion that knowledge is “at stake;” because
knowledge is invested in practice, it is hard for individuals to alter their knowledge
completely. My findings from the organizational boundary corroborate this argument and
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extend it by suggesting that when represented knowledge can be clarified so that it can be
related to existing organizational practices across the organizational boundary, it can be
altered without losing one’s “investment” in the existing knowledge. I summarize the
findings concerning knowledge negotiation and altering at the organizational boundary in
the following set of propositions:

Proposition 3: Knowledge transformation at the organizational boundary leads
to altered knowledge when existing represented knowledge becomes clarified
and agreed upon at the boundary

4.2.4 Creating new knowledge
Creating new knowledge is a central component of knowledge transformation at
boundaries (Carlile, 2002:453), and more generally, innovation (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995;
Nonaka, 1994). However, the knowledge transformation literature does not describe how

new knowledge is created at organizational boundaries. I draw from the literature that
defines new knowledge creation as a process where existing knowledge, information and
meanings are combined in social interaction (Dougherty, 1992b; von Krogh, 1998), and
focus my initial data analysis on situations where existing knowledge is combined across
the organizational boundary. As my initial coding of all 1031 speech acts revealed
individuals synthesized represented knowledge in a number of speech acts, I define the
cross-organizational boundary knowledge creation as a within-discussion process where
two or more individuals first represent existing knowledge, and then some from across
the organizational boundary combines the knowledge representations in a single speech
act. This definition is consistent with broader knowledge management literature that
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views knowledge creation as interpersonal knowledge exchange that results in a
combination of pieces of knowledge previously held at by different persons (Grant, 1996b;
Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995:65; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009; Smith, Collins, & Clark, 2005; Zahra
& George, 2002). However, these authors have not explicated how the knowledge creation

process occurs at organizational boundaries. In the following example, I show how
knowledge creation by synthesizing disparately held pieces of knowledge occurs in a
cross-organization boundary discussion. This case discussion deals with Suburban’s
formal strategy process. The discussion includes two facilitators (Facilitators 1-2), four
strategists from Suburban’s central administration (CA Strategists 1-4), and a strategist
from the social services department (SSD Strategist). As the actors in this discussion
come from different organizations within the city of Suburban, an organizational
boundary forms between them. First, CA Strategist 1 represents his knowledge
concerning how the annual strategic planning process begins:

“It technically starts with an environment analysis kick-off, but, John isn’t it so
that the city top management team discusses the outlook of the coming year in
their winter seminar, and then they give a summary [of the discussions] to the
departments and the strategy group. There are some members present here as
well, and they are the ones that are able to plan the process.Formally, it’s the city
board that starts the process, and they deal with their own internal working
process and start scheduling…This year they did, during the month of March if I
recall correctly, they delegated work to the committees about…now that the
nationwide restructuring of municipal services is urgent…so how this issue
should be addressed.”
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In this speech act, CA Strategist 1 represents knowledge by telling how the process starts
and who does what; we learn that formally the process starts by environmental analysis,
but in reality it is the city top management team that is considered to instigate the process
by discussing future issues in their annual winter seminar. After a brief dyadic clarifying
discussion between CA Strategist 1 and Facilitator 2, CA Strategist represents his
knowledge about how the strategy process proceeds and what is the relationship between
top management team and environment analysis:

“The top management group schedules the process, and they do it together with
the city council. In terms of environment analysis, there are some people from the
departments that are members in the strategy group”

In this speech act, CA Strategist 2 first assesses the earlier represented knowledge
concerning who starts the process, and represents his own knowledge concerning the
issue (top management team in collaboration with city council). In this representation, he
also clarifies that although the top management team actually starts the process (as CA
Strategist 1 told earlier), the process starts with collaboration with the city council. After
this CA Strategist 2’ clarification, Facilitator 2 asks about how the departments are
involved in the environment analysis stage of the strategy process. Then, SSD Strategist
represents his knowledge:

“As the elder care director I am in the top management team --- There’s different
rounds of revisions in different years”
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This SSD Strategist’s knowledge representation then enables CA Strategist 3 to
synthesize knowledge from across the organizational boundary regarding how the
strategy process begins and what are the responsibilities of different actors in it:

“Yes, like Jack [from social services] said, there’s different rounds; this year it
started with less work because of last years efforts. Last year we had [withindepartment] units involved, so this year we used that information. So yes, [withindepartment] units are involved in the process.”

In this speech act, CA Strategist 3 transforms knowledge by synthesizing knowledge that
has been represented by members from different organizations. Thus, organizational
boundaries are crossed, and as a result, new knowledge is created. CA Strategist 3’s
synthesis suggests that the process actually is different every year. Furthermore, that each
year’s process is different from the previous year probably explains some of the
confusion apparent in the discussion; how can one understand a process that seems to be
different every time it occurs? Therefore, the new knowledge provided by CA Strategist
3’s synthesis is potentially very important. Moreover, that CA Strategist 3 was able to
synthesize knowledge required knowledge representations from across the organizational
boundary, in this case by a member of the social services organization. All the elements
of the synthesized, new knowledge existed in different organizations, but they could be
put in this new form only after they became represented and then synthesized at the
organizational boundary.
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Even basic business knowledge is dispersed in organizations (Cyert, Dill, &
March, 1958). More recent research has argued that assimilating knowledge from
external sources is an important part of organizational innovating and new knowledge
creation (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Matusik & Hill, 1998) and that converging
knowledge (Leonard & Sensiper, 1998) is a key component of organizational capability
(Grant, 1996a) and it is something that strategists in the middle management are capable
of doing (Mantere, 2008). This literature, however, does not specify how exactly the
integration or convergence of knowledge occurs in collaborative interorganizational
settings. My finding concerning knowledge synthesis specifies these arguments in the
context of interorganizational collocated strategy workshops by showing how knowledge
is integrated from across the organizational boundary in collaborative strategizing so that
the participants can “see the world in a new light” (Bechky, 2003b:321). Based on these
findings, I propose that

Proposition 4: Knowledge transformation at the organizational boundary leads
to new knowledge when existing represented knowledge is synthesized at the
boundary

4.2.5 Validating transformed knowledge
Current literature posits that validating transformed knowledge across boundaries is
important. For example, Carlile defines knowledge transformation as a “process of
altering current knowledge creating new knowledge, and validating it within each
function and collectively across functions” (Carlile, 2002:445). Based on the data
analysis, I find the notion of validating transformed knowledge correct, and extend the
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argument to include organizational boundaries by specifying that knowledge is validated
across organizational boundaries when transformed knowledge is agreed upon by a
discussion participant or participants from a different organization(s). The following
discussion excerpt illustrates how transformed knowledge is validated across the
organizational boundary. In this discussion, strategists from Metropolitan (M-Strategist),
Suburban (S-Strategist) and Exurban (E-Strategist) transform knowledge at the
organizational boundary concerning a strategy framework (a strategic management tool
used in the city of Exurban). Based on her experience in Metropolitan’s strategy-making,
M-Strategist represents knowledge by suggesting that such a strategy framework is
strange:

“Well, such a framework just feels foreign in terms of Metropolitan's strategy
process. I'm not…is it a table of contents? Is it…or what things are included? It
just feels foreign; we haven't had such a stage.”

Despite this M-Strategist’s knowledge representation, E-Strategist defends the practice of
using strategy frameworks by clarifying when they should be used:

”At that stage, I think we were thinking about focusing the project plan --- So we
shouldn't try to have a strategy framework accepted first. However, if we're at that
point of the process, we should have a little check-point there.”

In this speech act, E-Strategist clarifies that strategy frameworks are used at a certain
stage of the municipal strategy process. After this knowledge clarification, the discussion
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facilitator further suggests that the strategy framework could possibly address the
relationships between city strategies. S-Strategist agrees with this proposed knowledge
clarification:

“It sounds good, yes. You have to define them, yeah.”

By this point, knowledge concerning the nature and use of strategy frameworks in
municipal strategy making has been represented, assessed, and it has become transformed
through a clarification-mediated negotiation process. Finally, M-Strategist validates this
transformed knowledge by agreeing that such frameworks can indeed be useful if certain
conditions are met:

“Well, why wouldn’t there in that case be some kind of strategic framework, --these frameworks are what we usually anyway get from the higher levels.”

In this knowledge transformation discussion example, knowledge is altered and then
validated at the organizational boundary. In the beginning of the discussion, M-Strategist
finds the idea of strategy frameworks strange; at the end, she agrees with the transformed
knowledge and thinks that such frameworks are fine under certain conditions (“why
wouldn’t there in that case be some kind of strategic framework”). Interestingly, she
points out that her organization actually uses such frameworks already, albeit the
frameworks are usually given “from the higher levels” of the organization. This
observation was present in other case discussions as well, and it can be explained by
Carlile’s (2002; 2004) notion that knowledge is “at stake” because it is based on and
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invested in work practice, and therefore it is hard for individuals to alter their knowledge
in cross-functional settings. In addition to cross-functional challenges, my findings
suggest that cross-boundary knowledge transformation is challenging also at
organizational boundaries. Furthermore, my analysis suggests a potential solution: if
transformed and altered knowledge can be related to one’s existing organization-specific
work practices, it can be validated without losing one’s “investment” in the existing
knowledge.

Proposition 5: Knowledge is validated at the organizational boundary when
transformed knowledge is agreed upon from across the organizational boundary

4.2.6 Summary of general process of knowledge transformation at the organizational
boundary
The data analysis presented above suggests that knowledge transformation at
organizational boundaries is composed of five sub-processes: initiation, negotiating
knowledge, altering knowledge, creating new knowledge and validating transformed
knowledge. These constructs have all been identified and discussed in the existing
literature on knowledge transformation (Bechky, 2003b; Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004), but
my analysis here has specified the constructs by grounding them tightly in empirical
discussion data at the organizational boundary in the context of collaborative strategizing.
Regarding the illustration of empirically grounded theoretical constructs, Eisenhardt and
Graebner write:
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“A separate table that summarizes the evidence for each theoretical construct is a
particularly effective way to present the case evidence. These “construct tables”
summarize the case evidence and indicate how the focal construct is “measured,”
thus increasing the “testability” of the theory” (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007:29)

I follow this piece of advice and present an empirically grounded knowledge
transformation process framework in Table 4. The first column in Table 4 shows the subprocess, or stage, of the knowledge transformation process. As is often the case in process
analyses, all the stages are presented here as analytically separate. However, the stages
may in reality not always progress linearly, but rather iterate and overlap. Because the
demarcation between initiation and negotiation stages was particularly malleable in my
data, I have indicated it with a dashed line, while lines between other sub-processes are
solid. The second and third columns indicate the speech act level codes corresponding to
each knowledge transformation stage. The speech act level codes are of two kinds: major
codes and sub-codes that clarify and specify the major codes. In combination, the two
sets of codes make up the speech act level categories. The fourth column then shows a
data-based definition of each identified speech act level category. In the fifth and final
column, I provide an example of speech acts corresponding to process stages as well as to
the speech act categories.
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TABLE 4. General Process of Knowledge Transformation at Organizational Boundaries

Time

Knowledge
transformation
process
stage
Initiate knowledge
transformation

Negotiate knowledge

Alter knowledge

Create new
knowledge

Validate knowledge

Speech
act code

Speech act
sub-code

Definition of speech act level
category

Concrete

Represent concrete knowledge

Abstract

Represent abstract knowledge
Request represented knowledge to
be clarified

“What do you mean by strategy content frame?

Ask
Agree

Agree with represented knowledge

“I agree: we don’t produce visions, it’s a problem”

Disagree

Disagree with represented
knowledge

Represent

Assess

Clarify

Synthesize

Assess

Example of speech act level category
“There are neighborhoods where the concentration of elderly is high”
“Strategic goals are addressed, individual services are not”

“I don’t think the cost figures have to be that scientific”
“We need to distinguish between responsibilities regarding the process and
responsibilities regarding the content”

Clarify

Clarify represented knowledge

Synthesize

Combine knowledge represented
from different organizations in a
single speech act

“Yes, like Jack [from social services] said, there’s different rounds; this year it
started with less work because of last years efforts. Last year we had sub-units
involved, so this year we used that information. So yes, sub-units are involved
in the process”

Agree with transformed knowledge

“Well, why wouldn’t there in that case be some kind of strategic framework, -- these frameworks are what we usually anyway get from the higher levels”

Agree
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CHAPTER 5: VERIFICATION OF PROPOSITIONS AND COMPARISON OF
CASES
5.1 Description of the Method for Proposition Verification and Case Comparison
In the previous section I analyzed data from 20 cases to introduce a tentative general
model of knowledge transformation process at the organizational boundary in the context
of collaborative interorganizational strategy process development. In doing so, I extended
research on knowledge transformation (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003; Carlile, 2002;
Carlile, 2004) toward addressing knowledge transformation at organizational boundaries.
In the second part of the analysis, I used the tentative process model to re-examine the
cases in more detail. Based on revisiting all the cases, I tightened the theoretical criteria
for knowledge transformation and discarded eight cases. I discarded 5 cases because,
when examined closely with the novel framework, they did not exhibit any final
knowledge transformation resolution (i.e. the case contained no altering of anyone’s
knowledge nor any new knowledge as measured by synthesizing individual speech acts)
and 3 cases because during the closer examination I reassigned participants in these cases
to different knowledge domains (thus the boundaries were redrawn so that the boundaries
did not fit with the definition of either semantic or pragmatic boundaries). Having
discarded the eight cases, I was left with 12 cases that fit the criteria of the knowledge
transformation process at the organizational boundary. I used these 12 cases to examine
the propositions in more detail, to check if the propositions hold at both semantic and
pragmatic boundaries, and in doing so verify, modify, or even discard the propositions. In
doing so, I provide more information of the data and the analysis behind the propositions.
Finally, I specify the theoretical knowledge transformation process model further to
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differentiate knowledge transformation at semantic boundaries from knowledge
transformation at pragmatic boundaries.
Eisenhardt (1989:542) posits that a key stage in building theory with multiple
cases is “verifying that the emergent relationships between constructs fit with the
evidence in each case.” She continues by stating that “[s]ometimes a relationship is
confirmed by the case evidence, while other times it is revised, disconfirmed, or thrown
out for insufficient evidence” (Eisenhardt, 1989:542). The term ’verification’ here does
not mean that the emerging theory is tested with statistical methods, but rather it indicates
that the researcher makes sure that all cases provide support for all propositions that the
researcher finally proposes as a theory. To make the re-examination and verification
efforts fit closely my research objectives, I decided at this point to discard all knowledge
transformation cases that did not occur at either semantic or pragmatic boundary (Carlile,
2002). For example, if a given discussion would occur at a boundary that was not clearly
either pragmatic or semantic, I would discard the discussion case from the analysis, for I
could not reliably account its outcome to either boundary. This data reduction resulted in
12 cases that fully fit the tightened criteria.
Then, I examined each proposition in the tentative model for each of the selected
12 cases. The underlying idea of this examination was that for the process model of
knowledge transformation to be confirmed with the data, all 12 cases should support the
model: if a given case wouldn’t support a proposition, the propositions then would
become revised, disconfirmed, or discarded on the grounds of insufficient evidence
(Eisenhardt, 1989). To ground my analysis in empirical data as firmly as possible, I
present the 12 cases ad verbatim. The ad verbatim presentation of cases shows who
speaks, what the content of each speech act is, and what the knowledge transformation
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elements (codes) of each speech act are. I show two versions of the knowledge
transformation codes: the original, “full-word” version, and a shorter version composed
of 1-2 letters. The short codes are as follows:

AK=ask;

R=represent;

A=assess;

C=clarify;

AG=agree;

DI=disagree;

SY=synthesize
Often I coded single speech acts with multiple codes: in these cases, I present a set of
short codes where the codes are separated by a ‘+’ sign. For example, a speech act
containing assess, represent and disagree would be short-coded as “A+R+AG.” The
underlying logic of presenting the codes pertaining to a single speech act chronological –
the codes are presented in the temporal order I interpreted the underlying constructs to
occur in the speech acts. Some further clarifications to the presentation of the codes are as
follows: when the speaker assesses the knowledge content of an earlier representation, it
is coded “assess,” and the combination of codes begins with “assess”, or (A), as in
“A+R+AG.” When the speaker does not clearly assess a specific speech act representing
knowledge, however, the speech act is coded “represent” without the code “assess”
preceding it. This coding protocol purposefully delimits the concept of knowledge
assessment to instances where an individual assesses highly specific a knowledge
representation – one uttered by other participant of the same micro-level discussion case.
The disadvantage of coding knowledge assessment is that it misses the instances where
individuals assess knowledge that is not represented within the discussion case. However,
the advantage of the chosen protocol is that it enabled me to empirically pinpoint specific
represent-assess sequences and thus ground the arguments concerning both the concept of
assessment and the entire knowledge transformation process tightly in the empirical data.
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Nonetheless, I acknowledge that, despite the basic rule of presenting the codes in a
chronological order, in many instances the presentation order is somewhat arbitrary and
some other coder could have reached a justifiably different order of presentation. This
occasional arbitrariness of code presentation order is due to the inherent fuzziness of
qualitative process data – the data do not always render themselves to be ordered neatly
and unambiguously. Furthermore, the rationale of the use of short codes is to facilitate a
succinct visual summarizing of the knowledge transformation sub-processes (Langley,
1999). In addition to presenting all 12 cases ad verbatim, I provide an analytical story of
each case. I frame the analytical story around the verification and refinement of the
propositions concerning the sub-processes of knowledge transformation: initiation,
negotiation, altering, creation and validation. After discussing each case and refining
the propositions where necessary, I present two summarizing tables – one that
summarizes the analytical story, and one that summarizes the knowledge transformation
elements present in each case.
5.2 Six Cases of Knowledge Transformation at Semantic Organizational Boundaries
In the following six case discussions, the participants come from different organizations,
and their interests do not differ. The lack of interest differences is due to the fact that the
participants’ organizations are not part of the same social service networks, and their
goals are independent of each other. When there are no interest differences, the
boundaries between organizations are semantic (Carlile, 2004).
5.2.1 Case 1, semantic boundary
The first knowledge transforming case discussion at the semantic organizational
boundary concerns information search and evaluation from external sources in the city of
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Suburban. The discussion includes one facilitator, three strategists from Suburban
(indicated as S-Strategists 1-3) and one strategist from the neighboring city of
Metropolitan (indicated as M-Strategist). Also, an administrator from Metropolitan
intends to participate in the discussion, but as she is unable to represent her knowledge, I
have omitted her speech act from the analysis. Therefore, as the de facto discussion
participants are not dependent on each other, the discussion occurs at the semantic
organizational boundary. The discussion lasts 5 minutes and 58 seconds and includes 9
speech acts.
Speaker

Speech Act

Code(s)

Short
code(s)

S-Strategist 1

I'd like to continue…now when we have evaluated the
outsourcing opportunities, I'd like to say that the claim
that Suburban contracts only with large companies is
unfounded: there is variety, small companies, mediumsized companies and large companies, and that is good.
But how do we deal with the information flow from the
outside service providers' --- it may be a challenge to
us
Hannah

represent
clarify

R+C

direct

---

If I may bring a perspective from the neighboring city
to the strategy work, I can tell that there are similar
problems in aligning strategies elsewhere as well. In
Metropolitan we have one major strategy that we create
every year. We've had the balanced scorecard system
for five years, and it works surprisingly well with its
implementation plans, we have scorecards for each
workplace that tell what should be done this year at that
workplace, according to the city strategy. But then we
have plenty of sub-strategies, and it's a little unclear to
us as well that how they relate to the city-level strategy.
In practice what happens is that the city-level strategy
process is driven by the financial planning process, and
when they begin their work they contact all
departments, they know what sub-strategies exist, and
they dig for ideas that could be incorporated up [in the
city-strategy]. And if we take the service production
strategy that we've did two years ago, the critical
success factors have been incorporated into the citystrategy. But managing that is indubitably challenging
and we don't have a clear idea how sub-strategies
should relate to the city-strategy.
Eva and then Mary

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

direct

---

Facilitator
M-Strategist

Facilitator
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S-Strategist 2

Facilitator

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

assess
represent

A+R

Pass

---

Ok, John, then Joe

direct

---

I could just…it's self-evident that…I'll just say that
strategy-making is challenging, you have a population
of 230 000, and the selection of services mandated by
law is enormous, and then there's different actors, so it
is…we are learning, but it's very difficult to align highlevel strategic objectives so that people would
understand, so that they would have an effect on the
practice. So what is strategic enough in such a way that
is also makes sense, it's a difficult sport.

assess
agree
represent
clarify

A+AG+R+C

Actually, two things: about the Suburban's citystrategy, which is one single strategy that includes
different parts, it contains services and human
resources and business, employment, the built
environment, finances, but they are incorporated into
one entity. Although there are some special areas that
have policies that we call strategy, but they are, like,
clarifying policies for special individual areas, like
elder care, now we actually renamed IT strategy to
Information Management development program. So we
want that there's clearly only one city-strategy that
would contain all these different viewpoints and that
would therefore direct the actions of the city. Maybe
another, that is visible in the chart and was under
special scrutiny this year, is the collaboration with
other municipalities in the metropolitan area. So we,
instead of conducting a broader environment analysis
this year, we specifically looked at how the objectives
and goals created in collaboration with other cities are
incorporated into our city-strategy. So maybe the
metropolitan area collaboration would be one thing that
should be visible in the strategy work?
Yes, it was a difficult choice, because Suburban's
viewpoint was required, we ended up with a focus on
Suburban. Mary had something

I'll pass
MAdministrator

Facilitator
S-Strategist 3

In this knowledge transforming case at the semantic organizational boundary, the
discussion starts when S-Strategist 1 represents knowledge concerning service
provisioning in interorganizational networks:

“---now when we have evaluated the outsourcing opportunities, I'd like to say that
the claim that Suburban contracts only with large companies is unfounded, there
is variety, small companies, medium-sized companies and large companies, and
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that is good. But how do we deal with the information flow from the outside
service providers --- it may be a challenge to us”

In this speech act, S-Strategist represents knowledge as a concrete example (“--- we have
evaluated---”).

S-Strategist

also

tells

that

managing

information

flows

in

interorganizational networks can be problematic. Next, M-Strategist assesses this
knowledge and clarifies it:

“--- there are similar problems in aligning strategies elsewhere as well. In
Metropolitan we have one major strategy that we create every year. We've had
the balanced scorecard system for five years, and it works surprisingly well with
its implementation plans, we have scorecards for each workplace that tell what
should be done this year at that workplace, according to the city strategy. But
then we have plenty of sub-strategies, and it's a little unclear to us as well how
they relate to the city-level strategy. In practice what happens is that the city-level
strategy process is driven by the financial planning process, and when they begin
their work they contact all departments, they know what sub-strategies exist, and
they dig for ideas that could be incorporated up [in the city-strategy]. And if we
take the service production strategy that we've did two years ago, the critical
success factors have been incorporated into the city-strategy. But managing that
is indubitably challenging and we don't have a clear idea how sub-strategies
should relate to the city-strategy”.
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This speech act shows how knowledge represented from across the semantic
organizational boundary is assessed: M-Strategist assesses S-Strategist’s concrete
knowledge representation and interprets S-Strategist’s concern about outsourcing as a
strategy alignment issue. M-Strategist goes on to clarify this issue in terms of levels of
analysis by pointing out that strategies can exist at different levels (city-level and service
production level). This observation suggests that, at semantic organizational boundaries,
knowledge represented at one level of abstraction (concrete examples vs. abstractions)
can be successfully assessed from across the boundary and transformed into knowledge at
another level of abstraction. Next, S-Strategist 3 assesses knowledge and clarifies it
further:

“Actually, two things: about the Suburban's city-strategy, which is one single
strategy that includes different parts, it contains services and human resources
and business, employment, the built environment, finances, but they are
incorporated into one entity. Although there are some special areas that have
policies that we call strategy, but they are, like, clarifying policies for special
individual areas, like elder care, now we actually renamed IT strategy to
Information Management development program. So we want that there's clearly
only one city-strategy that would contain all these different viewpoints and that
would therefore direct the actions of the city. Maybe another, that is visible in the
chart and was under special scrutiny this year, is the collaboration with other
municipalities in the metropolitan area. So we, instead of conducting a broader
environment analysis this year, we specifically looked at how the objectives and
goals created in collaboration with other cities are incorporated into our city104

strategy. So maybe the metropolitan area collaboration would be one thing that
should be visible in the strategy work?”

In this knowledge representation, S-Strategist 3 assesses represented and clarified
knowledge about municipal strategies. Given her position as a manager whose daily
practice consists of thinking about strategic issues, it is not surprising that she is able to
assess strategy-related knowledge representation. Also, she clarifies knowledge regarding
levels of strategy even further; she points out that a nominally city-level strategy can, in
reality, include sub-strategies. By now, knowledge regarding municipal strategies and
their relations to each other has become clarified concerning the level of analysis of
knowledge. Also, as S-Strategist 3 suggests that perhaps municipal strategizing should
take the organization network into account; her speech act enables potential knowledge
negotiation. Finally, another strategist from Suburban, S-Strategist 4, represents and
clarifies knowledge, again in terms of levels of analysis:

“I could just…it's self-evident that…I'll just say that strategy-making is
challenging, you have a population of 230 000, and the selection of services
mandated by law is enormous, and then there's different actors, so it is…we are
learning, but it's very difficult to align high-level strategic objectives so that
people would understand, so that they would have an effect on the practice. So
what is strategic enough in such a way that is also makes sense, it's a difficult
sport.”
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Here, S-Strategist 4 assesses knowledge in this speech act and agrees with knowledge
clarified in earlier cross-boundary discussion (“there’s different actors --- it’s very
difficult to align --- strategic objectives”). Thus, the argument that knowledge is validated
when transformed knowledge is agreed upon across organizational boundaries is
supported (P5). That all discussion participants were able to assess knowledge
represented from across the organizational boundary supports also the proposition
concerning knowledge transformation initiation (P1) and assessment (P1.1). The
observation that assessment is possible can be explained by the argument that knowledge
in organizations is embedded in communities of practice “in which participants share
understanding concerning what they are doing and what that means in their lives and for
their communities” (Lave & Wenger, 1991). However, there are neither agreeing nor
disagreeing responses present in the case discussion, and thus knowledge is not
negotiated at the semantic organizational boundaries. As a result, I cannot address the
proposition concerning knowledge negotiation (P2) based on this case discussion The
lack of negotiation can be explained by the notion that because the participants come
from separate organizations that are not dependent on each other, knowledge is not at
stake and thus need not be negotiated (Carlile, 2004). This observation would further
suggest that at semantic organizational boundaries knowledge negotiation is not required
for joint understandings to emerge, and therefore negotiating of knowledge would be less
prevalent at such boundaries. Also, as there is no synthesizing represented knowledge, no
new knowledge is created in this empirical case discussion, but existing knowledge is
clarified in terms of its level of analysis and thus knowledge becomes altered. This
suggests that the tentative proposition (P3) to be revised as follows (revision in italics):
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Proposition 3: Knowledge transformation at the organizational boundary
leads to altered knowledge when existing represented knowledge becomes
clarified, possibly concerning its level of analysis, and agreed upon at the
boundary
I present a summary of knowledge transformation process in Table 5, and a summary of
knowledge transformation process elements in Table 6.

TABLE 5 Summary of the analytical story in case 1

Strategist’s Organization

Original

organization- Altered knowledge

specific knowledge
Metropolitan

o
o

Suburban

o
o
o

Strategic planning is driven
by budgeting
Municipal strategies can
include sub-strategies
Addressing
information
from outside is challenging
Municipal strategies can
include sub-strategies
Interorganizational
collaboration should be
enhanced

Strategy-making is challenging
because the multiplicity of
strategies at different levels of
organization and
interorganizational networks

TABLE 6. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in case 1
Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

ASK
0

Negotiate
AGR
DIS
1
0

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
0

Validate
AGR
1

Outcome
Altered, validated

5.2.2 Case 2, semantic boundary
The second cross-semantic organization boundary discussion case is a brief one, and it
deals with the design of a new multi-department elder care strategy process for Exurban.
The discussion includes a facilitator, one strategist from Exurban (E-Strategist), and one
strategist from Suburban (S-Strategist). The discussion lasts 1 minute 43 seconds and
includes 5 speech acts.
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Speaker

Speech Act

Code(s)

Short
code(s)

E-Strategist

In any case, I think we need both a steering group and a
project group here

represent

R

Facilitator 1

Rachel

direct

---

S-Strategist

In Suburban we have thought about establishing a practice
of kick-off meetings for cross-department projects. Like
they do in the department of infrastructure, so if there's a
new project, we would invite everyone involved somehow
and that way increase knowledge. It's another thing who
would keep participating, and surely there will be events
where you don't need everyone, but that we would have a
kick-off after which everyone would know what's
potentially in store for them---let's say when building the
subway, at some point it will be an operative concern, but
there are policy objectives, finances, among others.

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

Facilitator 1

Heidi

direct

---

E-Strategist

I deliberately didn't say it earlier, but in the department of
basic services we have discussed that because everyone
who was invited couldn’t make it here, we'll arrange a
kick-off in Exurban. It is necessary that we get the other
parties involved. And then I forgot to say that private
businesses are important, too, that they are involved. We
invited transportation representatives here but they
couldn't make it.

assess
represent
agree

A+R+AG

This discussion begins when E-Strategist represents knowledge about the relationship
between project group and steering group in initiating the strategy process in Exurban:

“In any case, I think we need both a steering group and a project group here”

Next, S-Strategist assesses this knowledge and represents knowledge in the form of an
example from her city:

“In Suburban we have thought about establishing a practice of kick-off meetings
for cross-department projects. Like they do in the department of infrastructure, so
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if there's a new project, we would invite everyone involved somehow and that way
increase knowledge. It's another thing who would keep participating, and surely
there will be events where you don't need everyone, but that we would have a
kick-off after which everyone would know what's potentially in store for them ---“

Here, S-Strategist first assesses knowledge from across the organizational boundary.
Then, she represents her knowledge that Suburban plans to establish a practice where
individuals from across specializations could participate in project kick-off events. In
doing so, she clarifies the knowledge concerning how to initiate cross-boundary projects.
Again, in this case discussion, knowledge transformation process is initiated when
knowledge is retrieved from memory representing knowledge as an example, and
subsequently assessed from across the organizational boundary. Therefore, this case
provides support for the proposition (P1). Next in the discussion, E-Strategist assesses
this clarified knowledge and represents her knowledge:

“I deliberately didn't say it earlier, but in the department of basic services we
have discussed that because everyone who was invited couldn’t make it here, we'll
arrange a kick-off in Exurban. It is necessary that we get the other parties
involved. And then I forgot to say that private businesses are important, too, that
they are involved. We invited transportation representatives here but they couldn't
make it.”

Here, E-Strategist assesses knowledge represented from across the organizational
boundary; she represents her knowledge that Exurban’s managers have been thinking
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about arranging cross-specialization kick-off meetings as well. In addition, E-Strategist
agrees with S-Strategist’s knowledge representation regarding participation in the kickoff phase of the project. Then, E-Strategist is able to agree with represented knowledge,
and knowledge thus becomes negotiated. While there is no data available on whether this
transformed knowledge is validated, this observation nonetheless supports the proposition
concerning knowledge negotiation (P2). As a result of knowledge negotiation through
clarification, the strategists from separate organizations eventually agreed on how project
groups should be formed and how cross-boundary projects should be initiated in
municipal, collaborative strategy process development. That represented knowledge can
be clarified and agreed upon even when the participants come from different
organizations can again be explained by the argument that the participants belong to a
community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991:98), and that, despite their different
organizations, the participants at that specific semantic organizational boundary share
similar thought worlds (Dougherty, 1992a). Based on the observation and its explanation,
I propose:

Proposition 2.1. Knowledge clarification, enabled by the sharing of similar
thought worlds, mediates knowledge negotiation at the organizational
boundary

Also, the case evidence supports the argument that knowledge transformation at the
organizational boundary leads to clarified and altered knowledge (P3). Nonetheless, as
knowledge representations were not synthesized across the organizational boundary, the
evidence from this case does not support the proposition concerning knowledge creation
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(P4). I present a summary of knowledge transformation process in Table 7, and a
summary of knowledge transformation process elements in Table 8.

TABLE 7. Summary of the analytical story in Case 2

Original

organization- Altered knowledge

Strategist’s Organization
specific knowledge
o

Exurban

o

Suburban

o

Project
group
and
steering
group
are
needed
Collaborative kick-off
planned
Establishing a practice
for cross-boundary kickoff meetings has been
planned

Exurban plans to arrange a crossboundary kick-off meeting that
includes private businesses

TABLE 8. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 2
Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

ASK
0

Negotiate
AGR
DIS
1
0

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
0

Validate
AGR
0

Outcome
Altered

5.2.3 Case 3, semantic boundary
This case discussion at the semantic organizational boundary concerns knowledge
management responsibilities in the Exurban’s new strategy process. The discussion
includes one facilitator, two strategist from Exurban (E-Strategists 1-2), one strategist
from Suburban (S-Strategist), and one strategist from Metropolitan (M-Strategist). There
are no conflicting interests between the participants, and therefore the boundary that
forms is semantic. The discussion lasts 7 minutes and 25 seconds and includes seven
speech acts.
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Speaker

Speech Act

Code(s)

Short
code(s)

Facilitator

If you think about this process, who should be responsible for
collecting statistical data?

ask

AK

E-Strategist
1
S-Strategist

I'd say the project manager

represent

R

If the project is well planned, there should be an
informatician who's responsible for statistics and research and
collects information under the project manager. In our [group
work] group we discussed that there will be massive amounts
of information, but selecting [relevant information] will be
tough. But that would be the project...

represent
clarify

R+C

Facilitator

OK … I wanted to discuss the issue that knowledge…it's
dispersed in the organization…does some one else from the
group want to say something about this?

ask

AK

M-Strategist Was that about individual-level knowledge or population

assess
ask
clarify

A+AK+
C

E-Strategist
2

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

---

---

Facilitator

forecasts, large databases? I understood that, you just said
that, our [group work] group discussed how to identify the
elderly in need, that kind of knowledge may not be in hand.
Or does the other group disagree, that general knowledge
exist, but do we have individual level, do we find the person
there.
I think that we're after using the large chunks of data for
identifying trends. So if we think of Exurban’s department of
basic services, and the responsibilities there, they are things
that are my responsibility, too. Then we have some
consultants that we buy services from, so there are different
ways of implementing. But I think that the project manager,
development manager, should be responsible here.
OK, now we have to stop.

This discussion starts when the facilitator asks a question concerning responsibilities in
how the city collects statistical data. E-Strategist 1 answers the question by representing
her knowledge:

“I'd say the project manager”

Then, S-Strategist assesses this knowledge representation and clarifies the knowledge:
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“If the project is well planned, there should be an informatician who's responsible
for statistics and research and collects information under the project manager. In
our [group work] group we discussed that there will be massive amounts of
information, but selecting [relevant information] will be tough ---“

Then, after the facilitator has acknowledged that knowledge is dispersed in organizations,
M-Strategist assesses represented knowledge and clarifies it further regarding the level of
analysis:

“Was that about individual-level knowledge or population forecasts, large
databases? I understood that, you just said that, our [group work] group
discussed how to identify the elderly in need that kind of knowledge may not be in
hand. Or does the other group disagree, that general knowledge exist, but do we
have individual level, do we find the person there?”

M-Strategist’s explicitly clarifies that there are at least two relevant levels of analysis
concerning data collection for strategy-making purposes: individual-level and populationlevel. This cross-boundary comment prompts E-Strategist 2 to clarify the issue of original
interest (who is responsible) as follows:

“I think that we're after using the large chunks of knowledge for identifying
trends. So if we think of Exurban's department of basic services, and the
responsibilities there, they are things that are my responsibility, too. Then we
have some consultants that we buy services from, so there are different ways of
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implementing. But I think that the project manager, development manager, should
be responsible here.”

Here, E-Strategist builds on M-Strategists comment concerning two potential levels of
analysis for data collection, and clarifies that it is the population level (“large chunks of
data”) that is of interest here, and that it is her who is responsible for collecting such data.
Thus, knowledge concerning knowledge management responsibilities has become
transformed in this case discussion. Also, the E-Strategist 2’s final knowledge
representation as a real-life example provides additional evidence for the argument that
knowledge can be represented as examples and as abstractions (P1). In addition, that all
participants were able to assess knowledge regardless of the level of abstraction suggests
that the initial level of abstraction at which knowledge is represented may not be crucial
for successful knowledge transformation. Proposition 1 stated that “When existing
knowledge is represented in the form of concrete examples or abstractions, and the
represented knowledge is subsequently assessed from across the organizational boundary
by agreeing or disagreeing, knowledge transformation process at the organizational
boundary is initiated.” The findings from this case enable me to propose an addition to
Proposition 1 as follows:

Proposition 1.1. At organizational boundaries, knowledge can be assessed
from across the boundary regardless of the level of abstraction of the
knowledge representation
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Furthermore, in line with observations from the previous cross-organizational boundary
cases, existing knowledge became clarified and thus altered in this discussion. That
organizational knowledge was clarified and altered can be observed by comparing the
first speech act by E-Strategist 1 (project manager is responsible) and the final speech act
by E-Strategist 2 (project manager is responsible, under certain conditions). Hence, the
argument that knowledge is altered at the organizational boundary (P3) is supported.
Again, in this knowledge transformation case knowledge from across boundaries was not
synthesized, and therefore the argument concerning new knowledge creation at
organizational boundaries (P4) is not supported. In addition, there is unfortunately no
data available to determine whether the transformed knowledge was validated by crossorganizational boundary agreement, and thus proposition (P5) is not supported. I present
a summary of knowledge transformation process in Table 9, and a summary of
knowledge transformation process elements in Table 10.
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TABLE 9. Summary of the analytical story in Case 3

Old organization-specific
Altered knowledge

Strategist’s Organization
knowledge
Exurban

o Project manager should be
responsible

Suburban

o Project manager should be
responsible, but there should
be someone else doing the
actual work because there is
so much information
available

Project manager is responsible for
collecting population-level data,
responsibility, but he or she
should have sufficient resources
at disposal

Metropolitan
o Type of information matters

TABLE 10. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 3.
Initiate
REP
ASS
1
1

ASK
1

Negotiate
AGR
DIS
0
0

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
0

Validate
AGR
0

Outcome
Altered

5.2.4 Case 4, semantic boundary
In this discussion case at the semantic organizational boundary, the participants discuss
how to build a new vision with the help of scenarios in the context of Exurban’s new
cross-department strategy process. The discussion includes one facilitator, two strategists
from Exurban (E-Strategist 1-2) and one strategist from Metropolitan (M-Strategist). The
discussion lasts 9 minutes and 1 second and it includes 20 speech acts.

Speaker

Speech Act

Code(s)
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Short
Code(s)

Facilitator

ask

AK

E-Strategist 1

There are different methods for scenario-building, but
anyway this was kind of a scenario. Here, the ideas would
be driven by the project group, or that the project group
would be responsible. Do you have any ideas about how
you could maybe...would it be the business of the project
group to carry this out, or who should be involved? Any
ideas?
I think you have to reflect with other actors as well.

ask
represent

A+R

Facilitator

Reflect?

AK+C

E-Strategist 1

Discuss issues

Facilitator

Discuss, with whom? Just tell me some real quick.

E-Strategist 1

I guess at least other departments and the elder committee
and the private service providers.

ask
clarify
represent
clarify
ask
clarify
represent
clarify

Facilitator

In what kind of fora?

AK+C

E-Strategist 1

And employees, of course.

Facilitator

What kind of for a would be suitable for the discussion?

E-Strategist 1

I don’t know…

ask
clarify
represent
clarify
ask
clarify
represent

Facilitator

Is there something else, what do people from the other
cities think? Do you have stages like this in your strategy
processes?
Well, in Metropolitan we have a change forces analysis
stage.

ask
clarify

AK+C

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

Facilitator

Who does it?

AK+C

M-Strategist

Well, the group itself recognizes the forces. They use
experts, but now for example this council vision creation
process, the entire city council is included. So it's a little
like , when you have these...the alternative future
scenarios… we don’t do it so officially. That feels kind of
”heavy”, I think we’re less bureaucratic and more creative
in creating the vision, there’s more feelings involved. This
[Exurban's way of doing it] feels a little mechanical, you
know, beginning with information gathering. Maybe with
more ”heart” and improvisation would be better.
Yeah. I think this is a good point. Here we have the
original version drafted so that the vision is created by
quite a rational process, in a way you create the vision
through analysis. Then the other option would be to
include more creative power and intuition. What do others
think about this [the original, more rational version of the
vision creation process.] Does if feel too stiff, or
mechanical?
It feels more difficult

ask
clarify
represent

assess
agree

A+AG

assess
represent

A+R

M-Strategist

Facilitator

E-Strategist 2
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R+C
AK+C
R+C

R+C
AK+C
R

R

Facilitator

More difficult?

E-Strategist 2
Facilitator

Yes.
How is it more difficult?

E-Strategist 2

I think it’s more difficult to understand for a feelings
person like me. I think the Metropolitan's model is easier

ask
clarify
represent
ask
clarify
represent
clarify

AK+C
R
AK+C
R+C

This case discussion begins when the facilitator sums up earlier discussion on the theme,
and asks who would be responsible for carrying scenario-building in the strategy process.
Next, a brief nine-speech act dyadic discussion between E-Strategist 1 and the facilitator
ensues. In the brief discussion, represented knowledge becomes clarified. During the
discussion and prompted by the facilitator’s clarifying questions, E-Strategist tells that, in
scenario-building, issues have to be discussed with other actors, such as legislators,
employees and service firms. Then, M-Strategist assesses the represented and clarified
knowledge:

“Well, in Metropolitan we have a change forces analysis stage ---the group itself
recognizes the forces. They use experts, but now for example, this council vision
creation process, the entire city council is included. So it's a little like, when you
have these...the alternative future scenarios… we don’t do it so officially. That
feels kind of ”heavy”, I think we’re less bureaucratic and more creative in
creating the vision, there’s more feelings involved. This [Exurban's way of doing
it] feels a little mechanical, you know, beginning with information gathering.
Maybe with more ”heart” and improvisation would be better.”

In this speech act, M-Strategist represents her organization-specific knowledge as a
concrete example (“in Metropolitan we---”), and suggests that perhaps a vision-creation
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process with more “heart” and “improvisation” would produce a better vision. The MStrategist’s representation of organization-specific knowledge is then assessed by EStrategist 2, who realizes that Metropolitan’s practice of vision-creation may actually be
better that that of Exurban’s. These observations lend support for Proposition (P1). More
specifically, E-Strategist 2 states:

“It feels more difficult --- I think it’s more difficult to understand for a feelings
person like me. I think the Metropolitan's model is easier”.

In this case discussion, knowledge concerning vision-creation becomes clarified and
extended. As a result of the knowledge transforming discussion, E-Strategist 2 admits
that Metropolitan’s way of doing things is perhaps better suited for creating a vision than
what is currently in use at Exurban. As E-Strategist 2 assesses knowledge represented by
M-Strategist by agreeing, knowledge negotiation is initiated. Unfortunately, there is no
data available to determine whether the represented and agreed knowledge becomes
contested and thus actually negotiated and transformed. Thus, while this case discussion
provides no data to address propositions (P2 – P5), it suggests that knowledge
clarification alone is not sufficient for knowledge to become negotiated and
transformed.). Based on the analysis of Case 2, Proposition (2.1.) stated that: Knowledge
clarification, enabled by the sharing of similar thought worlds, mediates knowledge
negotiation at the organizational boundary. Now, based on the new evidence that
knowledge clarification is not a sufficient condition for knowledge negotiation, I extend
Proposition (2.1) and reformulate it as follows
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Proposition 2.1. Knowledge clarification, enabled by the sharing of similar
thought worlds, mediates knowledge negotiation at the organizational
boundary but is not sufficient for knowledge negotiation

It may well be that all participants at the organizational boundary would agree with the
statement that Metropolitan’s way of creating visions “with heart” is superior to
Exurban’s more “technical” approach. If that were the case, knowledge would not be
negotiated and transformed, but rather knowledge would simply be transferred (Argote &
Ingram, 2000) from Metropolitan’s strategy-makers to Exurban’s strategy-makers.
Nonetheless, that knowledge is sometimes transferred at semantic organizational
boundaries is consistent with both existing literature (Argote & Ingram, 2000; Carlile,
2002; Carlile, 2004; von Hippel, 1994) and the emerging theoretical framework of this
dissertation. I present a summary of knowledge transformation process in Table 11, and a
summary of knowledge transformation process elements in Table 12.
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TABLE 11. Summary of the analytical story in Case 4

Old organization-specific
Strategist’s Organization

Transferred knowledge
knowledge

Exurban

o One should discuss issues
with other actors when
building scenarios

Metropolitan

o Metropolitan
bureaucratic
creative

is
and

Metropolitan’s creative model is
easier to understand

less
more

TABLE 12. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 4
Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

ASK
1

Negotiate
AGR
DIS
1
0

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
0

Validate
AGR
0

Outcome
Transferred

5.2.5 Case 5, semantic boundary
This discussion case at the semantic organizational boundary deals with “strategy
framework,” a specific strategy tool used in Exurban’s strategy-making. The discussion
includes two facilitators, one strategist from Exurban (E-Strategist), one strategist from
Metropolitan (M-Strategist) and one strategist from Suburban (S-Strategist). The
discussion lasts 2 minutes and 15 seconds and includes 12 speech acts.

Speaker

Speech Act

Code(s)

Short
code(s)

M-Strategist

May I ask about the content framework, what do you mean
by it?

ask
clarify

AK+C

Facilitator

Yeah, what we intended to mean by it was just listing the
strategic objectives. It’s just our tentative formulation. So
what do you think should be included in such a framework,
that's the essential question here, what do you think is
useful?

assess
represent
clarify
ask

A+R+
C+AK
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represent
disagree

R+DI

Facilitator

Well, such a framework just feels foreign in terms of
Metropolitan's strategy process. I'm not…is it a table of
contents, is it…or what things are included? It just feels
foreign; we haven't had such an item.
So it is potentially redundant?

assess

A

M-Strategist

Yes, yes

A+AG

Facilitator

What do others think? Would that [strategy framework] be
a good idea at that stage?
At that stage, weren't we thinking about focusing the project
plan, because then you have the first draft of strategy there
quite soon. So we shouldn't try to try to have some strategy
framework accepted first. However, if we're at that point of
the process, we should have a little check-point there.
Yes. I guess the idea here is that once you begin to
communicate the tentative strategies, you would have [core]
messages planned already. But well…Mary.

assess
agree
ask
represent
clarify
disagree

R+C+DI

represent

R

M-Strategist

E-Strategist

Facilitator

AK

Facilitator 2

I was thinking…should the framework address the strategy
architecture, how the strategy relates to other strategies?---

assess
clarify
ask

A+C+AK

Facilitator

How does such an idea sound?

represent
ask

R+AK

S-Strategist

It sounds good, yes. You have to define them, yeah.

A+AG

M-Strategist

Well, why wouldn’t there in that case be some kind of
strategic framework, or am I speaking too much as someone
from the budgeting unit, but some boundaries, these
frameworks are what we usually anyway get from the
higher-ups

assess
agree
assess
agree

A+AG

After defining the concept of strategy framework with the facilitator, M-Strategist
represents her knowledge concerning the strategy framework:

“---such a framework just feels foreign in terms of Metropolitan's strategy
process. I'm not…is it a table of contents, is it…or what things are included? It
just feels foreign, we haven't had such an item”

This representation of concrete knowledge reveals that strategic framework is not used in
Metropolitan’s strategy-making, and that M-Strategist finds such a strategy tool
useless.Moreover, after asked explicitly by the facilitator, M-Strategist admits that she
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thinks the strategy framework is indeed redundant. Then, E-Strategist represents her
knowledge and clarifies knowledge concerning the use of strategy framework:

“At that stage, weren't we thinking about focusing the project plan, because then
you have the first draft of strategy there quite soon. So we shouldn't try to try to
have some strategy framework accepted first ---“

In this knowledge clarifying speech act, E-Strategist first disagrees with the suggestion
concerning a specific stage in the strategy process where strategy framework would be
useful (“at that stage, weren’t we thinking about focusing the project plan [as opposed to
focusing on the strategy framework]”). Furthermore, E-Strategist suggests that the
strategy framework should not be accepted before the project plan is finished. This
clarified knowledge representation also implies that while it may not be a good idea to
use the strategy framework at the beginning of the strategy process, the strategy
framework may be useful if used later. Moreover, these subsequent speech acts of
representing and assessing knowledge by M-Strategist and E-Strategist provide additional
support for the developing arguments concerning how knowledge transformation is
initiated (P1). Then, E-Strategist’s disagreement and knowledge clarification also leads
S-Strategist, with help from the facilitators, to reformulate that strategy framework should
not only be used at a certain stage of the strategy process, but that the framework should
also define how different strategies are related to each other. This string of knowledge
clarifications eventually leads M-Strategist to alter her knowledge regarding the
usefulness of strategy frameworks:
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“Well, why wouldn’t there in that case be some kind of strategic framework,--these frameworks are what we usually anyway get from the higher-ups.”

In this final speech act, M-Strategist alters her knowledge: in the beginning, she had
represented her organization-specific knowledge concerning strategy framework and
suggested that such a framework in useless. Then, after rounds of clarifying speech acts
across the semantic organizational boundary, M-Strategist agrees that maybe such a
framework is a good idea. In this case discussion, represented knowledge was both
disagreed and agreed upon (by M-Strategist in her third and last speech acts and by EStrategist in her sole speech act), and thus the argument concerning knowledge
negotiation is supported (P2). However, although knowledge represented by the
facilitator was first agreed by S-Strategist and then finally by M-Strategist, it is difficult
to determine what exactly mediated the knowledge negotiation. Therefore, the case
supports moderately, at best, the argument concerning the role of thought worlds in
knowledge negotiation mediation (P2.1). Nonetheless, as M-Strategist’s knowledge was
finally altered, the case data support the argument concerning knowledge altering (P3).
Finally, as the case discussion did not involve knowledge being synthesized across
boundaries, the argument concerning new knowledge creation at the organizational
boundaries (P4) is not supported. Similarly, as the data does reveal whether transformed
knowledge was agreed upon after M-Strategist’s final comment, the data do not allow
making inferences about knowledge validation (P5). I present a summary of knowledge
transformation process in Table 13, and a summary of knowledge transformation process
elements in Table 14.
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TABLE 13 Summary of the analytical story in Case 5

Strategist’s Organization

Old organization-specific Altered knowledge
knowledge

Metropolitan

o The idea of strategy content
framework feels vague and
foreign

Exurban

o Project plan is more important
than strategy framework

Suburban

o Framework
addressing
strategy architecture sounds
like a good idea

Under certain conditions
strategic frameworks can be
useful

TABLE 14. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 5

Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

ASK
1

Negotiate
AGR DIS
1
1

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
0

Validate
AGR
0

Outcome
Altered

5.2.6 Case 6, semantic boundary
This case discussion at the semantic organizational boundary deals with the role of the
strategy project group after Exurban’s new strategy process is designed – a non-trivial
strategic issue in organizations (Leonard-Barton, 1992). The discussion includes one
facilitator, two strategists from Exurban (E-Strategists 1-2) and one strategist from
Metropolitan. The discussion lasts 3 minutes and 7 seconds and includes 13 speech acts.
Speaker

Speech Act

Code(s)

Short
code(s)

Facilitator

So what do you think about the role of the project group,
how should it work at this stage? What is for example
required for…
It should be like an evaluative project group after it

ask

AK

assess
represent

A+R

Facilitator

Well. Should there be a new project group or is it the
same?

ask
clarify

AK+C

E-Strategist

The same, in my opinion

represent
clarify

R+C

E-Strategist
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Facilitator

But would it be a new project anyway? Or is it the same
project that…

E-Strategist

I think it can be the same project. Unless a new name [is
given to it]
It wouldn’t be a project anymore, it would be part of the
process

E-strategist 2

assess
ask
clarify
represent

A+AK+C
R

assess
disagree

A+DI

Facilitator
E-strategist 2

Well…

assess

A

Project, in principle, has an ending

R+C

Facilitator

Yes, yes, if it were to end this projects, if it were to
continue…
Yeah, why would it have to end…

represent
clarify
assess
represent
assess
represent
assess
represent
agree

assess
represent
agree

A+R+AG

E-Strategist
M-Strategist

E-strategist 2

Why can't it be the same? If we think about Metropolitan,
for example the children and youth strategy, there's the
group that creates it, then they look. I mean, you have it
[across] departments, departments' responsibilities
concerning the strategic objectives. So in that model, I
don't know if Metropolitan is that different, you request
from the departments and then it somehow gets back. So I
feel the Metropolitan's model is that the work is done by
the group that has been assigned to it, the children and
youth well-being group. There you have the
representatives from the departments, and they examine it
together, who's responsible for what, and then those
people communicate to the own [departments]. Now that
we have the balanced scorecard model, so they take it to
their own departments, like "this has to be included in the
department-level strategy." So somehow the work is split
between a group and the department.
It's somehow the same people that are there

A+R
A+R
A+R+AG

The discussion starts when the facilitator asks a question concerning the role of the
strategy project group after strategy process implementation, and E-Strategist 1 assesses
the question and represents her knowledge, mediated by the facilitator:

“It should be like an evaluative project group after it --- [the people included in it
can be] the same, in my opinion --- I think it can be the same project. Unless a
new name [is given to it]
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Then, E-Strategist 2 assesses the represented knowledge and disagrees:

“It wouldn’t be a project anymore, it would be part of the process --- Project, in
principle, has an ending”

Next, based on this knowledge representation, E-Strategist agrees that actually the project
does not need to have an ending:

“Yeah, why would it have to end”

Next, the knowledge exchange shifts across the organizational boundary as M-Strategist
assesses represented knowledge, agrees with it and represents knowledge in the form of
an example from Metropolitan:

“Why can't it be the same? If we think about Metropolitan, for example the
children and youth strategy, there's the group that creates it, then they look. I
mean, you have it [across] departments, departments' responsibilities concerning
the strategic objectives. So in that model, I don't know if Metropolitan is that
different, you request from the departments and then it somehow gets back”

Finally, E-Strategist 2 assesses the negotiated and clarified knowledge and agrees with
the idea that the strategy group can comprise the same people as the project group – an
idea she previously disagreed with:
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“It's somehow the same people that are there”

In this case discussion at the semantic organizational boundary, the two strategists from
Exurban first represented their knowledge which then became clarified and negotiated.
These stages of within-organization discussion include knowledge representation,
assessment, disagreement and agreement as the two strategists disagreed over the role of
the strategy project group in subsequent strategy process management. Then, the
strategist from Metropolitan represented knowledge from her own organization in the
form of an example, and as a result, E-Strategist 2 altered her knowledge. These
observations provide further support for the developing theoretical arguments concerning
knowledge transformation process initiation and knowledge negotiation (P1 and P2). In
addition, the knowledge negotiation that led to E-Strategist 2 alter her knowledge was
mediated by M-Strategist’s representation of her organizational practice. M-Strategist’s
organizational practice was close to that of E-Strategist 2, and thus I conclude that these
strategists from different organizations shared similar thought worlds. The data suggest
that the shared thought worlds mediated the knowledge altering process, and hence the
argument that thought worlds mediate knowledge negotiation at the organizational
boundary (P2.1) is supported. However, there were no knowledge synthesizing speech
acts present in this case discussion, and new knowledge was not created. The data from
this case do therefore not support the claim that new knowledge is created when
knowledge is transformed at organizational boundaries (P4). Likewise, the data do not
allow me to check whether the altered knowledge was validated across the organizational
boundary; thus it is impossible to address proposition (P5). I present a summary of
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knowledge transformation process in Table 15, and a summary of knowledge
transformation process elements in Table 16.

TABLE 15. Summary of the analytical story in Case 6

Strategist’s Organization

Old organization-specific Altered knowledge
knowledge

Exurban

Metropolitan

o Strategy
project
group
should be composed of the
same people than the
subsequent strategy process
management team
o Strategy
project
group
should not be composed of
the same people than the
subsequent strategy process
management team
o Strategy project group can
be composed of the same
people than the subsequent
strategy
process
management team if people
from multiple departments
are represented in the group

In Exurban, the group of people
that runs the new strategy
development project can be
responsible for managing the
subsequent strategy process if the
group is composed of members
from different specializations

TABLE 16. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 6

Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

Negotiate
ASK AGR
DIS
1
1
1

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
0

Validate
AGR
0

Outcome
Altered

5.2.7 Summary of knowledge transformation processes at the semantic boundary
Data from all knowledge transformation cases at the semantic organizational boundary
support the claims that knowledge transformation is initiated when an individual
represents existing knowledge and some one from across the boundary assesses it by
agreeing, disagreeing or asking (P1) and that when such speech acts occur subsequently,
knowledge is negotiated at the organizational boundary (P2). Similarly, the argument that
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represented knowledge can be assessed from across the boundary regardless of how it is
represented (concrete examples vs. abstractions) was supported (P1.1). Also, a number of
cases provide support for the argument that knowledge negotiation is mediated by shared
thought worlds at the boundary (P2.1). Finally, individuals altered their organizationspecific knowledge in all discussion cases, and therefore the argument concerning
knowledge altering is supported (P3). However, knowledge was not synthesized in any of
the discussion cases at the semantic organizational boundary, and thus the argument
concerning new knowledge creation (P4) is not supported. Likewise, I observed
transformed knowledge being agreed upon in only one case, and therefore the argument
concerning knowledge validation as a cross-boundary agreement after knowledge
transformation is weakly supported, at best. That I made only one observation concerning
validation, however, may be due to insufficient data on the issue – in all discussion cases
the facilitators ended the thematic discussions before validating would have been
possible. Nonetheless, I argue that the concept of cross-boundary knowledge validation as
individual-level agreement is analytically valid. In Table 17, I summarize the knowledge
transformation elements in the six knowledge transformation cases at the semantic
organizational boundary. This table shows which elements were present and which were
absent in each case. In table 6 I also show the number of speech acts (SA) in each case, as
well as the actual duration of each case. The purpose of Table 17 is to provide an overall
view of the six knowledge transformation cases and their knowledge outcomes.
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TABLE 17. Elements and outcomes of the Six Knowledge Transformation Cases at the Semantic Organizational Boundary

Knowledge transformation elements present and absent
Initiate
Case
No

No. of
SAs
1
2
3
4
5
6

Total

9
5
7
22
12
13
68

Case
Duration
5 min 58 s
1 min 43 s
7 min 25s
9 min 1 s
2 min 15 s
3 min 7 s
29 min 29s

REP
1
1
1
1
1
1

Negotiate

ASS

ASK
1
1
1
1
1
1

AGR
0
0
1
1
1
1
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Alter
DIS

1
1
0
1
1
1

Create

CLA
0
0
0
0
1
1

SYN
1
1
1
1
1
1

Knowledge
outcome

Validate
AGR
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0

Altered
Altered
Altered
Transferred
Altered
Altered

Table 17 does not, however, depict how each knowledge transformation process unfolded
at the semantic organizational boundary. To provide a more accurate, longitudinal
summary of the processes, I adopt von Hippel’s (1994:433) schematic and review the six
knowledge transformation processes in Table 18. The purpose of Table 18 is to provide a
graphical representation that permits “the simultaneous representation of a large number
of dimensions, --- precedence, parallel processes, and the passage of time” (Langley,
1999:700) of the knowledge transformation processes as I observed them in the
discussions. Table 18 shows how the six cases proceeded at the semantic organizational
boundary. On top of each knowledge transformation case illustration, I show which
parties are involved in the case discussion (i.e. “M-Strategist”; “E-Strategist”), and the
semantic boundary that forms between them. Because my research interest of knowledge
transformation across boundaries between knowledge domains, the schematic in Table 18
illustrates the parties, or knowledge domains, in question and the boundary between
them. At the same time, the schematic does not show the actual number of individuals
present in each discussion. While this choice of illustration leads to a loss of some
information (i.e. the number of individuals discussing across the boundary), I chose this
way of depicting the phenomenon because it provides a simple illustration of multiple
dimensions of interest (i.e. knowledge domains present, types of speech acts uttered
across the boundary, and time). In the two cases – cases 3 and 5 – that included
participants from three different organizations or organizational units, I show two
separate semantic boundaries separating the participants. (While in these cases there have
undoubtedly been two organizational boundaries present, for the analytical purposes of
this dissertation there is just one semantic boundary present.) Then, I show the discussion
as proceeding from top toward the bottom, as indicated by speech act short codes (and
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their combinations) and one-way downward arrows. I indicate the end of the knowledge
transformation discussion with a horizontal solid line. I depict facilitators’ (indicated with
an “F”) speech acts as occurring at the boundary, as the facilitators were not part of any
of the organizations present at the boundary (in the two-boundary cases 3 and 5, I
indicate the facilitator’s comments on top of the boundary line 1 for convenience reasons
only, and the choice has no analytical significance). Finally, to enable succinct
presentation of the cases, I use the short codes to represent speech acts as follows:
•

AK=ask;

•

R=represent;

•

A=assess;

•

C=clarify;

•

AG=agree;

•

DI=disagree;

•

SY=synthesize;
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TABLE 18. Six Knowledge Transformation Process Cases at the Semantic Organizational
Boundary
Knowledge transformation Case 1

S-Strategist

Facilitator

M-Strategist

Knowledge transformation Case 2

Knowledge transformation Case 3
Facilitator

Facilitator
S-Strategist

M-Strategist

R+C

M-Strategist

S-Strategist

E-Strategist

R
A+R+C

AK

A+R+C

A+R+C

R

A+R+AG
A+R

R+C

A+AG+R+C

AK

A+AK+C
A+R+C

Knowledge transformation Case 4
Facilitator
E-Strategist

Knowledge transformation Case 5

Facilitator

Facilitator
M-Strategist

M-Strategist

S-Strategist

AK

F

A+R

E-Strategist

AK+C

A+R
AK+C

R+DI

R+C

A
AK+C

R

M-Strategist
AK

A+R+C+AK

R+C

S-Strategist

AK+C

AK+C

R+C

Knowledge transformation Case 6

R+C
A+AK+C

A+AG
R

AK

AK+C

R+C+DI

AK+C

A+R+C

R

A+DI
A

AK+C

R

A/C/AK

R+C

A+AG

R

A/R

R/AK

A+R
AK+C
AK+C

A+AG

A+R

A+AG

A+R+AG

R+C

A+R+AG
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Table 18 shows how knowledge transformation was initiated by knowledge
representation and subsequent assessment in all cases. In some cases, the initiation
occurred right at the beginning of the discussion (e.g. cases 1-2), while in some cases it
occurred later in the discussion (case 3). Table 18 also shows how knowledge was
clarified in all six cases at the semantic boundary, and thus it became altered. Table 18
illustrates also that represented knowledge was disagreed upon in only two cases (5-6).
However, knowledge was eventually agreed upon in four cases (cases 1-2 and 5-6),
including the cases where knowledge was disagreed upon. Nonetheless, Table 18 also
illustrates how knowledge was not synthesized in any of the six cases, and thus new
knowledge was not created at any semantic boundary cases in my data.
5.3 Six Cases of Knowledge Transformation at Pragmatic Organizational
Boundaries
In the following six knowledge transforming cases, the discussion participants come also
from different organizations, but they depend on each other to get their jobs done. For
example, how strategists from Exurban’s and Suburban’s central administrations succeed
in their job depends, at least partially, on how strategists from those cities’ social service
departments do their jobs. Nonetheless, different organizations have different practices,
and as knowledge is embedded in practice, the actors’ knowledge at the boundary differs.
For example, my empirical data indicate that strategists from the central administrations
understand the concept of strategy differently than strategists from social service
departments. Moreover, strategists from different organizations perceive their role in
relation to strategy-making differently. To collaborate, however, the strategists from
different organizations have to jointly create new, shared knowledge at the organizational
boundary. Extant literature suggests that when the actors’ interests at a given boundary
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are not aligned, the boundaries are pragmatic (Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004). Thus, I argue
that the organizational boundaries present at the following 11 case discussions are
pragmatic.
5.3.1 Case 7, pragmatic boundary
This first case discussion at the pragmatic organizational boundary deals with Suburban’s
formal strategy process. The discussion includes two facilitators, three strategists from
Suburban’s central administration (CA Strategists 1-3), and a strategist from Suburban’s
social services department (SSD Strategist). As the strategists come from different
organizations, are dependent on each others’ work but have differing interests concerning
strategic management, the pragmatic organizational boundary forms between central
administration and social services department. The discussion lasts 4 minutes 14 seconds
and includes 14 speech acts.
Speaker

Speech Act

Facilitator

Who kicks off the annual planning process?

ask

AK

CA Strategist 1

It technically starts with an environment analysis
kick-off, but, John, isn’t it so that the city top
management team discusses the outlook of the
coming year in their winter seminar, and then they
give a summary [of the discussions] to the
departments and the strategy group. There are
some members present here as well, and they are
the ones that are able to plan the process.
Formally, it’s the city board that starts the process,
and they deal with their own internal working
process and start scheduling…This year they did,
during the month of March if I recall correctly,
they delegated work to the committees
about…now that the nationwide restructuring of
municipal services is urgent…so how this issue
should be addressed
So there’s the environment analysis on one hand
and strategy group meetings on the other hand?

assess
represent
ask

A+R+AK

ask

AK

agree
represent
clarify

AG+R+C

Facilitator 2

CA Strategist 1

Code(s)

Yes, but I’d like to emphasize the role of the city
top management team.
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Short
code(s)

Facilitator 2

CA Strategist 2

Facilitator 2
SSD Strategist
Facilitator 1
SSD Strategist
Facilitator 1
SSD Strategist
Facilitator 1
CA Strategist 3

When
the
environment
analysis
takes
place…according to the strategy process
guidelines, it is done in collaboration with
departments and their experts. How are the
departments involved in the environment analysis
process?
The top management group schedules the process,
and they do it together with the city council. In
terms of environment analysis, there are some
people from the departments that are members in
the strategy group.
So there are the department heads, but do you have
unit managers involved?
As the elder care director I am in the top
management team.
Yes but --- then that’s it?
There’s different rounds of revisions in different
years
Within the top management team?
Yes.
Andy
Yes, like Jack [SSD Strategist] said, there’s
different rounds; this year it started with less work
because of last years efforts. Last year we had
[within-department] units involved, so this year
we used that information. So yes, [withindepartment] units are involved in the process.

assess
ask

A+AK

assess
represent
synthesize
clarify

A+R+SY
+C

assess
ask
represent
clarify
assess
represent
clarify
assess
ask
clarify
agree
direct
agree
represent
synthesize

A+AK
R+C
A
R+C
A+AK+C
AG
-AG+R+
SY

First, prompted by Facilitator 1’s question, CA Strategist 1 represents concrete
knowledge about Suburban’s strategy process by telling how the process starts, who does
what and when.

“It technically starts with an environment analysis kick-off, but, John, isn’t it so
that the city top management team discusses the outlook of the coming year in
their winter seminar, ---.Formally, it’s the city board that starts the process, and
they deal with their own internal working process and start scheduling…This year
they did, during the month of March if I recall correctly, they delegated work to
the committees---”
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This CA Strategist 1’s representation suggests that Suburban’s strategy process starts
formally with an environment analysis, but in reality it is the city top management team
that instigates the process in their annual winter seminar. Then, prompted by Facilitator
2’s clarifying question, CA Strategist 1 continues and represents that the city top
management team is indeed important in starting the strategy process:

“Yes, but I’d like to emphasize the role of the city top management team.”

Then, after, Facilitator 2’s additional clarifying question, CA Strategist 2 assesses the
represented knowledge concerning the relationship between top management team and
environment analysis. He clarifies the knowledge further:

“The top management group schedules the process, and they do it together with
the city council. In terms of environment analysis, there are some people from the
departments that are members in the strategy group.”

In this knowledge representation, CA Strategist 2 clarifies that while it is true that the top
management team initiates the annual strategy process (as CA Strategist 1 represented in
his two earlier comments), it does it by scheduling activities in collaboration with the city
council. CA Strategist 2 also clarifies the knowledge concerning the environment analysis
by specifying the actors involved in it. In doing so, CA Strategist 2 also synthesizes
knowledge represented by CA Strategist 1 in his first speech act and Facilitator 2 in her
second speech act. Then, prompted by Facilitator 2’s clarifying question (“do you have
unit managers involved?”), SSD Strategist represents knowledge and clarifies it further:
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“As the elder care director I am in the top management team --- There’s different
rounds of revisions in different years”

These subsequent speech acts of representing and assessing knowledge by CA Strategists
1 and SSD Strategist corroborate the proposition concerning knowledge transformation
initiation (P1). Next, CA Strategist 3 assesses this clarified knowledge representation
(“there’s different rounds --- each year”), along with an earlier knowledge representation
by CA Strategist 2 (“people from the departments are members in the strategy group”)
and synthesizes these cross-boundary representations into a new knowledge:

Yes, like Jack [from social services] said, there’s different rounds; this year it
started with less work because of last years efforts. Last year we had [withindepartment] units involved, so this year we used that information. So yes, [withindepartment] units are involved in the process.

In this speech act, CA Strategist 3 transforms knowledge by synthesizing knowledge that
has been represented by members from different organizations. Thus, new knowledge is
created. According to the newly created knowledge, the strategy process is different
every year. The synthesizing comment required knowledge representations from across
the organizational boundary, in this case SSD Strategist’s knowledge representation. All
the elements of this new knowledge existed in the organization, but they could be put in
this new synthesized form only after they became represented by people from different
organizations and then synthesized by someone able to assess knowledge from across the
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boundaries. That knowledge was synthesized and new knowledge created supports the
proposition concerning new knowledge creation at the boundaries (P4). Also, as the
synthesizing comment was preceded by knowledge clarifications by SSD Strategist
(“different rounds --- each year”) and CA Strategist (“top management [participates in
that it] schedules the process”), the case data suggests that new knowledge creation is
mediated by knowledge clarification. More formally,

Proposition 4.1: Knowledge creation at the organizational boundary is
mediated by knowledge clarification that enables knowledge to be
synthesized across the boundary

However, there was no disagreeing knowledge assessments in this case, and thus the
proposition concerning knowledge negotiation is not supported (P2). Finally, as was the
case in much of the knowledge altering discussions at the semantic organizational
boundary, the case data unfortunately do not enable assessing whether the newly created
knowledge was validated at the pragmatic organizational boundary. Thus, due to lack of
data, the proposition (P5) is not supported. I present a summary of knowledge
transformation process in Table 19, and a summary of knowledge transformation process
elements in Table 20.
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TABLE 19. Summary of the analytical story in Case 7.

Organization

Old organization-specific New knowledge
knowledge

Central administration

o
o
o
o
o

Social services department

o

o

Top management team starts
the process
City board starts the process
Strategy group starts the
process
Process
starts
with
environment analysis
Departments are somehow
involved in the process start
The
departments
are
involved in the strategy
process
through
participation in the work of
top management team
There’s different rounds of
strategy process revisions in
different years

The top management team
schedules the strategy process in
collaboration with legislators, but
the process is different every year
and thus the role of key actors
may differ year-by-year

TABLE 20. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 7
Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

Negotiate
ASK AGR
DIS
1
1
0

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
1

Validate
AGR
0

Outcome
New

5.3.2 Case 8, pragmatic boundary
In this discussion case at the pragmatic organizational boundary, the discussion
participants talk about how city-level strategic objectives are implemented in the
departments in Suburban. More specifically, the discussion deals with how individual
strategic objectives, provided by the central administration and signed by the city council,
should be assessed in the social services department and especially in its eldercare unit.
The discussion includes a discussion facilitator, a strategist from the central
administration (CA Strategist) and a strategist from the social services department (SSD
Strategist, the highest manager responsible for the elder care department). The strategists
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come from different organizations, the situation (who is responsible for strategy
implementation) is novel, and the strategists are dependent on each other yet their
interests differ; consequently, a pragmatic organizational boundary forms between the
strategists. The discussion lasts 6 minutes 58 seconds and contains 11 speech acts.
Speaker

Code(s)

Short
Code(s)

The eldercare unit could assess these forthcoming
objectives when they are being drafted and think what
their implementation would mean for them. Jack, what
do you think about this?
That's how it goes. We are doing it at different stages,
when we think about the objectives for the eldercare,
we surely think about the performance goals
simultaneously
Does that happen here at this stage?

ask

AK

assess
agree
represent
clarify
ask

A+AG+R+C

Always when we think the eldercare objectives, we
think if we can measure them…performance goals,
however, they are not processed simultaneously

represent
clarify

R+C

Facilitator

How does the feedback go from there to the city-level
strategy?

ask
clarify

AK+C

SSD Strategist

Department top management team

represent
clarify

R+C

CA Strategist

What you're after here, as far as I can tell, is that how
much the city-level objectives influence your planning
work at that stage "interpretation of objectives and
creation of performance goals", when you start
implementing the objectives in the eldercare---the
city-level strategy should be your input here, right?

assess
represent
ask

A+R+AK

Facilitator

Yes, there's another [feedback] loop after the
objectives have been decided, so how to create the
implementation plan, planning season objectives,
measurements, means how to reach the objectives. --Jack
Interesting, does the strategy---do we get information
about what the objective will be like---it's more likely
to start with our own thought that in turn are based on
the previous year---these planning seasons are longer,
and say, we have focused on dementia the year before,
then we have been thinking about that all year and
when we get a draft for an objective, it's more like our
internal work as opposed to some one else coming to
us saying
Has it been so that you do not look at the objective and
think what this might mean to us, but rather go from
bottom-up? I mean both are needed, but what might be
missing is the thinking process about what an
objective X may mean

represent

R

assess
represent

A+R

ask
clarify

AK+C

Facilitator

SSD Strategist

Facilitator
SSD Strategist

SSD Strategist

Facilitator

Speech Act
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AK

SSD Strategist

The city-level strategy is there in the background, so
[our work] is in line with the city strategy, but it's
difficult to describe single events because it is an
ongoing process that has begun in previous years

assess
agree
represent
clarify

A+AG+R+C

First, prompted by the facilitator’s comment on the matter, SSD Strategist represents his
knowledge about how the social services department’s eldercare unit addresses strategy
implementation:

“--- We are doing it at different stages, when we think about the objectives for the
eldercare, we surely think about the performance goals simultaneously --- Always
when we think the eldercare objectives, we think if we can measure
them…performance goals, however, they are not processed simultaneously”

This SSD Strategist’s concrete knowledge representation suggests that the eldercare unit
implements Suburban’s strategic objectives by thinking about performance goals in
different stages. Next, prompted by the facilitator’s clarifying question concerning
upward feedback about the implementation, SSD Manager continues and tells that it is
the social services department’s top management team that is responsible for informing
the strategists in the central administration about implementation. Next, CA Strategist,
who happens to be one of these strategists responsible for strategic planning in the central
administration, assesses the represented knowledge concerning how the eldercare unit’s
strategic planning process takes the city-level strategic objectives into account. She
represents her knowledge concerning the relationship between strategic planning at the
city-level and implementing strategies at the department and unit level:
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“What you're after here, as far as I can tell, is that how much the city-level
objectives influence your planning work at that stage "interpretation of objectives
and creation of performance goals", when you start implementing the objectives
in the eldercare---the city-level strategy should be your input here, right?”

Because CA Strategist is responsible for the strategy planning process, she has her
knowledge “at stake” in the discussion. How her department has planned the process
should be clear to all, and it preferably should not require any further clarifications. In the
central administration strategists’ “thought worlds” (Dougherty, 1992a), it may appear
obvious that once they have done their planning properly, city departments and their units
are able to pick up the objectives and start implementing them. Therefore, she is probably
reluctant to change her hard-won knowledge about the matter. As we can see, however,
she doesn’t have to. More generally, the SSD Strategist’s and CA Strategist’s successive
speech acts of representing and assessing knowledge provide additional support for the
propositions concerning how knowledge transformation is initiated by representing and
assessing (P1; P1.1). Next, we see how SSD Strategist has never thought that his unit
could get information about the objectives before they appear in official strategy
documents. He begins by assessing CA Strategist’s represented knowledge, which is
clearly new to him:

“Interesting, does the strategy…do we get information about what the objective
will be like…it's more likely to start with our own thought that in turn are based
on the previous year… it's more like our internal work as opposed to some one
else coming to us saying”
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This comment reveals that SSD Strategist has not thought about the possibility that his
organization would get input from the city-level strategy process. Rather, his
representation suggests that strategizing in the eldercare unit has been “internal work.”
However, after a final clarifying question by the facilitator, SSD Strategist realizes that
what his unit does is actually influenced by the city-level strategy process, albeit the
influence is difficult to delineate from everyday managerial work. SSD Strategist says:

“The city-level strategy is there in the background, so [our work] is in line with
the city strategy, but it's difficult to describe single events because it is an ongoing
process that has begun in previous years”

This speech act shows how SSD Strategist’s knowledge was altered: in the beginning of
the discussion, he thought that his role as the eldercare unit’s strategic manager is
confined to thinking about performance goals based on the published strategy (“when we
think about the objectives --- we surely think about the performance goals”), but at the
end of the discussion he suggested that the eldercare unit’s daily work and Suburban’s
strategy are tightly linked (“the city-level strategy is there in the background, [so] our
work is in line with the city strategy”). Thus, SSD Strategist’s knowledge becomes
altered from specific concrete knowledge (department’s participation in strategy process
is mainly about setting performance goals) to more abstract and complex knowledge
(strategy processes is there in the background all the time, but its direct influence is
difficult to delineate). Thus, the case data supports the proposition that knowledge is
altered at organizational boundaries (P3). Also, the data suggest that CA Strategist’s
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representation was important in the knowledge altering process; it made SSD Strategist to
think that it is possible that his everyday work could be linked to higher-level strategy
processes in more complex ways. Also, that CA Strategist was able to assess knowledge
represented as a concrete example from across the organizational boundary supports the
emerging proposition that knowledge can be assessed at the organizational boundary
regardless the level of abstraction of its original representation (P1.1).
Despite the altering of SSD Strategist’s knowledge, there was no disagreement
over represented knowledge at any point, and thus knowledge did not become negotiated
at the boundary. Although the knowledge differences between the two strategists from
different organizations were real, there was not sufficient knowledge diversity (Ancona &
Caldwell, 1992; Leonard & Sensiper, 1998) at the boundary to cause disagreements. As
Nonaka and von Krogh (2009:12) put it, “diversity rooted in various social practices is
key to a successful [knowledge creation] process.” The lack of diversity was possibly due
to the fact that the discussion included only one person from each organization. Because
disagreement requires the representation of different facts, ideas and opinions, a small
number of individuals may not be able to produce sufficient knowledge diversity even
when their knowledge bases differ. This observation suggests that the proposition
concerning knowledge negotiation at the organizational boundary (P2) be amended as
follows:

Proposition 2.2: Knowledge negotiation requires disagreement and thus
sufficient knowledge diversity at the organizational boundary. Knowledge
diversity at the boundary is a function of the number of individuals present
at the boundary, and the degree of difference among the individuals
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Proposition (P4) states that knowledge transformation at the organizational boundaries
leads to new knowledge when knowledge is synthesized at the boundary. The observation
made here, however, suggests that despite differences in knowledge bases at the
boundary, there was no knowledge being synthesized. This observation would suggest
that creating new knowledge at the organizational boundaries requires sufficient
knowledge diversity at the boundary. The observation leads me to extend proposition
(P4) as follows:

Proposition 4.2. Knowledge creation at the organizational boundary requires
sufficient knowledge diversity at the boundary

I present a summary of knowledge transformation process in Table 21, and a summary of
knowledge transformation process elements in Table 22.
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TABLE 21.. Summary of the analytical story in Case 8

Organization

Old specialization-specific Altered knowledge
knowledge

Central administration

Social services department

o Departments and units adopt
strategic
objectives
automatically as soon as
they are finished by
strategists
o Eldercare unit’s strategic
planning concerns mainly
setting performance targets

Eldercare unit does actually take
the strategic objectives into
account, but it is difficult to tell
exactly how and when, because
the process is continuous and
embedded in daily routines

TABLE 22. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 8
Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

ASK
1

Negotiate
AGR
DIS
1
0

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
0

Validate
AGR
0

Outcome
Altered

5.3.3 Case 9, pragmatic boundary
In this cross-boundary discussion, two strategists from Suburban’s central administration
(CA Strategist 1-2) and two strategists from Suburban’s social services department (SSD
Strategists 1-2) exchange knowledge. Two discussion facilitators (Facilitators 1-2)
facilitate the discussion. The discussion concerns how to collect and use information in
the upcoming cross-organizational strategy process – a novel situation for all discussion
participants as well as for their organizations. All strategists’ jobs depend on how the
other strategists do their jobs, and because the knowledge differences and interests
between the three strategists are real, the organizational boundary that forms between the
discussion participants is pragmatic (Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004). The discussion lasts 5
minutes 30 seconds and contains 16 speech acts
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Speaker

Speech Act

Code(s)

Short
code(s)

Facilitator 1

How do you collect information from departments
and their units?

ask

AK

SSD Strategist 1 From the centers, home care and geriatric clinic, that's assess

A+R

what the first [thing] means. We collect it on the side
throughout the year, we don’t specifically set out to
collect it, unless it means city top management group
discussions

represent

What kind of information is that? In what form is it?
Is it shared understanding that transfers via some top
management groups?

ask
clarify

AK+C

SSD Strategist 1 Yes, yes. Past year’s financial reports are available in

agree
represent
clarify

AG+R+C

Facilitator 1

AK+C

and subcommittees.

ask
clarify
represent
clarify

Facilitator 1

Did someone want to fill in?

ask

AK

CA Strategist 1

I’d like to ask Jack: when you negotiate the annual
contracts, what is the role of the central procurement
office? If there’s been some problems related to
outsourcing, do you collaborate with the office when
you solve the problems, or do you go on your own?
We do collaborate whenever some non-routine issues
emerge. It’s natural, it’s easy. With citizens, with the
elderly committee, however, it’s not systematic.

assess
ask

A+AK

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

Facilitator 1

Should it be?

AK+C

SSD Strategist

Yes. We’ve been thinking about how to arrange it/

Facilitator 2

Let’s move on to the next issue: future and
development. How could the information be used and
developed better?
We do get information from the citizens as well
through the research unit’s work, if we only could use
it…

ask
clarify
agree
represent
ask
clarify
represent

R

agree

AG

Facilitator 1

the beginning of each year. Then, from the private
service providers, we collect information when we
negotiate annual contracts, we don’t get information
from them systematically for the strategy process.
Then, they report the feedback so that it's annually
available to the citizens, but we don't know how to
use it enough.
Customer feedback?

SSD Strategist 1 Yes, customer feedback. Then there’s the committees

SSD Strategist 1

SSD Strategist 2
Facilitator 1

Good point. We discussed earlier how to use existing
information
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R+C

AG+R
AK+C

CA Strategist 2

Facilitator 1

I think that we can use the [collected] information
when it comes to managing our own services, but
when it comes to managing the service network, it’s
much harder.
Absolutely, that has to do with managing networks

assess
synthesize

A+SY

assess
agree

A+AG

First, after Facilitator 1 has initiated the knowledge transforming discussion by asking
how information for strategy process is collected from Suburban’s departments, SSD
Strategist 1 represents his concrete knowledge on the matter. He specifies that
information collection happens “on the side,” and that nobody collects information
specifically for the strategy process:

“--- We collect it on the side throughout the year, we don’t specifically set out to
collect it, unless it means city top management group discussions --- from the
private service providers, we collect information when we negotiate annual
contracts, we don’t get information from them systematically for the strategy
process.”

This SSD Strategist’s concrete knowledge representation suggests that although the
interorganizational aspect of Suburban’s strategy process may be officially stressed as
important, information for the strategy process from private service providers is not
collected systematically. Next, following Facilitator 1’s question, SSD Strategist 1
continues and clarifies knowledge concerning how information is collected from the
private service providers:

“---Then, from the private service providers, we collect information when we
negotiate annual contracts, we don’t get information from them systematically for
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the strategy process. Then, they report the feedback so that it's annually available
to the citizens, but we don't know how to use it enough.”

This SSD Strategist’s knowledge representation implies that there is no systematic crossorganizational information collection from the service providers. Next, after SSD
Strategist and Facilitator 1 briefly clarify that collected feedback data means customer
feedback, CA Strategist 1 assesses represented knowledge and asks SSD Strategist
(Jack):
“I’d like to ask Jack: when you negotiate the annual contracts, what is the role of the
central procurement office? If there’s been some problems related to outsourcing, do you
collaborate with the office when you solve the problems, or do you go on your own?”

This speech act moves the discussion away from the original topic of information
collection for strategy process and toward potential problems in contract negotiations. A
possible reason for this deviation is that CA Strategist 1’s knowledge is “at stake” in the
novel cross-boundary strategy process; her unit’s (central procurement office in the
central administration) main task is to provide information for other departments and
units, and therefore she is arguably concerned about the utility of the knowledge her
organization provides. If it turns out that the central procurement office’s knowledge is
not used when services are outsourced, it would suggest to others that that office’s
knowledge is not legitimate. These speech acts of representing and assessing knowledge
by SSD Strategist 1 and CA Strategist 1 corroborate the argument concerning knowledge
transformation initiation process at organizational boundaries (P1 and P1.1). Next, SSD
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Strategist 1’s response reveals that the central procurement office actually is useful for
the social services department, and thus the CA Strategist 1’s concern is unfounded:

“We do collaborate whenever some non-routine issues emerge. It’s natural, it’s
easy. With citizens, with the elderly committee, however, it’s not systematic.”

This SSD Strategist 1’s speech act specifies how his organization uses the central
procurement office’s services (“when non-routine issues emerge --- it’s easy”), and
therefore CA Strategist 1’s concern is groundless. The speech act also moves the
discussion back to the focal topic of information collection by restating the fact that the
collection process is not systematic. Next, after brief a dyadic knowledge exchange
between Facilitator 1 and SSD Strategist 1 on the desired state of systematic information
collection, Facilitator 2 asks about how the collected information could be used better.
SSD Strategist 2 represents her knowledge and reinforces the implied notion that the
collection of knowledge is not a problem per se, but the challenges lie in how to use it:

“We do get information from the citizens as well, through the research unit, if we
only could use it”

This knowledge representation by SSD Strategist 2 inspires CA Strategist 2 to synthesize
knowledge from across the organizational boundary:
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I think that we can use the [collected] information when it comes to managing our
own services, but when it comes to managing the service network, it’s much
harder.

In this final speech act, CA Strategist 2 synthesizes CA Strategist 1’s represented
knowledge concerning information use (“what is the role of the central procurement
office”) and SSD Strategist 2’s represented knowledge concerning information collection
(“we do get information---”). By pointing out that these two previously separately held
pieces of knowledge belong actually together, CA Strategist 2 creates new knowledge in
this speech act. This observation lends further support for the argument that knowledge
transformation at organizational boundaries leads to new knowledge (P4) Also, because
the synthesized knowledge originated in disparate organizations, the new synthesized
knowledge is arguably assessable across organizations, and thus it would be usable by
strategists from all organizations present at the boundary. Unfortunately, however, as the
specific discussion ends in the next speech act, the data do not enable further examination
of this claim. Also, as no represented knowledge is disagreed upon yet knowledge is
synthesized, this discussion case suggests that new knowledge creation does not have to
involve knowledge negotiation. Thus, I discard the emerging proposition stating that new
knowledge creation at organizational boundaries requires knowledge negotiation (P4.2). I
present a summary of knowledge transformation process in Table Case 23, and a
summary of knowledge transformation process elements in Table 24.
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TABLE 23. Summary of the analytical story in Case 9.

Organization

Old specialization-specific New knowledge
knowledge

Central administration

o Strategic procurement office
has specific knowledge that
can be used in solving
problems
in
service
outsourcing
o Information is not collected
nor used systematically for
strategy process use

Social services

Collected information is used in
managing in-house serviced but
not used in managing outsourced
services

TABLE 24. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 9
Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

Negotiate
ASK AGR
DIS
1
1
0

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
1

Validate
AGR
0

Outcome
New

5.3.4 Case 10, pragmatic boundary
In this cross-boundary knowledge transformation case, two strategists from Suburban’s
social services department (SSD Strategists 1-2) and three strategists from Suburban’s
central administration (CA Strategists 1-3) exchange knowledge about who is responsible
in managing the strategy process as part of the broader city-wide annual financial
planning process – a novel issue for everybody in the city. The strategists are dependent
on each other, yet their knowledge bases and interests differ. Thus, the organizational
boundary that forms between them is pragmatic. Two facilitators facilitate the discussion.
The discussion lasts 6 minutes 7 seconds and contains 20 speech acts.
Speaker

Speech Act

Code(s)

Short
Code(s)

Facilitator

Ok, let's see what you have. Give us some educated
guesses, how does the financial planning process
influence our own work. Who could tell us who carries
this out? Rich, what do you say?

ask

AK
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I think, if the focus is not on the process, if it is heavily
about the content, then it should be the city board, with a
couple of question marks attached. Then, in practice I'd
like to say that it’s the mayor who has to assume the role
of the board. Then, if we talk about the process, there’s
more than one person because the city-level strategy is
such a significant part [of the financial planning process],
so Helen and I have certain roles in the process, and she
has a role in the content as well. So it depends on how to
emphasize the words on it. I’d like to have others’
comments on that, too..
Helen, [CA Strategist 2] would you like to add
something?
We have designated certain process owners for the
financial planning process: at the city level, it’s Rich, at
the department level it’s each department's top financial
manager. When we talk about the process, if you ask
about the process, this is how it’s defined.
Right…how do you see your own role in this?

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

direct

---

assess
represent
agree
clarify

A+R+AG
+C

ask

AK

I’m responsible for the strategy process, I’m the
designated process owner...Again, we’re talking about the
process... Then, there’s a number of different people
producing the content. The city top management team is
largely responsible for the content; I don’t think the board
can be responsible for that, dear Rich.
Again, it depends what you want to emphasize. If it’s only
the process, then the board cannot be responsible, of
course, and it shouldn’t be involved.

assess
represent
disagree
clarify

A+R+DI+
C

assess
clarify
agree

A+C+AG

CA Strategist
2

It’s not the board who gets blamed first if the strategy
doesn’t get finished.

A+C+AG

CA Strategist
1
SSD
Strategist 1

No, it isn’t

assess
clarify
agree
assess
agree
assess
disagree
represent
synthesize
clarify

A+DI+R+
SY+C

direct

---

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

assess
agree

A+AG

assess
agree
clarify

A+AG+C

CA
Strategist1

Facilitator
CA
Strategist2

Facilitator
CA Strategist
2

CA Strategist
1

Facilitator 2
SSD
Strategist 2

Facilitator

CA Strategist
2

I don't volunteer to be blamed for anything...The city
board is responsible in terms of providing political
oversight to the process. In the past two years, it's been
different…it has contributed to the process Helena
described, there's been policy discussions in which the
board has had a central role--Jack requested a comment.
Well, the strategy...the role of the strategy group has
become clear, and at meetings, Andy has not been able to
communicate to us what he should have communicated,
so it seems to be Helena who we need to go to. Then, the
city board is more distant from the perspective of the
departments' and their units.
Right. So it's good that there’s the political aspect present
in the municipal organization, that's the difference
between firms, this political aspect, these political…in the
background. Good.
I’d like to make a definition: the role of the city board is
to bring political oversight to the process.
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A+AG

Right…right…

assess
agree

A+AG

’Responsibility’, I see that a little differently

represent

R

Here's a little…what is responsibility concerning the
content and what is responsibility concerning managing
the process... and so if we think that... if we talk about
elder care strategy, the mechanism of political oversight
should be something else, and it is not clearly visible
there.
Not clearly, but it’s still there. Then again, at the level of
the committee, there are discussions concerning elder
care, for example. That’s the mechanism of political
oversight there.

assess
represent

A+R

assess
disagree
clarify

A+DI+C

CA
Strategist3

That’s where it should come from.

assess
agree

A+AG

SSD
Strategist1

Exactly.

assess
agree

A+AG

CA Strategist
1
CA Strategist
2
CA Strategist
3

SSD
Strategist 1

First, prompted by Facilitator 1, CA Strategist 1 represents knowledge concerning
responsibility for the financial planning process:

“I think, if the focus is not on the process, if it is heavily about the content, then it
should be the city board, with a couple of question marks attached. Then, in
practice I'd like to say that it’s the mayor who has to assume the role of the board.
Then, if we talk about the process, there’s more than one person because the citylevel strategy is such a significant part [of the financial planning process], so
Helen and I have certain roles in the process, and she has a role in the content as
well. So it depends on how to emphasize the words on it. I’d like to have others’
comments on that, too”

In this knowledge representation CA Strategist 1 starts by clarifying whether the
discussion is about being responsible for the strategy content or the strategy process. CA
Strategist 1 also argues that the city board is responsible for the strategy content, but
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different people are responsible for managing the strategy process. Next, CA Strategist 2
assesses this knowledge representation and clarifies knowledge further:

“We have designated certain process owners for the financial planning process:
at the city level, it’s Rich, at the department level it’s each department's top
financial manager. When we talk about the process, if you ask about the process,
this is how it’s defined”

In this knowledge representation, CA Strategist 2 assesses represented knowledge, and
agrees with the distinction between strategy content and process. She also agrees with the
CA Strategist 1’s knowledge representation that certain people are designated as process
“owners,” and that there are different process owners at different levels of management.
CA Strategist 2 continues to clarify her own role in the broad city-wide annual financial
planning process:

“I’m responsible for the strategy process, I’m the designated process
owner...Again, we’re talking about the process...Then, there’s a number of
different people producing the content. The city top management team is largely
responsible for the content; I don’t think the board can be responsible for that,
dear Rich.”

In this speech act, CA Strategist 2 claims that it is the city top management team, not the
elected city board that is responsible for the strategy content. She thus seems to disagree
with CA Strategist 1 who claimed that the city board is responsible. These agreeing and
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disagreeing speech acts by CA Strategists 1 and 2 seem to constitute a withinorganization knowledge negotiation: individuals within the same organization and the
same specialization (strategist) disagree on crucial and seemingly simple matters (who is
responsible for financial planning). However, the next speech act by CA Strategist 1
(Rich) shows how this disagreement is resolved when knowledge is clarified:

“Again, it depends what you want to emphasize. If it’s only the process, then the
board cannot be responsible, of course”

This CA Strategist 1’s speech act suggests that if the responsibility issue is defined
properly, there is actually no disagreement: if “responsibility” means being responsible
for the strategy process, the board is not responsible, and both Strategists are right. The
next two speech acts, by CA Strategist 2 (“It’s not the board who gets blamed if the
strategy doesn’t get finished”) and CA Strategist 1 (“No, it isn’t”) support this conclusion
– the disagreement is successfully negotiated when knowledge concerning the process vs.
content distinction is clarified. As a result of the knowledge negotiation, the strategists
from the central administration agree that the elected city board is not responsible for the
strategy process. However, this is not the last word on the issue: next, a strategist from
the social services department (SSD Strategist 1) synthesizes previously represented
knowledge in a way that gives it a different interpretation:

“The city board is responsible in terms of providing political oversight to the
process. In the past two years, it's been different…it has contributed to the
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process Helena described, there's been policy discussions in which the board has
had a central role”

In this speech act, drawing from CA Strategist 1’s knowledge representation concerning
the city board’s responsibility (“it should be the city board [that is responsible for strategy
content]”) and CA Strategist 2’s representation concerning strategy process and
responsibility (“I’m responsible for the strategy process”), SSD Strategist 1 suggests that
the city board is actually responsible for the strategy process, but the mechanism of
responsibility is more complex than what was previously represented – the city board has
“contributed to the process” by “providing political oversight” through “policy
discussions.” This appears sensible: because the members of the city board are elected
officials, “providing political oversight” to the strategy process is probably exactly how
the city board’s responsibility should be understood. However, the strategists from the
central administration seemed neglect this aspect when they were focusing on the content
vs. process distinction. Nonetheless, SSD Strategist 1’s synthesized new knowledge is
then agreed by CA Strategist 2, who goes on to restate SSD Strategist 1’s point:

“I’d like to make a definition: the role of the city board is to bring political
oversight to the process”

As a result of the cross-boundary knowledge synthesis, the strategists from the central
administration agree that while the city board is clearly responsible for strategy content, it
is also responsible for the strategy process when the process is defined properly. These
observations suggest that new knowledge was created in this discussion case through
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cross-organization boundary synthesis, and thus the proposition (P4) is supported. Also,
as SSD Strategist’s speech act was crucial in the knowledge transformation process (the
within-organization strategists had already settled with the inadequate understanding of
the city board’s role), the data from this case support the argument that knowledge
transformation at organizational boundaries is initiated when knowledge is represented
and assessed from across the organizational boundary. Thus, proposition (P1) is
supported. In this discussion case there were no cross-boundary disagreements, and thus
knowledge was negotiated only within the central administration organization. Despite
the lack of cross-organizational boundary knowledge negotiation, knowledge was
transformed and created successfully. This observation suggests that transforming
knowledge at the cross-organizational boundary does not always require knowledge to be
negotiated across the boundary. Also, knowledge was clarified and became altered, both
within and across the organizational boundary – thus proposition (P3) is supported by the
case data. Also, the data reveals how the transformed knowledge becomes validated.
Immediately after the CA Strategist 2 has restated SSD Strategist’s synthesized point,
other strategists from both organizations agree with this knowledge synthesis:

CA Strategist 3: “--- if we talk about elder care strategy, the mechanism of political
oversight should be something else, and it is not clearly visible there.”

SSD Strategist 1: “Not clearly, but it’s still there. Then again, at the level of the
committee, there are discussions concerning elder care, for example. That’s the
mechanism of political oversight there.”
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CA Strategist 3: “That’s where it should come from”
SSD Strategist: “Exactly”
This final observation from this discussion case provides further support for finding that
transformed knowledge can be validated at the pragmatic organizational boundaries when
it is agreed upon by discussion participants from across the boundary (P5). I present a
summary of knowledge transformation process in Table 25, and a summary of knowledge
transformation process elements in Table 26.

TABLE 25. Summary of the analytical story in Case 10

Organization

Old organization-specific New knowledge
knowledge

Central administration

Social services department

o City board is responsible for
the strategy content
o Managers outside the city
board are responsible for
running the strategy process
o The city board is responsible
for
providing
political
oversight to the process
o It has recently contributed to
the process

Specific managers are responsible
for managing the strategy
process, and the city board is also
responsible for the process in
providing political oversight to
the process through its committee
work

TABLE 26. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 10
Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

ASK
1

Negotiate
AGR
DIS
1
1

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
1

Validate
AGR
1

Outcome
New

5.4.5 Case 11, pragmatic boundary
This cross-organization boundary knowledge transformation case involves two strategists
from Suburban’s central administration (CA Strategist 1-2), and a strategist from
Suburban’s social services department (SSD Strategist). The strategists discuss
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Suburban’s forthcoming strategy process and its role in managing networked service
provisioning in the elder care. The issue is new to everyone involved in the discussion, as
well as for the city in general. Also, as has been the vase in previously discussed
knowledge transformation cases, the strategists are dependent on each other, yet their
knowledge bases and interests differ. Therefore the boundary that forms between the two
organizations is pragmatic. The discussion lasts 5 minutes 28 seconds and includes 14
speech acts.
Speaker
Facilitator
CA Strategist
1

Facilitator

Speech Act
What do you think about this new process? These issues
were discovered in the first workshop. A need was
identified for a feedback loop. Mark.
I go back to what I said in the beginning; at that stage it
can be that our financial plan, or its draft, states citylevel objectives and objectives for the planning year.
Should it , actually now the committees process it by the
end of September, should there simultaneously start a
strategic...in addition to the financial plan, also a citylevel strategy and elder care and other strategies - like
an implementation, their implementation. What I've
heard from others is that, the financial planning people
have been doing it for 20 years, and it's pretty busy
around the end of August - beginning of September, so
I'm not sure if it would fit in there, but there should be
one. Again, I think that if a strategy implementation
plan...if some changes appear, should be later.
I have not addressed that. Soon you can think about it in
groups. But are we talking about the right process?
These are based on the last workshop. Helena.
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Code(s)

Short
code(s)

ask

AK

assess
represent

A+R

ask
clarify

AK+C

I was just thinking…so that nobody would think that
that blue, or purple process that says "proposal for
strategic objectives or planning season objectives"
would be the first input to the elder care process. Now
we must remember that the strategic objectives change
very minimally every year, so it is not a new thing that
appears here for the elder care unit to think about after
the environment analysis, but it is,...we have previous
year's objectives already, so now they are, ... I'm not
sure if any changes were made this year, so the
objectives are not a new thing, it is a rolling process like
Jack told us earlier. So they can very well pick the
existing city-level strategy and start working based on it,
and examine what the new environment analysis
potentially adds to it that they should address. But it
would be good if elder care would provide feedback to
it, or if some objectives need modifications based on the
environment analysis.
Good point. As you referred earlier to the financial
planning process, although it begins at a later stage, the
people who participate in the process must think about it
earlier. Last year's activities are there…

assess
agree
represent
clarify

A+AG+R+C

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

CA Strategist
2
Facilitator

Yes, yes

agree

AG

So if at this stage there would be a more formal event in
which one could address the process, and input from the
departments…Jack

represent

R

SSD
Strategist

One thing about the last…this subcommittee work, say
last year, last spring we had a good discussion with the
subcommittee about what they think of the objectives.
Some are now being examined…today there's a
subcommittee meeting and we look at how the
subcommittee's input shows in this year's plan. And they
show very strongly. So that's one thing that's become
much more important when I've been here. And then the
chart shows the elder care strategic planning process,
and that's about this year; we're updating it this year.
That's why it's dashed.

represent
clarify

R+C

represent
clarify
assess
represent

R+C

assess
agree
represent
clarify

A+AG+R+C

assess
ask
clarify

A+AK+C

CA Strategist
2

Facilitator

Facilitator
SSD
Strategist

Facilitator

CA Strategist
1

Then there's the collaboration aspect, when we...we
tender regularly; this year we coincidentally tender both
the long-term housing services and home care services.
It’s good to think about what it means, when we're
designing new services, can we communicate with the
current and potential partners from early on, or only
after when we have defined the services we buy.
This is exactly what I mean by a collaboration
management process

Who owns that?
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A+R

Facilitator

That will be discussed in the group works later.

assess
represent

A+R

CA Strategist
2

I think this collaboration management process is the
whole point of this [development] project, that’s what
we’ve been doing; [thinking about] what is the process
in which we genuinely think about the different ways
and models of service production, how the markets
develop and so forth. That’s the beef.

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

First, CA Strategist 1 represents his knowledge concerning when strategic planning, as
part of the broader financial planning process, should start

“I go back to what I said in the beginning; at that stage it can be that our
financial plan, or its draft, states city-level objectives and objectives for the
planning year. Should it… actually now the committees process it by the end of
September, should there simultaneously start a strategic...in addition to the
financial plan, also a city-level strategy and elder care and other strategies - like
an implementation, their implementation. What I've heard from others is that, the
financial planning people have been doing it for 20 years, and it's pretty busy
around the end of August - beginning of September, so I'm not sure if it would fit
in there, but there should be one. Again, I think that if a strategy implementation
plan...if some changes appear, should be later.”

In this knowledge representation, CA Strategist 1 argues that the strategic planning
process should not start in early fall, because “it’s pretty busy around the end of August –
beginning of September.” Then, CA Strategist 2 assesses the knowledge when the
strategic objectives should be crafted, and she represents her knowledge concerning the
specific case of the eldercare unit in the social services department:
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“--- the strategic objectives change very minimally every year, so it is not a new
thing that appears here for the elder care unit to think about --- So they can very
well pick the existing city-level strategy and start working based on it, and
examine what the new environment analysis potentially adds to it that they should
address. But it would be good if elder care would provide feedback to it, or if
some objectives need modifications based on the environment analysis.”

In assessing previously represented knowledge in this speech act, CA Strategist 2 clarifies
that the city-wide strategic objectives don’t change very much annually, so strategists in
the departments are free to conduct strategy implementation throughout the year – the
strategists should not wait until the new strategy comes out, but instead they could “start
working” based on previous year’s strategy. Next, the discussion moves across the
organizational boundary as the strategist from the social services (SSD Strategist)
assesses this knowledge and agrees with it:

“--- last spring we had a good discussion with the subcommittee about what they
think of the objectives. Some are now being examined…today there's a
subcommittee meeting and we look at how the subcommittee's input shows in this
year's plan. And they show very strongly. So that's one thing that's become much
more important when I've been here. And then the chart shows the elder care
strategic planning process, and that's about this year; we're updating it this
year.”
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In this speech act, SSD Strategist assesses knowledge represented by CA Strategist 2,
agrees with it, and specifies that his organization actually implements strategy throughout
the year. These two subsequent speech acts constitute knowledge transformation
initiation at the pragmatic organizational boundary. Furthermore, CA Strategist
represented knowledge concerning implementation at the abstract level (“the strategic
objectives change very minimally every year, so it is not a new thing that appears”) and
SSD Strategist was able to assess it and represent same knowledge at the concrete level
(“today there's a subcommittee meeting”). These observations further suggest that the
propositions concerning initiating knowledge transformation (P1 and P1.1) hold at the
pragmatic organizational boundary. Next, SSD Strategist represents his knowledge
concerning collaboration with external service provider firms, and more specifically how
certain social services are outsourced.

“Then there's the collaboration aspect, when we...we tender regularly; this year
we coincidentally tender both the long-term housing services and home care
services. It’s good to think about what it means, when we're designing new
services, can we communicate with the current and potential partners from early
on, or only after when we have defined the services we buy.”

Finally, CA Strategist 2 assesses this knowledge and synthesized knowledge from
multiple previous speech acts that cross the organizational boundary:

“I think this collaboration management process is the whole point of this
[development] project, that’s what we’ve been doing; [thinking about] what is the
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process in which we genuinely think about the different ways and models of
service production, how the markets develop and so forth. That’s the beef.”

In this representation, she assesses SSD Strategist’s knowledge representation concerning
collaboration and clarifies it by stressing that actually collaboration is at the center of
what the new strategy process development [project] is all about. While this CA
Strategist 2’s speech act clarifies knowledge about the relationship between the new
strategy process and interorganizational collaboration, the case data do not specifically
indicate that knowledge would be altered in this discussion. Likewise, as none of the
speech acts in this discussion synthesize represented knowledge, there is no new
knowledge being created. This, in turn, may be due to the lack of knowledge negotiation
in this case; no one disagreed with any of knowledge representations in this discussion. In
a sense, knowledge was represented and clarified in this discussion, but it was not
transformed for altered or for new knowledge. I present a summary of knowledge
transformation process in Table 27, and a summary of knowledge transformation process
elements in Table 28.
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TABLE 27 Summary of the analytical story in Case 11

Organization

Old specialization-specific Clarified knowledge
knowledge

Central administration

Social services department

o Strategy implementation plan
should take place in late fall
o Because strategic objectives
change very little annually,
departments can use existing
strategy
o Collaboration management
includes subcommittee work
o Departments already use
existing strategies when they
implement strategies

Collaboration management
process is at the core of the new
strategy process

TABLE 28. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 11
Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

Negotiate
ASK AGR
DIS
1
1
0

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
0

Validate
AGR
0

Outcome
Clarified

5.4.6 Case 12, pragmatic boundary
In this cross-organization knowledge transformation case, a strategist from the social
services department (SSD Strategist) and a strategist from the central administration (CA
Strategist) discuss how national elder care policies should guide city-level strategic
objectives and other goals. The issue is new to the strategist, and as the strategists are
dependent on each other yet their knowledge bases and interests differ, the organizational
boundary that forms between them is pragmatic. The discussion lasts 4 minutes 12
seconds and includes 11speech acts.
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Speaker

Code(s)

Short
code(s)

Good. Let's talk about the next process. Could some one
from that group, Jack, for example, come up and tell us
briefly what this is about?
Well, this got started with the implementation plan as a
goal. And we realized that the environment analysis
produces a summary of the issues that are specific to the
elder care, and these issues influence the implementation
plan, it is like a promise that this is what we'll do, and
how we'll go about doing it. And then, we have examined
the actors and forums where these issues are processed,
and we found that there's a need for interaction, that it
wouldn't be just one-directional. And we realized that
some issues should be developed further and transformed
to longer-term development programs with clear
measurement procedures. And the measurement data
would be fed into the level of performance goals, and the
city financial action plan, so that we wouldn't measure
same things twice.

ask

AK

assess
represent

A+R

Thank you. So it would be financial plan…what other
input should be fed into the process? What's the role of
the [national] elder care policy? Jack, can you say
something about that?
The [Suburban’s national-policy based] elder care policy
includes certain fundamental issues about the level of
service. They can be pursued or not. Recently we have
not. And therefore we're this year specifying the elder
care policy so that it would be realistic and that it could
be implemented. And that people would be committed to
it. Regarding the general principles, we're doing just fine,
but the issue of service strategy, that is part of the current
elder care policy, it has not been linked to finances at any
stage
Is the forthcoming plan going to be there in the financial
plan?

assess
ask
clarify

A+AK+C

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

assess
ask
clarify

A+AK+C

SSD
Strategist
Facilitator

We'll see…actually, it's an interesting question.

assess
represent

A+R

When is the new elder care policy going to take effect,
has it been decided?

ask

AK

SSD
Strategist
Facilitator

Yes, this fall, we're working on it

assess
represent

A+R

All right. Eva.

direct

---

CA Strategist

This made me to think about that...that same thing, that
would be, in a way, part of the department's environment
analysis and, on the other hand part of the services
surveying. Then you developing a holistic perspective on
the service network. Aren't there plenty of similar
elements there?

assess
represent
clarify

A+R+C

Facilitator
SSD
Strategist

Facilitator

SSD
Strategist

Facilitator

Speech Act
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SSD
Strategist

Yes, exactly, and now we bring them all to this elder care
policy, so that they would be appropriate for a number of
years, like the home care development program was. Now
there's enough things that have happened that we think it's
the right time to update it, we have wanted to update it
ourselves so that if would work as a manual for us that
would guide us in our work

assess
agree

A+AG

First, prompted by the facilitator, SSD Strategist represents his concrete knowledge
concerning the elder care department’s perspective to the environment analysis

“--- we realized that the environment analysis produces a summary of the issues
that are specific to the elder care, and these issues influence the implementation
plan, it is like a promise that this is what we'll do, and how we'll go about doing
it. And then, we have examined the actors and forums where these issues are
processed, and we found that there's a need for interaction, that it wouldn't be just
one-directional –“-

Then, after the facilitator has asked a clarifying question about how the nation-wide elder
care policy is taken into account in Suburban’s elder care management, SSD Strategist
represents his knowledge on the issue:

“The [Suburban’s national-policy based] elder care policy includes certain
fundamental issues about the level of service. They can be pursued or not;
recently we have not. And therefore we're this year specifying the elder care
policy so that it would be realistic and that it could be implemented. And that
people would be committed to it. Regarding the general principles, we're doing
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just fine, but the issue of service strategy --- has not been linked to finances at any
stage”

In this speech act, SSD Strategist represents knowledge from the perspective of his
organization (the elder care unit). This speech act leads CA Strategist to assess this
knowledge:

“This made me to think about the same thing, that would be --- part of the
department-level environment analysis [of] the service network. Aren’t there
plenty of similar elements there?”

In this speech act, CA Strategist assesses represented concrete knowledge about the
environment analysis. She suggests that the environment analysis could serve as a
broader service network management device. This knowledge representation concerns the
same phenomenon as the previous concrete cross-organizational boundary knowledge
representation by the SSD Strategist (“we're this year specifying the elder care policy”).
However, CA Strategist’s knowledge representation is at a more abstract level (“that
would be --- part of the department-level environment analysis”). Next, SSD Strategist
assesses this more abstract knowledge and agrees with it:

“Yes, exactly, and now we bring them [all similar elements] all to this elder care
policy, so that they would be appropriate for a number of years, like the home
care development program was---”
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Again, in this speech act, SSD Strategist is able to assess CA Strategist’s abstract
knowledge representation; SSD Strategist agrees with CA Strategist’s suggestion that the
social service department’s environment analysis could serve as a broader network
management tool (“yes, exactly”). SSD Strategist also builds on the CA Strategist’s
abstract knowledge representation and argues that his organization is now summarizing
all similar elements under Suburban’s city-wide elder care policy. These observations
further suggest that, at pragmatic organizational boundaries, knowledge represented at
one level of abstraction can be assessed from across the boundary and further represented
at another level of abstraction. Thus, the data from this case support the proposition
(P1.1). Nonetheless, as there is no cross-boundary disagreement in this discussion,
knowledge is not negotiated in this case. However, the data indicate that SSD Strategist’s
knowledge becomes altered: in his first speech act, he represents that the relationship
between the city-wide environment analysis and the elder care unit is rather narrow (“--we realized that the environment analysis produces a summary of the issues of interest to
the elder care”), but in his last speech act, he agrees with CA Strategist’s suggestion that
the social services environment analysis could actually serve in developing a “holistic
perspective” on Suburban’s social service network management. This observation
supports the argument that represented knowledge can become clarified and altered also
at the pragmatic organizational boundaries, and thus the proposition (P3) is supported.
Nonetheless, there’s no cross-boundary knowledge synthesis in this discussion and
therefore no new knowledge was created in this knowledge transformation case. This
observation further suggests that cross-boundary discussions where there is not sufficient
knowledge diversity (Ancona & Caldwell, 1992; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009), or
requisite variety (McGrath, MacMillan, & Venkataraman, 1995; Van de Ven, 1986;
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Weick, 1977), new knowledge is not created. This suggestion, in turn, enables a further
clarification of the proposition concerning knowledge altering at organizational
boundaries (P3). In its original form, the proposition stated that knowledge
transformation at the organizational boundary leads to knowledge altering when
represented knowledge is clarified but not synthesized at the boundary. Based on the case
evidence, I propose that knowledge altering is due to low level of knowledge diversity at
the boundary. More formally,

Proposition 3.1: At organizational boundaries, when there is no sufficient
knowledge diversity present, knowledge is transformed so that existing
knowledge becomes clarified but no new knowledge is created

I present a summary of knowledge transformation process in Table 29, and a summary of
knowledge transformation process elements in Table 30.

TABLE 29Summary of the analytical story in Case 12

Organization

Old specialization-specific Altered knowledge
knowledge

Central administration

Social services department

o Environmental analysis has
elements that can help in
developing
a
holistic
perspective
of
service
networks
o Environment
analysis
produces
departmentspecific information
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Environmental analysis can
facilitate managing the service
network

TABLE 30. Summary of knowledge transformation elements in Case 12
Initiate
REP ASS
1
1

ASK
1

Negotiate
AGR
DIS
1
0

Alter
CLA
1

Create
SYN
0

Validate
AGR
0

Outcome
Altered

5.4.7 Summary of knowledge transformation processes at the pragmatic boundary
As was the case at the semantic boundaries, data from all knowledge transformation cases
at the pragmatic organizational boundary support the arguments that knowledge
transformation is initiated when an individual represents existing knowledge and some
one from across the boundary assesses it by agreeing, disagreeing or asking (P1) and that
when such speech acts occur subsequently, knowledge is negotiated at the organizational
boundary (P2). Likewise, the argument that represented knowledge can be assessed from
across the boundary regardless of how it is represented (concrete examples vs.
abstractions) was supported (P1.1). Finally, individuals altered their organization-specific
knowledge in three discussion cases, and therefore the argument concerning knowledge
altering is supported (P3). In addition, knowledge was synthesized in three discussion
cases at the pragmatic organizational boundary. This observation suggests that the
argument concerning new knowledge creation (P4) holds at pragmatic boundaries. In
contrast, as knowledge was not synthesized in any of the cases at the semantic boundary,
this comparison suggests that the amount of knowledge diversity at the boundary is a
plausible determinant of knowledge outcome. Thus, the case data suggests that
boundaries where participants have differing interests (i.e. pragmatic boundaries) provide
an opportunity to challenge and negotiate knowledge. However, to verify this argument,
more research is needed, possibly with larger data sets and across task environments and
industries.
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Following a similar practice as with cases at the semantic boundary, I summarize the
knowledge transformation elements in the six knowledge transformation cases at the
pragmatic organizational boundary in Table 31. First, Table 31 shows the number of
speech acts in each case, the actual duration of each case. In addition, by using the
abbreviations of [REP = representation; ASS=assessment; ASK=asking; AGR =
agreeing; DIS = disagreeing; CLA=clarification; SYN=synthesis; AGR=agreeing], Table
31 illustrates also how the knowledge transformation sub-processes of initiation,
negotiation, altering, creating and validation were composed in each case. For example,
Case 7 included 14 speech acts and its total duration was 4 minutes 14 seconds. It was
initiated by knowledge representation and assessment, and its knowledge negotiation
stage included asking and agreeing, but not disagreeing, with represented knowledge.
Table 31 also shows how the case included both knowledge altering (through knowledge
clarification) and new knowledge creation (through knowledge synthesis), but not
eventual knowledge validation (through agreement at the end of the discussion).
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TABLE 31. Elements and outcomes of the Six Knowledge Transformation Cases at the Pragmatic Organizational Boundary

Knowledge transformation elements present and absent
Initiate
Case
No

No. of
SAs
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total

Duration
14
11
16
20
14
11
86

4 min 14 s
6 min 58 s
5 min 30 s
6 min 7 s
5 min 28 s
4 min 12 s
32 min 29 s

REP

Negotiate

ASS
1
1
1
1
1
1

ASK
1
1
1
1
1
1

AGR
1
1
1
1
1
1

DIS
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Alter

Create

CLA
0
0
0
1
0
0

SYN
1
1
1
1
1
1

Knowledge
outcome

Validate
AGR
1
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

New
Altered
New
New
Altered
Altered

Again, Table 31 does not illustrate how the knowledge transformation processes
proceeded at the pragmatic organizational boundary. In Table 32, I show a graphical
representation, similar to that illustrating the cases at the semantic boundary (Table 18) of
the six knowledge transformation processes. Likewise, the purpose of Table 18 is to
provide a graphical representation that permits “the simultaneous representation of a large
number of dimensions, --- precedence, parallel processes, and the passage of time”
(Langley, 1999:700) of the knowledge transformation processes at the pragmatic
boundary. The logic in Table 32 is similar to the logic in Table 18 earlier: on top of each
knowledge transformation case illustration, I show which parties (again, not individuals)
are involved in the discussion (i.e. “CA-Strategist”; “SSD-Strategist;”), and the pragmatic
boundary that forms between them. In cases 9 that includes participants from three
different organizational units, I show two separate pragmatic boundaries separating the
participants. Then, I show the discussion as proceeding from top toward the bottom, as
indicated by speech act short codes (and their combinations) and one-way downward
arrows. I indicate the end of the knowledge transformation discussion with a horizontal
solid line. I depict facilitators’ (indicated with an “F”) speech acts as occurring at the
boundary, as the facilitators were not part of any of the organizations present at the
boundary (in the two-boundary case 9, I indicate the facilitator’s comments on top of the
boundary line 1 for convenience reasons only, and the choice has no analytical
significance). Finally, to enable succinct presentation of the cases, I use the short codes to
represent speech acts as follows:
•

AK=ask;

•

R=represent;

•

A=assess;
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•

C=clarify;

•

AG=agree;

•

DI=disagree;

SY=synthesize;
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TABLE 32. Six Knowledge Transformation Process Cases at the Pragmatic Organizational
Boundary
Knowledge transformation case 7
CA
Strategist.

Facilitator

SSD
Strategist.

Knowledge transformation case 8
CA
Strategist

Facilitator

CA
Strategist

AK

A+R

A+R+AK

A+AG+R+C
AK

AK+C

AK

AG+R+C

AG+R+C

R+C
A+AK

AK+C

AK+C

R+C

R+C

A+R+SY+C
A+AK

R+C

AK

A+AK

A+R+AK

AK+C

R

A

A+R

A+AK

AG

A+AG+R+C

Knowledge transformation case 10
Facilitator

SSD
Strategist

AK+C

AK+C

AG

AG+R+SY

Knowledge transformation case 11
CA
Facilitator
Strategist.

AK

SSD
Strategist

A+SY

A+R+DI+C

CA
Facilitator
Strategist.

A+R

A+AG+R+C

A+AK+C

A+R+C

AG

A+AG

A+R+C
A+AK+C

R

A+DI+R+SY+C

R+C

A+R

A+R+C

AK

R+C

A+AG

A+R

A+AG+C
A+AG

A+AG+R+C

A+AK+C
A+DI+C

SSD
Strategist

F
AK

AK+C

A+C+AG
A+C+AG

A+AG

A+AG

A+R

AK

R

Knowledge transformation case 12

F
AK

A+R+C
A+R+AG+C

A+R+C
AG+R

R+C

R
A+R

SSD
Strategist

Facilitator

AK

AK

CA
Strategist

SSD
Strategist

Knowledge transformation case 9

A+R

A+R+C

A+AG
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A+R
A+R+C
A+AG

Table 32 shows how knowledge transformation was initiated by knowledge
representation and subsequent assessment in all six cases at the pragmatic organizational
boundary. Table 32 also shows how represented knowledge became clarified in all six
cases at the pragmatic boundary. In addition, Table 32 illustrates how clarified
knowledge was agreed upon in all cases, and that in three cases (7, 9 and 10) knowledge
was synthesized and thus new knowledge created. Finally, Case 10 illustrates how
transformed knowledge becomes validated as it becomes agreed upon from across the
boundary at the end of the discussion.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
6.1 Toward a Model of Knowledge Transformation at Organizational Boundaries
6.1.1. Revisiting the propositions
Managing knowledge successfully is a central component of creating innovations in
organizations and interorganizational networks. The context of interorganizational
networks is important as such networks are becoming increasingly common. Competition
is becoming a network-level phenomenon, and as networks need to innovate to gain and
sustain competitive advantage, knowledge needs to be exchanged at the boundaries
between networked organizations. Existing research on innovation and knowledge
exchange in the context of interorganizational networks has focused how knowledge
transfers across the boundaries between organizations (Argote & Ingram, 2000; Bhagat,
Kedia, Harveston, & Triandis, 2002; Reagans & McEvily, 2003; von Hippel, 1994; von
Hippel, 1998; Zander & Kogut, 1995). While the focus on knowledge transfer in the
context of organizational boundaries is warranted, there is little research on the more
complex yet crucial cross-boundary processes of knowledge transformation. And while
the emerging knowledge transformation theory (Bechky, 2003b; Carlile & Rebentisch,
2003; Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004) has greatly advanced our understanding of how
practice-based knowledge is exchanged at within-organization boundaries, this literature
has not examined how knowledge is transformed at the boundaries between
organizations. In this dissertation research I have taken a step toward addressing this
research gap: I have examined how knowledge is transformed at organizational
boundaries in the context of collaborative interorganizational strategy process
development workshops. I have presented the findings in the form of theoretical
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propositions concerning the knowledge transformation process at organizational
boundaries. First, I found that initiating a knowledge transformation process at both types
of organizational boundaries requires knowledge to be first represented (as concrete
examples or abstractions) and subsequently assessed from across the boundary. The
assessing happens mainly by agreeing or disagreeing with represented knowledge. Also,
the data indicated that individuals are able to assess knowledge regardless of its level of
abstraction. These observations were formalized in propositions (P1) and (P1.1), which I
restate here:

Proposition 1: When existing knowledge is represented in the form of
concrete examples or abstractions, and the represented knowledge is
subsequently assessed from across the organizational boundary by agreeing
or disagreeing, knowledge transformation process at the organizational
boundary is initiated

Proposition 1.1. At organizational boundaries, knowledge can be assessed
from across the boundary regardless of the level of abstraction of the
knowledge representation

Second, I discovered that knowledge transformation process at organizational boundaries
requires knowledge to be negotiated by disagreeing and agreeing upon a given
knowledge representation, and I formalized this finding in proposition (P2). I also found
that in cases when represented knowledge is disagreed, if that knowledge is clarified it
can become agreeable. Thus, knowledge clarification mediates knowledge negotiation – a
novel finding that I presented formally in proposition (P2.1). In addition, in line with
previous literature on knowledge diversity (Ancona & Caldwell, 1992; Leonard &
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Sensiper, 1998; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009), my data from the organizational boundary
indicate that knowledge negotiation requires sufficient diversity in knowledge bases at
the boundary to occur (P2.2). When the knowledge representations at the organizational
boundary are too similar, there is no need to disagree, and as a result, knowledge is not
negotiated. The case data also indicate that there are two potential sources of knowledge
diversity: number of individuals present at the boundary, and the degree of difference in
knowledge among those individuals. This set of propositions can be presented as follows:

Proposition 2: When represented knowledge is agreed and disagreed upon
across the organizational boundary, knowledge is negotiated

Proposition 2.1. Knowledge clarification, enabled by the sharing of similar
thought worlds, mediates knowledge negotiation at the organizational
boundary

Proposition 2.2: Knowledge negotiation requires disagreement and thus
sufficient knowledge diversity at the organizational boundary. Knowledge
diversity at the boundary is a function of the number of individuals present
at the boundary, and the degree of difference among the individuals

Third, I discovered that when represented knowledge becomes clarified but not
synthesized at the organizational boundary, existing knowledge is altered (P3), but no
new knowledge is created. Based on the case data, I explained the lack of knowledge
synthesis and creation as lack of sufficient knowledge diversity at the boundary (P3.1).
To conclude, these two propositions were as follows:
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Proposition 3: Knowledge transformation at the organizational boundary
leads to altered knowledge when existing represented knowledge becomes
clarified, possibly concerning its level of analysis, and agreed upon at the
boundary

Proposition 3.1: At organizational boundaries, when there is no sufficient
knowledge diversity present, knowledge is transformed so that existing
knowledge becomes clarified but no new knowledge is created

In addition, the case data indicate that represented knowledge can be synthesized across
the organizational boundary. Based on extant literature and the case data, I established
that such cross-boundary syntheses constitute new knowledge creation at organizational
boundaries (P4). While I concluded that knowledge clarification can mediate knowledge
synthesis (P4.1), I also argued that knowledge creation requires knowledge negotiation
and therefore sufficient knowledge diversity at the boundary. These three propositions are
restated below:

Proposition 4: Knowledge transformation at the organizational boundary
leads to new knowledge when existing represented knowledge is synthesized
at the boundary

Proposition 4.1: Knowledge creation at the organizational boundary is
mediated by knowledge clarification that enables knowledge to be
synthesized across the boundary

Proposition 4.2. Knowledge creation at the organizational boundary requires
sufficient knowledge diversity
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In addition to knowledge altering and knowledge creation, validating transformed
knowledge is an essential part of knowledge transformation (Carlile, 2002). My case data
indicate that knowledge validation occurs when transformed knowledge is agreed upon at
the boundary. I formalized this finding in Proposition 5, which I restate here:

Proposition 5: Knowledge is validated at the organizational boundary when
transformed knowledge is agreed upon from across the organizational boundary
6.1.2 Inducing three final propositions
The aim of this research was to compare knowledge transformation at semantic vs.
pragmatic organizational boundaries. I carried out this task in Chapter 5. I summarize the
results of the comparative analysis as follows: All knowledge transformation cases at
both semantic and pragmatic organizational boundaries showed evidence of knowledge
clarification and altering. On the other hand, knowledge was not synthesized in any of the
cases at the semantic boundary, but knowledge synthesis occurred in three of the six
knowledge transformation cases at the pragmatic boundary. These observations lead to
the following novel propositions that summarize the key difference between knowledge
transformation outcomes at semantic and pragmatic boundaries and, at the same time,
extend the propositions concerning knowledge altering (P3) and new knowledge creation
(P4):

Proposition 3.2:Knowledge transformation at the semantic organizational
boundary leads to altered knowledge
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Proposition 4.3: Knowledge transformation at the pragmatic organizational
boundary leads to new knowledge

Finally, based on existing arguments on knowledge transformation and organizational
memory (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003; Walsh & Ungson, 1991), I propose that when
transformed knowledge is validated, it becomes existing interorganizational knowledge.
Finally, because knowledge transformation process is an ongoing cycle (Carlile &
Rebentisch, 2003), this “new” existing interorganizational knowledge can then be again
represented and assessed for a new round of knowledge transformation. This observation
leads to the final proposition of this study:

Proposition 6: When transformed knowledge is validated at the organizational
boundary, it becomes existing cross-organizational knowledge that can be further
transformed
The theoretical propositions developed in this research explicate relationships
(Bacharach, 1989; Eisenhardt, 1989; Whetten, 1989) between knowledge transformation
constructs. In figure 8, I present a grounded theoretical process model of knowledge
transformation that unifies all propositions. First, the model suggests that when existing
knowledge is represented (either as examples or as abstractions) and assessed, knowledge
transformation process is initiated (P1; P1.1). The model also shows how knowledge can
be assessed either by agreeing or disagreeing with it. When disagreements occur,
knowledge needs to be also agreed upon for successful knowledge transformation. The
combination of disagreeing and agreeing knowledge assessments constitutes knowledge
negotiation (P2), a process that can be mediated by knowledge clarification (P2.1). The
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model also shows the two key knowledge transformation processes of altering (P3) and
creating knowledge (P4) resulting from the knowledge negotiation. The model also
illustrates one potential theoretical explanation behind the differing knowledge outcomes:
knowledge diversity may lead to disagreeing knowledge assessments (P2.2), and
therefore when there is little knowledge diversity present, knowledge becomes only
clarified and altered (3.1) but not synthesized. On the other hand, when there is a
sufficient amount of knowledge diversity at the boundary, new knowledge is created
through knowledge synthesis (P4), possibly facilitated by knowledge clarification (P4.1).
The model also shows how agreeing with transformed knowledge constitutes the
knowledge validation stage (P5) and how knowledge validation leads to new existing
knowledge (P6). Finally, the model suggests that knowledge transformation at semantic
boundaries leads to altered knowledge (P3.2), while knowledge transformation at the
pragmatic boundary leads to new knowledge (P4.3). I state the boundary conditions of the
emerging theory as follows: The emerging theory concerns the transformation of
practice-based process knowledge at semantic and pragmatic organizational boundaries
in interorganizational collaborative management process development.
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FIGURE 8. Grounded Model of Knowledge Transformation at Organizational Boundaries in Collaborative Interorganizational Process Development
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6.2 Theoretical Contributions
6.2.1 New insights to knowledge transformation

This dissertation research built upon existing literature on knowledge transformation.
Theoretical arguments in this literature have concerned mainly knowledge transformation
at boundaries within organizations. Thus, the scope of the emerging knowledge
transformation theory (Bechky, 2003b; Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003; Carlile, 2002;
Carlile, 2004) has been limited to single firms. This dissertation research extends the
knowledge transformation literature toward multiple-boundary settings by examining
how knowledge is transformed at organizational boundaries. Also, this dissertation
contributes to the knowledge transformation literature by grounding the knowledge
transformation construct in empirical observation data. Pettigrew (1992:172) posits that
“at the early phases of the development of any field of research there is a requirement for
certain basic descriptive information.” This dissertation research first provided such basic
information regarding the stages of knowledge transformation process at organizational
boundaries. The first contribution of this dissertation is that it provides the needed basic
description of five sub-processes of knowledge transformation (initiation, negotiation,
altering, creating and validating) at organizational boundaries. In short, I found the
current knowledge transformation theory to be correct but inadequate to describe the
knowledge processes and outcomes at the organizational boundary.
For example, Carlile and Rebentisch (2003) suggest that the knowledge
transformation process begins with knowledge representation. They further conclude that
“the way knowledge is represented --- influences the degree to which those outside a
specialized knowledge domain will be able to understand the knowledge” (Carlile &
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Rebentisch, 2003:1189). Also, Carlile’s (2002) research corroborates the argument that
knowledge representation is a crucial stage of the knowledge transformation process. The
extant literature, however, leaves open the specific and important question of how
knowledge is represented at the organizational boundary. My findings take a step toward
filling this research gap by indicating two different ways of representing knowledge
across organizational boundaries: concrete and abstract knowledge. The idea that
knowledge can be classified into concrete and abstract knowledge is supported by some
existing arguments in the broader knowledge management literature. For example,
extending Polanyi’s (1966) original formulation, Nonaka (1994:16) divides tacit
knowledge into cognitive and technical elements: cognitive elements refer to “mental
models” that individuals use to “perceive and define the world,” and technical elements
refer to “concrete know-how, crafts and skills that apply to special contexts.” Thus, my
finding concerning two classes of knowledge representation at the organizational
boundary is not idiosyncratic to this study. More importantly, the classification into
concrete and abstract knowledge is consequential in terms of organizational decision
making and innovation. Boland and colleagues’ (2001) study on knowledge
representations and decision making suggests that while concrete knowledge
representations may produce better decision outcomes than abstract representations,
knowledge representations that combine the two forms provide superior decision
responses. This is important from innovation perspective as well; Boland (2001:408) and
colleagues’ study corroborates the idea that that how knowledge is represented has
“differential impacts on managerial idea generation.” To conclude, my finding that
knowledge can be represented as concrete examples or abstractions is both important and
presumably not idiosyncratic to my data set.
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In addition, concerning what happens in the knowledge transformation process
after the knowledge representation stage, Carlile and Rebentisch (2003) suggest that
knowledge transformation processes continues with negotiating represented knowledge. I
find this notion concerning knowledge negotiation to be correct, and my analysis further
specifies that knowledge negotiation at boundaries consists of successive disagreeing and
agreeing knowledge assessments. Other authors have also identified that disagreeing with
represented knowledge in an important part of knowledge processes at boundaries. For
example, Levina (2005) finds that for collaboration to be effective, participants must
disagree with and challenge their own thinking, as well as disagree with ideas provided
by others. She notes that “it is critical that, at some point, the challenging mode --- be
enacted, so that agents either challenge their own prior thinking about the design --- or
challenge objects produced by another agent” (Levina, 2005:116). Similarly, Dougherty
(1992a) argues that in collaborative product development, participants must challenge
each other if the collaboration is to be successful. More broadly, successfully managing
the challenging of existing knowledge has been found as an important ingredient of
successful collaboration (O'Mahony & Bechky, 2008). To conclude, my finding that
individuals must challenge knowledge by disagreeing with represented knowledge is
important from innovation perspective, and it is also more general than the specific data
set I used.
Extant literature also posits that as a result of knowledge transformation at
boundaries, existing knowledge is expanded and altered and new knowledge is created
(Bechky, 2003b; Carlile, 2002). I defined the cross-organizational boundary knowledge
creation as a within-discussion process where two or more individuals first represent
existing knowledge, and then some from across the organizational boundary combines
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the knowledge representations in a single speech act, and concluded that this definition is
consistent with extant literature on knowledge creation (Grant, 1996b; Nonaka &
Takeuchi, 1995:65; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009; Smith, Collins, & Clark, 2005; Zahra &
George, 2002). However, this knowledge creation literature has not explicated how the
knowledge creation process occurs at micro-level at the organizational boundaries. By
showing how knowledge is created by synthesizing disparately held pieces of knowledge
at organizational boundary, my findings contribute to the knowledge creation literature
by specifying how disparately held pieces of knowledge are combined within
interpersonal cross-boundary discussions. At the same time, the findings of this
dissertation study suggest that the knowledge creation arguments are, by and large,
correct at the organizational boundaries. The findings provide moderate evidence for the
argument that due to higher knowledge diversity, knowledge transformation at pragmatic
organizational boundaries leads to new knowledge creation when individuals synthesize
knowledge represented from across the boundary. This finding has implications to
research on innovation, as new knowledge creation insofar as new knowledge is
considered a crucial part of innovation – a view that is common in innovation research.
For example, Nonaka (1994:14) posits that “innovation can be better understood as a
process in which the organization creates and defines problems and then actively
develops new knowledge to solve them.” If Nonaka’s formulation is correct, my findings
further specify that new knowledge is best developed at boundaries characterized by high
degree of knowledge diversity.
Nonetheless, the findings of this study further specify the argument concerning
the relationship between knowledge transformation and creation by suggesting that at
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semantic organizational boundaries, knowledge transformation leads to altered
knowledge but no new knowledge is created.
6.2.3 New insights to innovation in interorganizational networks

This research also highlights the limitations of the transfer paradigm in understanding
innovation in interorganizational networks. Innovation literature argues that innovation
happens at boundaries (Carlile, 2004; Dougherty, 1992a; Dougherty & Takacs, 2004).
Previous literature on innovation in networks suggests that knowledge transfer is a key
knowledge process at boundaries in interorganizational networks, a sentiment illustrated
well by Powell and colleagues’ (1996:119-120) statement that “[f]irms must learn how to
transfer knowledge across that enable them to keep pace with the most promising
scientific or technological developments.” This dissertation research extends this notion
of knowledge processes at boundaries toward practice-based understanding of innovation,
and suggests that knowledge transformation (Bechky, 2003b; Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003;
Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004), not transfer, is a key boundary process for creating
innovations in interorganizational networks. Furthermore, the findings of this dissertation
indicate that knowledge outcomes differ at different organizational boundaries in
interorganizational networks – a novel argument in the context of interorganizational
networks and innovation. This argument is not insignificant because interorganizational
networks can comprise semantic boundaries, pragmatic boundaries, or both. The findings
thus suggest that different boundary constellations in networks may produce different
knowledge outcomes. A crucial question in any cross-boundary collaboration is: Which
boundaries should be crossed (Carlile, 2004; Levina & Vaast, 2005)? The findings of this
dissertation suggest that in interorganizational networks, the answer depends on the
desired knowledge outcome. When new knowledge is desired, then the crossing of
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pragmatic organizational boundaries should be enabled. Because differences and
dependences increase knowledge diversity that needs to be aligned by knowledge
clarification and synthesis, such settings are more likely to lead to new knowledge. On
the other hand, my findings suggest that when existing knowledge should be clarified and
possibly

altered

along

the

concrete-abstract

knowledge

dimension,

semantic

organizational boundaries where individuals are not dependent on each other – and
therefore the knowledge diversity is lower – may suffice.
6.2.4 New insight to participation in collaborative strategy process development

The findings of this dissertation provide also insights to the scholarly discussion on
participation in collaborative strategy process development (Maguire & Hardy, 2005). It
is widely suggested that organizational change and innovation require participation
outside top management. For example, Kanter (1983:243) argues that organizational
change requires letting “all of those who feel they know something about the subject to
get involved.” More explicitly, she links participation specifically to innovation: “a great
deal of innovation seems to demand participation, especially at the implementation stage”
(Kanter, 1983:243). In a similar vein, Hamel and Prahalad (1989:75) argue that it is
difficult to produce creative strategies when “strategy formulation is an elitist activity.”
Likewise, Kotter (1995) suggests that change is achieved by building coalitions that
include members outside senior management. Because traditional strategy development
workshops are mainly events for top managers (Hodgkinson, Whittington, Johnson, &
Schwarz, 2006), and because organizational knowledge is localized in functions and
practices (Carlile, 2002), the argument that the lack of innovation is caused by lack of
broad participation is reasonable. However, the findings of this dissertation suggest that
the mere inclusion of middle-managers to strategy workshops, with the intent of
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transferring (von Hippel, 1998) knowledge to them, may be insufficient. In fact, although
some empirical findings provide moderate support for the hypothesis that middlemanager involvement in strategy correlates positively with organizational performance
(Wooldridge & Floyd, 1990), there is little support for the claim that strategy
development workshops lead to innovation even when people from different parts and
levels of the organization get to participate in them (Hodgkinson, Whittington, Johnson,
& Schwarz, 2006). The findings of this dissertation specify key knowledge processes and
outcomes

of

cross-boundary

participation

in

interorganizational

collaborative

strategizing, and suggest that inclusion should be understood more broadly than including
people from across within-organization boundaries.
6.3 Managerial Contributions

My finding that crossing different boundaries leads to different knowledge transformation
outcomes has important implications for managers. First, at the broadest level, the
findings suggest that managers responsible for the development of interorganizational
networks should distinguish the network’s need for new knowledge creation from the
need to clarify existing knowledge. In new product development, for example, when
innovation that changes existing product configurations is desired, managers should
switch from clarifying knowledge to “exploration in design and the assimilation of new
knowledge” (Henderson & Clark, 1990:18). This advice is likely to hold at new process
development settings as well, and under such conditions, pragmatic boundaries,
characterized by differing interests and ensuing high level of knowledge diversity, should
be crossed. As Henderson and Clark (1990) note, creating new knowledge takes time.
The findings presented in this dissertation further imply that interorganizational
knowledge creation can be accelerated with the use of collaborative interorganizational
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process development workshops. This argument is supported by research arguing that
when process development settings are able to foster the creation of communities of
practice, individuals are able to discover differences and overlaps in knowledge more
quickly (Smeds & Alvesalo, 2003) and facilitate the creation of shared understandings
(Smeds, 1997).
Second, as top managers’ key role is articulating strategic intent, my analysis
suggests that top managers should be able to assess the knowledge of others so that they
can clearly articulate the strategic intent to them (Burgelman, 1991; Hamel & Prahalad,
1989). Moreover, understanding how critical issues in organizations and networks should
be interpreted is a “critical yet difficult process for top management” (Dutton & Ashford,
1993:423). My findings suggest that a transformation processes that that takes place in
collaborative strategy workshops and include immediate cross-boundary iterations of the
represented knowledge can help in creating this understanding. Finally, it has been
suggested that middle management is responsible for synthesizing strategic and hands-on
knowledge (Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992; Floyd & Lane, 2000). Therefore, middle
managers face the challenge of assessing knowledge from their subordinates and
superiors and representing their knowledge to both groups. Because it is chiefly the
middle management that has to sell ideas to top management (Dutton & Ashford, 1993),
middle-managers should to be able to represent their knowledge so that top managers can
assess it. To achieve this, however, middle-managers should be first exposed to
knowledge from different knowledge domains. This notion is supported by Bechky’s
(2003b) account of technicians that span boundaries between engineers and assemblers.
The findings of this dissertation research further suggest that collaborative strategy
process development workshops involving individuals from different organizations can
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help middle-managers to overcome the challenge of selling their ideas to other levels of
management, and thus enable middle-managers to act as strategy champions (Mantere,
2005) concerning the development and implementation of new strategies.
6.4 Limitations
6.4.1 Limitations in observing practices

This research has been about organizational practices. It has focused on a specific
strategic practice – collaborative strategy process development workshops. On the other
hand, this research has been about transforming organizational knowledge that is
embedded in work practices (Cook & Brown, 1999; Orlikowski, 2002). Given that the
theoretical viewpoint in this research focuses on work practices, it is somewhat
problematic that I did not observe directly organizational practices outside the
workshops. Instead, based on their organizations and work descriptions, I assumed that
the participants’ practice-based knowledge bases differed. At the same time, however, I
argue that my quasi-experimental laboratory approach enables me to pull out one crucial
organizational practice – strategy process development workshop – for a detailed study
and analysis of knowledge processes as consecutive speech acts. Observing phenomena
in a setting where the phenomena do not naturally occur – i.e. in a laboratory setting – is
sometimes advantageous (Knorr Cetina 1999:27), and I argue that it has been
advantageous to detach knowledge processes from settings where they naturally occur.
This detachment has enabled me to observe, record, and analyze in detail how knowledge
is transformed at semantic and pragmatic organizational boundaries in interorganizational
collaborative strategic practice. Another limitation of the study is that I did not have a
chance to observe any final resolutions for knowledge development beyond the
knowledge transforming case discussions and their final speech acts. One potential reason
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behind the lack of observed knowledge resolutions was the temporal structuring of the
workshops: to enable discussion of a multiple topics within a given timeframe, the
facilitators sometimes had to cut off discussions that may have led to a more thorough
and more widely agreed knowledge developments. If this interpretation is true, it is a
matter of experimental design, and future research on knowledge exchanges using similar
data collection methodology should take it into account. Another possible reason for the
lack of definitive knowledge resolutions beyond what I now observed is that the
individuals’ capabilities to process information are limited (March & Simon, 1958). This
notion suggests that, during short micro-level discussion, it is extremely difficult to assess
unfamiliar knowledge from across the boundary and synthesize it so that others can
assess and agree with it. This notion would further suggest that while interpersonal
discussions are a key locus of new knowledge development (Tsoukas, 2009), actually
obtaining new knowledge in such discussions is demanding, difficult, and rare.
6.4.2 Action research and its limitations

The method of arranging workshops jointly with managers resembles the action research
approach where research is conducted in close relationship with the people and
organizations studied (Bartunek, 2007; Susman & Evered, 1978; Van De Ven & Johnson,
2006). The action research approach, while useful in fulfilling the detailed process
observation data requirement (Chakravarthy & Doz, 1992), is not entirely unproblematic.
The action research’s tendency to build on practitioners’ problems (Huxham & Vangen,
2003; Rynes & Trank, 1999) and to promote organizational change (Huber, 1991) may
influence the processes observed and thus produce distorted data and invalid constructs.
However, my research problem was not based on the participating practitioner’s
problems – none of the workshop participants perceived knowledge transformation
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processes at boundaries as problems. In addition, neither I nor the other members of the
research team explicated this dissertation’ emphasis on cross-boundary knowledge
transformation to the workshop participants. Therefore, while how the observed speech
acts occurred were to an extent influenced by the researcher-practitioner collaboration, I
argue that the collaboration does not weaken my theoretical arguments. Furthermore, as
the main practical goal of the joint research project was to give the participating
managers better understanding of the social service networks, the aim of this dissertation
research was not to change the knowledge processes at boundaries. In fact, at the time of
the data collection workshops, the research focus of this dissertation was not on
knowledge

transformation

but

more

broadly

on

knowledge

management

in

interorganizational networks. Finally, the role of the discussion facilitator was not to
enable organizational change but rather to structure discussion. I do not intend to claim
that the facilitator had no influence in how the knowledge transforming discussions
proceeded. However, I argue that the facilitator had little, if any, influence on how
knowledge was represented and subsequently assessed at boundaries.

6.5 Future Directions

Much of practice oriented knowledge management research is based on observing
interactions in technical contexts, such as manufacturing, industrial design, and other
engineering-related practices. This line of research has produced useful empirical
findings as well as theoretical frameworks for understanding knowledge processes more
generally. However, as a result of the technical contexts where these practice theoretical
frameworks have originated, the applications of the frameworks to non-technical
knowledge work – such as strategy process development – are not clear. Such broad
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applications would, however, be desirable: Okhuysen and Bechky (2009:496) claim that
“post-industrial work requires assembling specialized knowledge in ways that we have
not done before while facing new task environments,” and Dougherty (2004) posits that
knowledge for new services resides in practice. By explaining how knowledge is
transformed in the non-technical context of collaborative strategy process development,
my research has shown that the existing knowledge transformation frameworks are
applicable to broader settings. Future research on knowledge transformation should study
how knowledge is transformed in different contexts and across different boundaries.
While the discussion facilitators in this dissertation data contributed to the discussions at
least by structuring the discussions, this dissertation did not address their role in the
knowledge transformations. Research on boundary spanners suggests that impartial
persons who are knowledgeable in more than one knowledge domain can contribute
greatly to shared knowledge creation. And while the role of boundary organizations in
facilitating cross-boundary collaborations has gained interest recently (O'Mahony &
Bechky, 2008), we still lack a comprehensive understanding on the actors that span
boundaries. Future research on cross-boundary collaborations should study how boundary
spanners – individuals or organizations – emerge, function, and facilitate different
knowledge outcomes at different boundaries.
Finally, as boundary objects (Star & Griesemer, 1989), such as process charts
showing the passage of time (Yakura, 2002), have been identified as important devices
for cross-boundary collaborations, future research on knowledge transformation should
study how different types of boundary objects contribute to the knowledge transformation
process and its outcomes at organizational boundaries in different settings.
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6.6 Conclusions

In this dissertation I have studied how knowledge is transformed at organizational
boundaries in collaborative new strategy process development. I identified five process
stages of knowledge transformation and described each stage in detail. I then developed a
unifying theoretical model to explain how knowledge is transformed at organizational
boundaries. In doing so I have addressed the following three research questions:
RQ1: How is knowledge generally transformed at organizational boundaries in
collaborative interorganizational strategy process development workshops?

This research question was addressed by propositions P1; P1.1; P2; P2.1; P2.2; P3; P4;
P4.1; P5 and P6.

RQ2: How is knowledge transformed at semantic organizational boundaries in
collaborative interorganizational strategy process development workshops?

This research question was specifically addressed by proposition P3.2.

RQ3: How is knowledge transformed at pragmatic organizational boundaries in
collaborative interorganizational strategy process development workshops?

This research question was specifically addressed by proposition P4.3.
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My findings contribute to the literature on knowledge transformation by showing
explicitly how knowledge is transformed at the organizational boundary – a context not
fully addressed in past knowledge transformation research.
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